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Students posing for the UH My Bauer Pride Campaign Outside the University Center. Courtesy of Chase Pedigo/ C. T Bauer College of Business
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A sculpture made-up of old radio 
equipment greets visitors at the 
Meicher Center for Public Broad
casting Building. Clarissa Arispe
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The UH has seen a hike in enrollement by an estimated of 2,000 students in a semester, from 36,000 students in the fall 2010, to 38,000 in the 
Spring 2011. Angelica Dominguez

38,752 AND GROWING
University officials expect enrollment numbers to increase

[22] Inside the Pride

By Jose Aguilar

The University experienced a record-setting year in terms of en
rollment, but whether or not that growth would continue into the 
future was not easily predictable considering the looming budget 
cuts in state funding.

Total enrollment for Fall 2010 was 38,752. The total for the 
Spring semester had yet to be certified, but officials gave prelimi
nary numbers of more than 37,300.

According to the UH Office of Admissions the number of new 
applications for Fall 2011 and the large increase in Spring 2011, 
indicate the Fall 2011 semester will be another one for the record 
book.

“The University of Houston is becoming the university of 
choice for many more prospective students from throughout the 
state, region, and even internationally, so under normal circum
stance, we could top the 40,000 mark this Fall,” Executive direc
tor of the Office of Admissions Djuana Young said.

However, Young said, many factors over which the University 
has little or no control of will come into play during the coming 
weeks and months, and could negatively impact enrollment at 
UH and throughout the state.

“For instance, if state and federal aid cuts are as extensive as 
projected, many students may not be financially able to attend 
UH or any other institution for that matter,” Young said. “We hope 
this doesn’t happen, but if it does we want our students to know 
that we are committed to their success as a student and will do 
everything we can to provide them the resources they need to 
continue their enrollment.”

There have been many times where UH’s enrollment has 
increased, but what makes this one exciting, Young said, is 

that UH is seeing an increase after a few years of decreases in 
enrollments.

Enrollment increases are always viewed as a positive mea
sure, Young said, simply because it indicates that there is greater 
interest in the University’s quality academic programs and the 
collegiate experience.

“For the University of Houston, increased enrollment also 
produces a more diverse student population, a higher percentage 
of well-prepared students which will ultimately help to improve 
our retention and graduate rates, and of course, more tuition rev
enue,” Young said.

Enrollment increases also bring challenges to the University, 
including parking, classroom and lab space, on-campus housing 
and food services, and, in general, continuing to provide quality 
services to more students and faculty.

“These are all good problems to have,” Young said. “As the 
newest Carnegie designated Tier One institution continues to at
tract more and better students, we will continue to find more and 
better ways to serve them."

Although officials expect moderate overall increases to con
tinue over the next several years, the majority of those increases 
will be primarily in graduate and professional programs.

The percentage of enrollment for graduate students is expect
ed to increase from about 24 percent of UH’s total enrollment to 
30 percent during the next 5-10 years.

“As usual, long-term goals are subject to change as factors 
and circumstances in the state and the nation shift, but in any 
event, the University of Houston’s future and the future of the 
students who enroll here is very bright,” Young said.



Volunteers and Gulf Coast residents worked tirelessly to help save the wildlife affected by the BP oil spill. Wikimedia Commons

OIL OVERBOARD
Black gold infested the waters of the Gulf Coast and changed the lifes of 
residents and wildlife for years to come

By Jack Wehman

On April 20, 2010, British Petroleum changed the world when the 
Deepwater Horizon oil rig suffered a blowout, killing 11 men. The 
blowout ruptured a pipeline located more than 3 miles below the 
Gulf of Mexico — and oil poured out for almost 3 months before 
the spill was finally contained on July 15.

The blown well eventually became the largest accidental spill 
in history — the US government’s final estimate for the spill was 
5 million barrels of oil. And although the spill was a tragedy, BP's 
seemingly never-ending public relations fiasco continued to antag
onize the public during the months that oil flowed incessantly.

No man was in the spotlight more than BP CEO Tony Hayward, 
who was eventually removed from his position due to his responses 
to the disaster.

“I think the environmental impact of this disaster is likely to 
have been very, very modest," Hayward said in an interview with 
Sky Television. He also said “The Gulf of Mexico is a very big 
ocean" and that the amount of oil and other chemicals was “tiny” 
compared to the amount of water in the Gulf.

In January 2011, the National Commission on the BP 
Deepwater Horizon Spill and Offshore Drilling released its nearly 
400-page statement on what exactly caused the blowout. It found 
that BP, Halliburton and Transocean had all disregarded key safety 
elements — and that the disaster would not have happened if the 

companies had followed proper procedure.
For those along the Gulf Coast that were hit by the spill, though, 

liability and blame come second to the loss of a job.
“This is the worst possible thing that could happen to the 

Mississippi Gulf Coast,” Mississippi resident Louis Skrmetta said 
in an April 29, 2010 Houston Chronicle report. “It will wipe out the 
oyster industry. Shrimping wouldn’t recover for years. It would kill 
family tourism. That’s our livelihood.”

In response to the spill, BP created a $20 billion fund to be 
used to clean up the Gulf. So far fishermen, tourism-based indus
tries and wildlife preservation agencies have accessed nearly $2 
billion of the funds.

Even the money was not enough for some. Rep. Pete Olson, 
R-Sugar Land, said the account is basically a “privately funded, 
government slush fund that the administration is going to divvy out 
as they see fit,” in a Houston Chronicle story.

The biggest problem of all, though, is the giant cloud of oil that 
still looms beneath the ocean’s surface.

“By dispersing the oil at depths, you create smaller globules of 
oil and it makes the oil more likely to be affected by even the slow 
moving currents,” said James Cowan, a professor of oceanography 
at Louisiana State University. “We just don’t know where it is, and 
we don’t know where it is going.”

News [23]



The class of 2014 moved into the newest housing complex, Cougar Village, in August 2010. SeolHee Lee

THE NEW FISH POND
University opens housing project exclusively for freshmen and honors students

By Darlene Campos

In August 2010, the freshman class of 2014 moved in to the 
University’s newest housing complex — Cougar Village.

“In our quest to become a Tier One University, we needed to 
provide the right environment to our freshmen population," Interim 
Executive Director Javier Hidalgo said. “Cougar Village adds to the 
environment we already have on campus.”

The seven-story, 1,000-room building was originally intended 
to house only incoming freshmen in order to promote unity among 
the newest Cougars. Administrators later made the decision to in
clude students from the Honors College in the new dorms.

The $50 million residence hall is a part of UH’s Freshman 
Year Residential Experience; its objective is to ease the transition 
of incoming freshmen into college life. Students participating in 
EYRE have the advantages of moving in a week earlier than other 
students and being mentored or tutored by one of the two peer 
leaders assigned to each floor.

Cougar Village also features themed floors that allow students 
of the same major to live alongside one another. Cougar Village 
has floors dedicated to business, engineering and technology, 
communication, community service and honors.

“Theme housing is not a unique concept. It already existed on 
campus and in other universities. We expanded this concept to 
support the academic mission of the university,” Hidalgo said.

Students pay $2,475 per semester for a double room or 
$3,218 for a single room. That makes a yearly rate of $4,950

or $6,436.
Cougar Village houses 1,132 students who have access to a 

computer lab, gym, laundry room, mail room, multipurpose room, 
a living-learning room, seminar room and a security desk for stu
dent safety. Each floor also contains two public kitchens, two 
study rooms and two student lounges.

“I love the rooms; the square footage is very nice," said biology 
freshman Aneice King. “I like that it’s a safe building. For exam
ple, you have to swipe your card to use the elevators, and guests 
have to check in, too. It’s a clean building, great floor plans, very 
sociable. The gyms are clean, all the equipment works, the kitch
ens are clean, and it’s a very spacious place to live.”

Yet, King added, the building is not without a few glitches.
“I chose to live here because it was a new place, but I think 

it was built too fast since things to tend to break a lot here,” King 
said. “The walls are also very thin and you can hear what's going 
on next door.”

But for freshmen looking to hit the ground running in an alto
gether new environment, Cougar Village might be just the key to 
giving them a leg up on their peers.

“It’s a great environment," pharmacy freshman Chibuike 
Prince Nnaji said. “I don't see any cons. I’m an RA, so I help teach 
other freshmen to watch who they're hanging with. I was actually 
placed to live here and I’m really glad I was."

[24] Inside the Pride _____



Rice students and alumni alike were not shy about showing their discontent for Rice administrators selling KTRU to UH. 
Courtesy of John Grungy Gladu

UNPOPULAR DEAL
Rice and UH administrators went under fire as many alumni from both universities 
contested the sale of KTRU

By Jack Wehman

Listeners of student-run radio station KTRU were dealt a setback 
when Rice University announced the sale of its radio station to 
UH on Aug. 16, 2010.

Rice students and alumni where not shy to let the university 
administrators know of their discontent; hundreds took to pro
testing and petitions to prevent the sale from taking place. The 
KTRU student staff went as far as seeking legal counsel from a 
Washington D.C based law firm, Paul Hastings Law Firm, to com
bat the sale.

“Student broadcasting is non-commercial radio. It’s some
thing that’s supposed to be an educational experience,’’ KTRU 
Station Manager Joey Yang told The Daily Cougar. “It’s a public 
service we do out of pure altruism and the fact that all 
that has to be sacrificed for a few million dollars, in my mind, 
is tragic.”

The new acquisition also received some opposition from UH 
students and alumni, this was mostly due at the secrecy of the 
deal between the two universities and the price the University 
paid for KTRU, particularly during hard economic times, when 
UH administrators had to lay off staff and professors.

A group of UH alumni began an online petition condemning 
UH administrators for the way they handled the deal.

The petition states the "process never allowed for student 
input or a public discussion of the important issues involved in 
this permanent change to the Houston radio landscape. We urge 
UH to re-evaluate their decision and to restore openness and 
transparency to the university administration.’’

At a UH Board of Regents meeting in November, Rice alum
nus Nick Cooper told Regents they should "be ashamed at the 
way the situation was handled.” Numerous UH students spoke to 

the Regents in KTRU’s defense as well.
But Rice President David Leebron told the Thresher in their 

Aug.27 issue that the confidentiality of the sale was necessary.
"You talk to anybody in business and they’ll tell you about the 

importance of confidentiality in executing a transaction like this,” 
Leebron. “But people who say you should never behave like a 
business have no clue what the complexity of the university is 
about.”

UH officials did not let the controversy stop them from the 
deal they said would bring the University one step closer to be
coming a Tier-1 institution; and in October the two universities 
finalized the deal for $9.5 million, pending approval from the 
Federal Communications Commission.

In a Aug. 17 press release, UH President Renu Khator said, 
“The acquisition of a second public radio station delivers on our 
promise to keep UH at the forefront of creating strong cultural, 
educational and artistic opportunities that benefit students and 
the city of Houston.

According to the business plan provided to the Board of 
Regents, KUHF, the current UH radio station, “will service 100 
percent of the debt from fundraising through the community.’’ 
And the University plans to take on a 20-year tax exempt bond to 
fund the new station.

KUHF would take over KTRU’s FM signal and broadcast 
tower. The station would be renamed KUHC, and would play 
classical music 24 hours a day. KUHF would then make 88.7, 
its original frequency, a 24-hour news station.

The protests were in some ways successful — KTRU will 
continue broadcasting both online and on the Pacifica network’s 
alternate HD Radio station.

 News [25]
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The mosque brought the issue of freedom of speech and religion to the center of the debate over the summer months in New York City. 
David Shankbone/ Wikimedia Commons

CHURCH VS. STATE
People took to the streets of NYC and around the country over the controversy 
of an Islamic center being built near Ground Zero

By Alexandra Kuchik

Since the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the area where the World 
Trade Center towers once proudly stood has become hallowed 
ground for mourners, a memorial for the more than 3,000 people 
who lost their lives that terrible day.

As the ninth anniversary of the attacks neared, a heated debate 
arose in late August 2010 regarding plans to build an Islamic cen
ter and mosque blocks away from Ground Zero.

The idea of building the mosque was proposed by religious 
leader Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf and his wife, Daisy Khan. Their 
plan was to construct a facility similar to a YMCA that would in
clude a theater, pool and mosque, as well as areas for Jewish and 
Christian worship. Rauf said the project was intended to create 
understanding.

However, opponents claimed the close proximity of an Islamic 
center to Ground Zero was insensitive and disrespectful to both the 
victims of the 9/11 attacks and their families. Some family mem
bers of 9/11 victims have spoken out against the building proposal.

Gila Barzi, who lost her son when the towers fell, told the 
Associated Press in August that Ground Zero “is sacred ground and 
it’s where my son was buried...(the mosque would be) like a knife 
in our hearts."

Groups like Stop Islamization of America, which has created an 
online petition to stop construction of the mosque, argue that it is 
a slap in the face of Americans to allow a symbol of Islamic faith so 
close to where Americans were killed by Islamic terrorists.

But defenders of the mosque include President Barack Obama, 
who reminded the public that the religion of Islam is not the enemy.

"I recognize the extraordinary sensitivities around 9/11,” Obama 

said. “I've met with families of 9/11 victims in the past. I can only 
imagine the continuing pain and anguish and sense of loss that 
they may go through. But I go back to what I said earlier: we are not 
at war against Islam. We are at war against terrorist organizations 
that have distorted Islam or falsely used the banner of Islam to en
gage in their destructive acts.”

Some UH students also stood up in support of the center, citing 
the freedom of religion guaranteed by the First Amendment. Some 
speculated that those that oppose the mosque do so because they 
fear or misunderstand the Muslim faith.

“This country allows for the practice of religion freely in our 
most fundamental governing document,” political science senior 
Matthew Wheeler said.

Master of fine arts candidate Dane Wisher shared Wheeler’s 
sentiments, saying that fear is fueling the fire.

“The current debate about the Ground Zero mosque — the 
term itself a misnomer — is representative of a dumbing-down of 
the public,” Wisher said. “There is no rational debate occurring, 
only an opportunistic rhetoric of fear on one side and indignation on 
the other side, a side struggling for the words to respond to a group 
of people who will not listen thoughtfully or responsibly.”

In a Sept. 8 interview with CNN’s Soledad O’Brien, Rauf said 
he was willing to consider changing the location of the mosque but 
warned that such action could be misconstrued.

"The headlines in the Muslim world will be that Islam is under 
attack," he said. “If you don't do this right, anger will explode in the 
Muslim world.”

Plans for construction of the Islamic Center have continued.

[26] Inside the Pride



Quaterback Case Keenum was at the top of his game when an injury forced him to sit out and watch the rest of the season from the bench. Gregory Bohuslav

SIDELINED
Keenum forced to put football career on hold midseason

By Patricia Estrada

With thousands of Cougar faithful watching, the Case Keenum era seemed to 
come to an end when the star quarterback and Heisman candidate was taken 
off the field with a knee injury during a game against UCLA on Sept. 18 at the 
Rose Bowl.

Keenum would have to have reconstructive surgery to repair a torn ante
rior cruciate ligament suffered after an attempted tackle on UCLA linebacker 
Akeem Ayers.

Backup quarterback Cotton Turner also suffered a season-ending frac
tured clavicle, a quarter after Keenum’s exit.

"I've seen a lot of crushing moments in Cougar football over the years,” 
first-year law student Taylor Kilroy said. "But Keenum and then Turner going 
down was truly heartbreaking. We had all hyped up the year as our year, the 
year where Cougar football would gain some national attention.”

At the time of Keenum’s injuries the Cougars were ranked No. 23, and the 
talk around campus was that this would be the year the team would compete 
for a Bowl Championship Series berth. But the game against UCLA crushed 
all hopes of this happening, as it proved to be a symbol for what the rest of the 
season would look like for the Cougars.

The loss of their star quarterback and leader proved too much for the 
Cougars to overcome, and they finished the season with a 5-7 record.

Head coach Kevin Sumlin asked his players to step up their game after 
losing his starting and backup quarterbacks. Two of the players that were 
asked to perform and fill in at quarterback were true freshmen Terrance 
Broadway and David Piland.

Sumlin, Keenum and the rest of the team showed confidence in both 
freshmen.

“It’s good seeing those guys succeed,” Keenum told The Daily Cougar.

“I know for a fact they’re a lot better along than I was at their age."
But some UH fans weren’t as optimistic about having two freshmen fill in 

for Keenum and Turner.
Hotel restaurant and management senior Robert Watson said he doubted 

either freshman would have been able to have success that early in their col
legiate careers.

“I didn’t doubt their abilities,” Watson said. “But I knew it was almost 
unheard of for true freshman quarterbacks to be successful under such 
circumstances.”

Psychology senior Varun Ambrose said he had faith in both freshmen and 
hoped the rest of the team would prove that Keenum was not the only reason 
UH was winning games.

“I definitely thought that UH had a chance," Ambrose said. “Since, I am 
a big believer that a ‘we win with everybody’ mentality is the best for any team. 
I believed we ought to be the team that can win with anybody at quarter
back. Apparently I was wrong or I misjudged the depth of talent on the team.” 
Keenum had to stand and watched on the sidelines and wait for the NCAA to 
decide whether he would be granted a sixth year of eligibility. On Jan. 15, fans 
and teammates rejoiced when the NCAA granted his appeal.

“(I was) ecstatic for him,” Ambrose said. "He’s a quick step in the right 
direction. But the idea that we don’t have enough depth of talent still nagged 
at me.”

Watson agreed that Keenum’s return was good for UH, but he said he is 
skeptical that the quarterback will be able to quickly regain midseason form.

"Case means a great deal to UH football,” he said. "(But) I am worried 
that his injuries are the start of a slippery slope leading to more severe ones.
I hope he does well.”

__  News [27]



Family and friends rejoiced as U.S. combat troops began arriving home after President Barack Obama annouced the end of America’s combat mis
sion in Iraq. Wikimedia Commons
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COMING HOME
After 7 years of war, Obama ends U.S. combat role, says priority now is nation building at home

By Paola Estrada

On March 20, 2003, American troops made their way across 
the border from Kuwait to Iraq in what would be the beginning 
of a much-disputed war. Seven years later on August 31, 2010, 
President Barack Obama announced the withdrawal of American 
combat troops from Iraq, marking the end of America’s combat 
mission in the country.

As the president addressed the nation from the Oval Office, the 
last of the U.S. combat troops were already on their way across the 
border once more — this time from Iraq to Kuwait.

"Operation Iraqi Freedom is over,’’ Obama said. “The Iraqi peo
ple now have lead responsibility for the security of their country.” 

Nearly 100,000 troops were ordered out of Iraq following the 
president's address. Yet roughly 49,700 non-combat troops were 
left behind to assist and continue to train the Iraqi military, accord
ing to an Aug. 31 New York Times article.

“In the end, only Iraqis can resolve their differences and police 
their streets,” Obama said. “Only Iraqis can build a democracy 
within their borders. What America can do, and will do, is provide 
support for the Iraqi people as both a friend and a partner.”

Obama announced all U.S. troops were to withdraw by the end 
of 2011.

In an address to the Iraqi people, Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al- 
Maliki echoed Obama’s hope for Iraq.

“Iraq today is sovereign and independent. With the execution of 
the troop pullout, our relations with the United States have entered a 
new stage between two equal, sovereign countries,” al-Maliki said.

But not everyone was so optimistic.
New York Times reporter Steven Lee Myers wrote in his blog 

that pulling out the troops before the Iraqi government was firmly in 

place was a bad decision.
Anthony H. Cordesman, a military specialist at the Center for 

Strategic and International Studies, wrote in the New York Times on 
Aug. 21, “Political posturing is the norm in Washington, and claim
ing victory is far more popular than bearing the burden of leader
ship and dealing with reality. The Iraq war is not over and it is not 
‘won.’ In fact, it is at a critical stage as at any time since 2003.”

UH student Dan Wilden, an Army veteran of both the Iraq 
and Afghanistan wars, said “ending” the war was only political 
doublespeak.

“They just pull out the combat troops,” he said. "What really 
happens is now it’s a harder fight, and now we are not under the 
premises of being at war because we no longer have the big threat 
of saying, ‘Hey, if you mess with us we are going to drop the infantry 
on you. We are going to drop the cavalry on you. We are going to 
take you out.' Now that’s not there anymore. So now you just have 
this combat support unit that is there ... fighting with their backs 
against the wall, with one hand tied behind their backs. So the war 
is not over; it's just over on paper.”

Overshadowing the announcement of the troop pullout was the 
news concerning the renewed focus on the war in Afghanistan. In 
his address, Obama reasserted his plan of maintaining troops in 
Afghanistan for a limited time only.

“As was the case in Iraq, we cannot do for Afghans what they 
must ultimately do for themselves,” he said.

For many U.S. soldiers, the news underscored the fact that their 
homecoming was merely a temporary one.

"Everyone knows you are just coming home to go right back out 
to Afghanistan," Wilden said.

[28] inside the Pride ___________________
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Construction began this year on an addition to both the Jack J. Valenti School of Communication and the Lamar Fleming building. Yvette Davila

LAYING THE WROUGHT 
IRON DOWN
University continues to grow in enrollment and infrastructure

By Darlene Campos

Since its start 75 years ago, the University has expanded with the 
additions of programs, services, degree plans and, most of all, 
buildings. Being the largest university in Houston, with a student 
enrollment of more than 38,000, expansion is almost unavoidable. 
As the student population grows, campus infrastructure must fol
low suit to accommodate the growing population.

In Spring 2010, construction began for a $31.2 million, four- 
story addition to the Lamar Fleming Building that will include labs 
for chemistry and biology.

UH System associate vice chancellor and associate vice presi
dent of Plant Operations, David Irvin said the project will also 
house much-needed classrooms, labs and research facilities be
cause the current space used for labs is limited.

Irvin said that the facility is in decaying conditions and not suf
ficiently ventilated, and safety violations exist.

The project also includes plans to renovate the existing building 

to add more labs for the physics and geosciences departments.
Another big project underway for the University is the renova

tion and addition to the Jack J. Valenti School of Communication. 
Despite delays of almost a year, the $3.3 million project officially 
began Sept. 20.

The project consists of a newly constructed media studio, a 
new entry, building facade, classrooms, media support facilities 
and renovation of the first floor staff and faculty offices.

Former Board of Regents Chairman Welcome Wilson said in 
2009 that the project is small in cost, and the renovations are 
needed, but it does not “come close to meeting the requirements 
for the School of Communication.’’

Although officials say there are no other major construction 
plans set to begin this year, these are surely not the last. Plans for 
new projects are already underway and officials said funds are 
being raised to continue to improve the UH campus.

 News [29]
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The world watched as each miner was safely brought back to the surface after spending 69 days trapped 2,300 ft underground. 
Wikimedia Commons

CHILEAN 33
A story that captivated the world and proved that happy endings don’t only happen in fairy tales

By Sara Nichols

After being trapped underground for 69 days, the world watched 
on Oct. 13 as one by one, Chile’s 33 miners emerged from the 
dark innards of the Earth.

The story of each man and their struggle to survive under such 
harsh conditions captivated the world.

Viewers watched for two months as the miners cheered their 
favorite soccer team, sang the Chilean national anthem and main
tained their spirit and moral despite the conditions they faced. 
Their stories became a symbol of hope and perseverance, a tale 
that will not be easily forgotten.

As each man was lifted out, Chilean President Sebastian Pinera 
greeted each with a warm embrace.

“We had promised to look until we found them,’’ Pinera told 
CNN on Oct. 14.

In Santiago, the Chilean capital, people watched the rescue on 
a big screen TV set up in a town square and celebrated and wept 
tears of joy as each miner was lifted up. People also celebrated in 
Chilean embassies around the world.

Pinera was on site nearly every day since the mine first col
lapsed until the last miner and rescuer was lifted up. It was his 
presence and commitment to bringing all the miners to surface 
alive that gave hope and faith to the families and the world that this 
story would not have a tragic end.

“The miners, their families, the rescue workers, the govern
ment and all the Chileans have shown unity, strength, faith, hope, 
that is recognized and admired by the whole world,” Pinera told 
CNN on Oct. 9. “This shows that when Chileans unite for great 
causes, regardless how grand or ambitious they may seem, we are 
always able to reach our goals and conquer the highest peaks.”

The rescue cost the Chilean government between $10-20 mil
lion, and Pinera said, "it was all worth it.”

Psychology senior Kathleen Cole de Gonzalez closely followed 

the news coverage of both the time during which the miners were 
trapped and the 22 %-hour rescue mission to free them.

“I can only imagine that it must have been a rollercoaster of 
emotion going from fear of dying to hopes of rescue and back and 
forth and everything in between,” Cole de Gonzalez said. “I am 
sure it is an experience they will carry the rest of their lives.”

As the miners emerged from the bottom of the earth, fears 
arose as to their physical and emotional well-being.

Cole de Gonzalez said there are an infinite number of psycho
logical effects that could result from the miners’ time spent in a 
small, dark shaft 2,300 feet under ground, but a lot depends on 
the miners’ experience, support and environment. She said part 
of the miner's ability to stay positive and keep faith is connected 
to the strong family values and traditions in Hispanic cultures, in 
which these are more important than independence and oneself.

“The Chileans are more collectivist; I could not say exactly how 
they must feel or felt,” she said. “(But) I do not think an average 
American could spend 69 days with 32 other people in extremely 
close quarters without violence.”

Cole de Gonzalez also said she thinks the connected cul
ture aids with the healing process, because the miners will have 
more people they can rely on for support— both emotionally and 
psychologically.

“In a collectivist society, people tend to recover faster when 
they have extreme familial support,” she said. “I can only hope that 
any emotional or physical obstacles are recovered from quickly.”

After the rescue, the miners have themselves become celebri
ties, not only in Chile, but also here in America.

CNN honored them at its annual Heroes ceremony in 
November at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles. All the miners 
walked out on stage to open the ceremony, carrying the Chilean 
flag and thanking the world for its support and well-wishes.
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What first started as a student volunteer station now has grown to be a staple in Houston radio. Clarissa Arispe

ON AIR
UH public radio celebrates 60th anniversary

By Michelle Reed

When KUHF first broadcasted, it was a student volunteer radio sta
tion, working with equipment that often failed and spending weeks 
off air because of it.

Sixty years later, it has become one of the largest public radio 
stations in Houston.

On Nov. 20, the station featured a special program called “A 
Prairie Home Companion” to celebrate its 60th anniversary.

“We now have in 2010 — our 60th year — about 400,000 
weekly listeners, which puts KUHF in the top-tier of radio stations 
in Houston,” Senior Producer of News and Public Affairs Paul 
Pendergraft said. “It’s an accomplishment for the little radio station 
at UH that has done a lot of really good work that Houston is acknowl
edging and recognizing. Now, we have a chance to celebrate it.”

KU HF’s first broadcast occurred Nov. 4, 1950 from the Ezekiel 
Cullen Building. The broadcast did not go off without a hitch, as it 
only lasted 30 minutes because the transmitter failed. The station 
would resume two days later.

“In the early days, it was a training opportunity for students 
to learn how to do what we are doing now,” Pendergraft said. “It 
signed on in the afternoon after school, and it was on until 10 p.m. 
through midnight each night.”

The early programming featured rock music, classical music 

and even show tunes on Broadway. In 1976, KUHF received a 
grant from the Corporation of Public Broadcasting and was able to 
hire professionals to run the station.

Pendergraft said the format of the station was changed from 
mostly jazz to classical music in 1986, when KLEF, a commercial 
radio station, donated its entire music library of 25,000 records 
and CDs that were all classical to UH.

Despite the change, students still find the original aspects of 
KUHF captivating.

“I love that they have the NPR programming," public relations 
senior Kendall Zurbuchen said. “It lets me know what is going on 
in the world and gives me traffic and news updates.”

As KUHF is the voice of the Houston Grand Opera, the 
Houston Grand Symphony and many other cultural arts, 
Pendergraft said he hopes students will be able to use it as a way 
to take part in their community.

He also said he hopes this achievement will help motivate 
more students to become interested in radio and participate in 
KUHF’s active internship program.

“We’re out there in a very public way waving the UH flag," 
Pendergraft said. “We want the students to recognize that they are 
a part of the UH family and we’re all in this together.”
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TEXAS DURING THE 1950». THE POPULARITY OF FOLK AND BLUES 
MUSIC OF THE 1960s BROUGHT ADDITIONAL ATTENTION TO 
HOPKINS, AND HE PERFORMED TO MORE INTEGRATED AUDIENCES 
INCLUDING SEVERAL PERFORMANCES AT NEW YORK'S CARNEGIE 
HALL. AFTER A PROUFIC CAREER THAT INCLUDED APPROXIMATELY 100 
RECORDED ALBUMS, AND OVER 600 SONGS, HOPKINS DIED IN 1982 
HE IS BURIED IN HOUSTON'S FOREST PARK LAWNDALE CEMETERY
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Texas Johnny Brown and Milton Hopkins stand at the dedication plaque for Sam “Lightnin" Hopkins memorial in the Third Ward. Matthew Keever

LIGHTNIN 
IN HOUSTON

A took a while, but city honors one of its music legends

By Matthew Keever

Twenty-eight years after his death, blues legend Sam “Lightnin”’ 
Hopkins’ adopted hometown finally laid claim to him.

In Third Ward, on the corner of Dowling and Francis Street, 
also known as Lightnin's Corner, a state historical marker has 
been raised in his honor.

“His music is life ... everyday life,’’ Milton Hopkins, a cousin, 
said. “Any time you hear a Lightnin’ Hopkins song, you can rest 
assured it’s true.”

On the morning of Nov. 13, hundreds of sleepy, music-loving 
Houstonians dragged themselves out of bed — aided by cups 
of coffee and plenty of cigarettes — to witness this benchmark 
achievement for Houston culture. Hopkins is the first musician to 
be honored by the state in Houston.

“It was just time for someone to remember what he gave, not 
only Houston and Texas but the world," said Eric Davis, a 
local blues enthusiast who, with the help of House of Blues, 

Live Nation, Project Row Houses and the Houston Blues Society, 

set up the event.
“I think it’s a shame that we have let such important contribu

tions to the cultural fabric of Houston, Texas and beyond go to 
the wayside,” Davis said. “There’s as much history here as there 
is in Mississippi.”

Hopkins’ contribution to jazz and blues earned him the repu
tation as one of the most compelling blues performer in the late 
1960s. His music inspired legends such as Jimi Hendrix, ZZ Top, 
Bob Dylan, Ringo Starr and Red Hot Chili Peppers guitarist John 
Frusciante.

Before this marker, there was nothing in Houston to display 
Hopkins’ contributions, accomplishments or keep a public record 
of his life, save for his gravesite in Forest Park Cemetery. His al
bums are available in stores, and his name is constantly brought 
up in the local music scene, but there was no indicator anywhere 
in the city.

There is now.
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Wikileaks founder 
Julian Assange was 
investigated by the 
U.S. gov after leaking 
classified information 
on his website. Cour
tesy of Wikimedia 
Commons

SECRETS REVEALED
Website owner under fire after releasing top-secret government papers

By Taylor McGilvray

On November 28, 2010, WikiLeaks, a website dedicated to making 
government and corporate information public, leaked 220 diplo
matic cables to newspapers such as The Guardian and The New 
York Times, in an event the media quickly labeled cablegate.

A diplomatic cable is a confidential message between foreign 
embassies and their parent country.

“The purpose of WikiLeaks is to promote justice by opening 
governmentsand powerful corporations,” founder of WikiLeaks 
Julian Assange said in an email to Ecuador's El Comercio newspa
per. “There is too much work done by these entities to hide infor
mation; information that should be known to the public.”

Days after the leak, the domain name wikileaks.org was pre
vented from linking to its server, forcing the website to switch to a 
Swedish host under the domain name wikileaks.ch.

One after the other Paypal, Visa, Mastercard, and Bank of 
America all stop allowing transfers of money to Wikileaks.

The online hacking group Anonymous retaliated and showed 
their support for Wikileaks by cyber attacking the websites of these 
and other companies inhibiting the support of Wikileaks.

The country and the world quickly became divided on whether 
Assange should be applauded or arrested.

“If there is democracy, it must be a full one. Why did they jail 
Mr. Assange? Is that democracy?" Russian President Vladimir 
Putin said to ABC news. “You know what our villagers say: while 
someone’s cow is mooing, yours better be silent.”

Others were not as supportive, like Tom Flanagan, former ad
viser to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper

“I think Assange should be assassinated, actually,” Flanagan 
said. "I think Obama should put out a contract or use a drone or 
something."

Supporters view Assange as a hero, fighting for true democra
cy and freedom of speech.

“So why is WikiLeaks, after performing such an important pub
lic service, under such vicious attack? Because they have ousted 
and embarrassed those who have covered up the truth,” notori
ous filmmaker Michael Moore wrote in his blog. "WikiLeaks exists, 
in part, because the mainstream media has failed to live up to its 
responsibility. The corporate owners have decimated newsrooms, 
making it impossible for good journalists to do their job.”

His opponents, however, have gone as far as labeling him a 
terrorist.

“Whoever in our government leaked that information is guilty of 
treason, and I think anything less than execution is too kind a pen
alty," former governor of Arkansas Mike Huckabee said to Politico. 
“They’ve put American lives at risk. They put relationships that 
will take decades to rebuild at risk... Any lives they endangered, 
they’re personally responsible for and the blood is on their hands."

Bradley Manning, a United States Army soldier, was charged 
with transferring classified information to his personal com
puter and relaying the information to an unauthorized source 
— WikiLeaks.

Manning was recently removed from solitary confinement, ac
cording to the New York Daily News. He faces the death penalty 
for aiding the enemy.

Assange is currently being charged with sexual assault charges 
in Sweden, and cables continue to be released.

“If the truth we reveal mobilizes people to react against ille
gitimate government, then this is their choice,” Assange said to El 
Comercio. “How the people chose to react to what they discover 
about their governments is up to them."
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South Korean Island, Yeonpyeong was the site of an attack by North Korea, which left two people dead, and 10 wounded. Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
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TROUBLE IN ASIA
North Korea rises alert after bombing of South Korean island, fears of a third world war arise

By Zahra Ahmed

The bombing of the South Korean island of Yeonpyeong by North 
Korea worsened an already fragile relationship between the two 
neighboring Asian countries.

The November 23, 2010 attack left two South Korean marines 
dead and 16 others wounded.

South Korea responded by protecting its border with F-16 
fighter jets and cutting off all humanitarian assistance with North 
Korea.

Tensions have always ran high between the two nations. After 
the Korean War, the United Nations Command (Korea) drew up 
maritime boundaries that were never agreeable to North Korea 
and post-war frictions between the two were irritated in the 1970s, 
with violence resuming in the 1980s.

Precise motives for the attack cannot be confirmed, but sev
eral theories exist.

North Korea was jealous of the acclaim that Seoul received 
after it hosted the G20 just two weeks before the attack. Jealousy 
over Seoul’s success and the military ambitions of North Korea 
successor Kim Jong Un proved possible motives for the attack.

“Kim Jong Un is currently under the influence of more hawk
ish generals,” says Cheong Seong-Chang, a senior fellow at the 
Sejong Institute, in an article for Time Magazine. “The son’s power 
base is derived from the military, and the power of military is great
er than ever."

The attack also occcured days after it was learned that North 
Korea was pressing ahead with its nuclear program.

The actions of North Korea were condemned around the 
globe.

“North Korea's indiscriminate artillery attack on Yeonpyeong 
Island is a clear military provocation on the Republic of Korea,” 
Hong Sang-pyo, senior secretary for public affairs at the presi
dential office Cheong Wa Dae, said in a statement. “Furthermore, 
recklessly shelling against civilians can never be tolerated.”

The U.S., a close ally to the South, also was quick to respond 
to the attacks.

“The United States strongly condemns this attack and calls on 
North Korea to halt its belligerent action,” the White House said in 
a statement. “The U.S. is firmly committed to the defense of our 
ally, the Republic of Korea, and to the maintenance of regional 
peace and stability.”

World leaders, including Russia and China, feared the worst 
and asked that the problem be resolved in a peaceful manner. 
South Korean President Lee Myung-Bak urged officials to “handle 
it well to prevent further escalation.”

The violence between the two countries did not worsen after 
the attack. On January 20, 2011 optimism rose as South Korea 
accepted military negotiations with North Korea. Plans to discuss 
recent military provocations, denuclearization and maintenance of 
peace in regard to territorial disputed waters are on the agenda. In 
early May 2011, Lee said he was willing to open negotiations for a 
security summit with Kim, as long as he agreed to abandon nucle
ar weapons and apologize for the conflicts that occurred last year.
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KHATOR RECEIVES
TOP HONOR
UH president will represent the University as a board member for Federal Reserve Bank

By Daniel Renfrow

If you look at the front of a dollar bill, to the left of the somber look
ing president is a circle with a letter inside. It looks a little bit like a 
bottle cap. And, if you are holding a bill that contains the letter "K” 
in the circle, that bill is from the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. 
This isn’t an arbitrarily placed letter, or a way to teach children the 
alphabet. It is a way to distinguish which bank the bill came from. 
However, from now on students can pretend the letter "K” stands 
for “Khator.”

UH President Renu Khator has been appointed to the Federal 
Reserve Board of Dallas as a Class C director. There are three 
Class C directors for each bank who represent the public and are 
appointed by the Board of Governors. Each bank also has three 
Class A and three Class B directors who are elected by members 
of commercial banks in that district.

Khator’s appointment is no small feat as the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Dallas encompasses the entire state of Texas and parts of 
New Mexico and Louisiana.

“I am honored to receive this appointment, and I am proud 
to serve in this position that offers a major role in the supervision 
and regulation of the U. S. banking system,” Khator said in press 
release.

Khator has been a major player in the University's ascent 

to Tier One-research status. This appointment is undoubtedly a 
result of her hard work and can be added to her growing list of 
accomplishments.

“President Khator was appointed to the Dallas Federal Reserve 
Board of Directors to represent public interests within the district,” 
Assistant Director of media relations for the University Shawn 
Lindsey said. “This involves decision-making and recommenda
tions that are essential to maintaining the financial stability and 
economic vitality of this region."

As a Class C director, Khator will be taking part in decisions 
that will affect the entire U.S. banking system, as well as provid
ing information about the economic climate of her district to the 
Federal Open Market Committee and the Board of Governors. The 
FOMC and Board of Governors will use this information to aid in 
making U.S. monetary policy decisions.

“This appointment is an honor, but it is a separate function 
from her role as Chancellor and President of the University of 
Houston," Lindsey said.

According to the release on the UH’s website, Khator will be 
serving the remainder of a term that ends in December of 2011. 
After her current term has expired she will be eligible for reap
pointment to a full term.
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UH President Renu Khator celebrates the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching ranking of UH as a top tier institution. Courtesy of Thomas Campbell

ONE STEP CLOSER
By Daniel Renfrow

UH reached a milestone this year as it became only the third pub
lic university in the state of Texas to be designated a Tier One re
search institution by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching.

This designation places UH in the ranks of the University of 
Texas at Austin and Texas A&M in College Station.

Mark Smith, dean of the College of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics, said the designation is a great step in the University’s 
pursuit of flagship status, but there is still a long way to go.

“I think in this economic time we have to worry about continu
ing to push for advancements. We need to push harder and be 
more creative,” Smith said. "We need to make sure we are using 
our resources optimally.”

Chemistry professor Rigoberto Advincula said that in order for 
the University to continue on its path to excellence, UH adminis
tration and Texas must continue to lay a good foundation for the 
University.

“Now is the time to establish good infrastructure. Not only 
physical, but actual core facilities, instrumentation, facilities that 
will allow researchers to try to do more work," Advincula said. 
“Now is a good time to ask what will be needed by the University to 
reach the next step.”

Advincula is one of the many contributors in research advance
ment at UH; he and his students focus on research in polymer and 
nano-materials and their application for semi-conductors.

“The Tier One status gives recognition to what has been hap
pening at the University of Houston for some time," Advincula said. 
“Tier One is somewhat of a cap on the feather of the University.”

Assistant Chemistry professor Vassiliy Lubchenko said the Tier 
One recognition draws attention to the groundbreaking work that 
has been happening at the University for some time.

“Research is the only way to stay ahead,” Lubchenko said. “We 
need a lot of long-term investment in academia.”

Mathematics and physics junior Thomas Markovich said he is 
excited and proud that the University was able to achieve such rec
ognition, and he looks forward to what comes next.

“I think its cool that we got Tier One status. It is a big step, but 
we will have more important steps later on,” Markovich said. “I 
think the University of Houston has a very bright future.”

Assistant English professor Jennifer Wingard is currently work
ing on a book that focuses on the city of Houston as a site of inqui
ry within the global economic and political discourses.

She said UH’s new Tier One research status will affect not only 
the University, but also Houston as a whole.

“Houston is already known for the oil industry and the work 
of the medical center,” Wingard said. “And even though it has a 
world-class arts community, highly regarded private universities 
and a historically black college, it is often overshadowed by Austin 
or Dallas as a site of artistic or intellectual community.

“The development of the University of Houston as a Tier One 
school and the University’s deep ties to Houston will help draw 
attention to the various successful communities Houston has to 
offer," Wingard said. “The University of Houston and its ties to 
the various communities around Houston will help to diversify 
Houston's image.”
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BUDGET CUTS 
AFFECTING UH

By The Daily Cougar staff

On November 12, Provost John Antel announced at a CLASS meeting that the University would be preparing for 
a cut in state funding for the 2010-2011 fiscal year. From then on University administrators would be looking for 
ways to not only make up the deficit, but also look for areas to cut or reduce spending and for additional sources 
of funding.

A letter signed by Gov. Rick Perry, Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst and House Speaker Joe Strauss dated Dec. 6 
asked institutions to “take a broad view across all programs and services to find savings opportunities.’’

The state is essentially asking universities for a refund.
“To comply with the new state-mandated budget cuts for this fiscal year, we are going to be looking for cash to 

return to the state, fund balances and reserves,” Communication Director Richard Bonnin told the Daily Cougar. 
“We will have conversations about furloughs and other actions that will produce cash, but we will not be looking 
for program or personnel reductions as part of this cut.”

The University's total budget for the fiscal year 2011 was $874.4 million, according to the Department of 
Administration and Finance. Of the revenue coming in, 22.4 percent is either state general revenue or state fund
ing. The administration is expecting a 15 to 25 percent cut in state general revenue.

“Even if we have a 20 percent cut in general revenue, it does not mean we have a 20 percent cut in our total 
budget, because the general revenue is a subset of our total budget," Antel said.

While state general revenue only equates to 22.4 percent of the University’s revenue, 81 percent of the state 
funds go directly to pay for salary, wages and benefits.

UH has already cut 133 staff jobs, according to Antel. Other changes in progress include reorganizing the IT 
department, fund balance management and instituting hiring limits. There is no hiring freeze, but Antel said that 
UH has slowed down on hiring new faculty.

“When we lose that money, you can see right away where that impact is going to be. It’s really people we’re 
talking about,” Antel said. “There’s just no way to avoid having to deal with adjustments in a workforce. That’s 
why we’ve already made significant adjustments to the workforce here at UH.”

Antel said that the worst of the layoffs could possibly be over, but plans for administrative consolidation could 
lead to further layoffs.

There will also be a delay in the mission for Ter One.
“We have to be realistic. We’re going to get less money from the state. We're probably going to have to slow 

down in some areas," he said.
The greatest impact to UH students are a reduction in financial aid and a reduction in course section 

offerings.
“We will try to look at any course reductions with an eye towards minimizing the impact on students. We look 

at historical enrollments — student demand matters,” Antel said. “We look at scheduling to make sure courses 
are available at various times and on various days. We look to maintain courses that students need to graduate."

Student Government Association President Prince Wilson has been vocal about his opposition to cuts in the 
University funding, because of the effects these would have on students — particularly, he said, the possibility of 
an increase in tuition.
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“We are already facing fiscal issues due to the current state of 
the economy and it is not acceptable for the state to reduce our 
source of funding,” Wilson said in a letter to the UH student body 
dated Feb. 16. “Our tuition will rise dramatically, important cours
es will be eliminated, student services will be reduced and many 
more significant factors of our education will be either completely 
removed or will face a reduction.”

The administration hopes to ease some of this budget strain by 
generating revenue from other sources.

"One the things that public universities are looking at now are 
their program mix,” Antel said. "It turns out because of the demo
graphics and the age characteristics of the population, that we ac
tually think we can generate some more revenue with getting more 
involved in what’s called continuing professional education, and 
the classic and most important example of something we already 
do at Bauer very well is the MBA.”

Another solution the administration is looking to is congestion 
pricing and discounts. Offering discounts to students for signing 
up for Friday or evening classes would help the University better 
utilize the facilities, Antel said.

“One of the priorities in the context of the cuts is to protect our 
educational mission. The students are why we are here,” he said. 
“We have to protect that.”

The only area that might not be affected if this occurs is the 
Athletics department. Bonnin said this is because the department 
is not directly funded by the state.

For fiscal year 2011, according to financial information provid
ed by Cassie Arner, associate athletics director of communications, 
the athletics department's revenue has grown more than $5 million 
in the last three years.

“We’ve gone from $9.7 million in 2009 to $15.7 million in 
2011,” Arner said. "When we can increase the amount of rev
enue we bring in, we can reduce what we're dependent on the 
University for.”

According to the University’s FY 2011 Plan and Budget, UH 
receives $15.3 million in student fees. From those student fees, 
the University provides the athletics department with $4.4 million.

Contributing writers: Darlene Campos, Louis Casiano, Lance 
Jaramillo, Gilbert Requena, Naheeda Sayeeduddin.

fy2009

Tuition & Fees
$384.8M
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$128.1M

Tuition & Fees 
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(left) Crowds amassed in Midan El Tahrir, Cairo during “March of the Millions” part of the 2011 Egyptian protests (right) People took to the streets in Libya to demand the 
removal of the Gaddafi regime. Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

WALK LIKE AN EGYPTIAN
Revolutions breakout in the Middle East to overturn dictators

By Sarah Raslan

The Spring of 2011 was a rather busy one, not only on campus 
but across the world in a place they call the Middle East.

When the Tunisian people were able to topple their president 
of 23 years, Arabs all over the world began to wonder if the same 
could ever happen in their countries. Most Arabs dismissed it as 
something that would most likely never happen in their country 
and that Tunisia was a very rare and beautiful case.

Egyptians in Houston discussed the events of Tunisia, wonder
ing if the people of Egypt would ever rise up against the tyrannical 
regime of Hosni Mubarak, who took power three decades ago. As 
Egyptians and Arabs all over the world doubted that the revolution
ary spirit of Tunisia would spread to Egypt, Egyptian activists were 
planning and getting ready for a revolution that would capture the 
world’s heart and help the Arab imagination run free.

Egyptians took to the streets on Jan. 25, calling for the oust
ing of Mubarak and yelling chants such as “the people want down 
with the regime.” The peaceful protesters only carried signs, some 
even handed out flowers to police forces in an attempt to show the 
police and the world that they were peaceful demonstrators.

The next day the demonstrators returned to the streets, break
ing a ban on protests, and were met with violence from state se
curity and police. Tear gas, rubber bullets, water cannons and live 
ammunition were used on the demonstrators in an attempt by the 
regime to crush the revolution.

The protests in Egypt were planned on social media websites 
such as Facebook and Twitter. By the third day of the revolution, 
Mubarak shut down Internet in Egypt and cut off cell phone lines, 
leaving Egypt cut off from the world. Outside supports of the revo
lution began demonstrations in front of the Egyptian Consulate in 

their cities to show their solidarity.
Over the next two weeks, the demonstrations in Egypt would 

continue. Mubarak spoke to the people but would not recognize 
their calls for the end of his rule. This angered the Egyptian people 
and they continued to protest and fight for their freedom from 
Mubarak’s oppressive regime.

As the protests continued, Mubarak formed a “new govern
ment” that mostly consisted of the same officials being appointed 
to different government positions, along with a promise that he and 
his son would not be running for the office of president in the com
ing election. Again, the protests continued.

On Feb. 11, Mubarak resigned from the presidency and fled 
Cairo to stay in his Sharm el Sheikh beach house.

Egyptians were ecstatic with their accomplishment, overthrow
ing a 31-year-old regime in 18 days. The world celebrated Egypt’s 
freedom from Mubarak and the revolutions would soon spread to 
neighboring Libya.

The struggle for freedom and democracy in Egypt did not end 
with Mubarak’s resignation and the struggle continues to this day.

After witnessing the Egyptian revolution, Libyans took to 
the streets on Feb. 17 calling for an end to Gaddafi’s regime. 
Thousands of lives have been lost in Libya due to violence from 
Gaddafi’s security and foreign mercenaries, but the Libyan peo
ple's spirits are high and have vowed to continue their fight until 
freedom is on their side.

The Arab revolutionary fever has spread all over the region with 
Syria, Bahrain and Yemen joining the call for freedom and democ
racy in the Middle East.
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Faculty, staff and 
student supporters 
of equal benefits for 
domestic partners 
marched from 
Ezekiel W. Cullen 
to Human Services 
building on Valen
tines Day. Courtesy 
of LGBT Center

LOOKING FOR EQUALITY
UH faculty seek benefits for domestic partners

By Daniel Renfrow

The Ezekiel W. Cullen building served as the stage for students 
and faculty who lined up in front of the Human Resource office 
on Valentine’s day asking for the University to extended benefits 
to the partners of employees in same sex or different sex domestic 
partnerships.

“Excellent universities are fair universities,” Associate profes
sor of English Maria Gonzalez said as she addressed the crowd. 
"Someday we hope the University will treat us like our straight 
counterparts.”

Event organizers hoped to raise awareness on the issue, and 
gain campuswide support.

“I thought the event was great,” Joan Nelson, executive direc
tor of Human Resources said. “They need to continue to put a 
voice to their cause.”

Lorraine Schroeder, program director of the Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual and Transgender Resource Center, helped organize the 
march. Schroeder’s partner recently went a year and a half without 
benefits while she was looking for a job, even though Schroeder 
works for the University.

“It would have been nice to have put her on my benefits at the 
time,” Schroeder said. "It's an unfortunate situation that we’re in. 
Sometimes people (in domestic partnerships) have to make the 
decision to leave or not work here because financially it is not the 
best decision for them.”

James Lee, a political science sophomore and president of 
LGBT Advocates, agrees that the policy is having a negative effect 
on the University.

"It’s affecting students directly,” Lee said. “Some faculty are 
leaving or deciding not to take positions here because of the policy.”

University employees in domestic partnerships pay $9,500 
dollars a year more than married employees, according to a report 

from the Commission on Women. The study calculates that over a 
twenty-five year period that amounts to $235,000.

It would be difficult for UH to extend domestic partner benefits 
to its employees because of the State’s constitutional amendment 
that defines marriage as one between one man and one woman. 
However, according to the report, there are universities in other 
states with similar amendments that have found ways to offer the 
benefits.

The report estimates that extending benefits to both same-sex 
and different-sex couples in domestic partnerships would cost the 
University from $218,738 to $327,205 a year.

Associate Creative Writing professor Martha Serpas said this 
amount is minimal when compared to the amount of money de
partments must use to recruit and replace new faculty members 
after the exit of faculty members who left the University because of 
the policy.

Serpas taught at Yale Divinity School and the University of 
Tampa before coming to UH and said the University's refusal to 
extend domestic partner benefits to employees is forcing Serpas 
and her partner, who lives in Florida, to remain in a long-distance 
relationship.

Serpas said the extension of domestic partner benefits is inevi
table and that it is a smart business decision. The state of Texas, 
she said, could simply start offering an “employee plus one” insur
ance option which allows an employee to cover a domestic part
ner, senior dependent or one child under their plan.

“This would enable the state of Texas to not scream out loud 
that they were offering domestic partner benefits,” Serpas said. 
"It’s a PR bonus, and it's also fair.”

However, she said, the University should not wait for the state 
of Texas to change its laws before taking action.
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THE FINAL MISSION
After more than 30 trips to outer space, NASA retires space shuttle Discovery

By Joshua Siegel

After spending 365 days in space over the course of a 27-year 
career, the space shuttle Discovery has landed for the final time 
and will now make its home inside the walls of the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington, D.C.

The shuttle, which completed more successful missions than 
any other orbiter — 39 — was the first of NASA’s fleet to be retired 
after its final mission was completed with a smooth touchdown at 
Kennedy Space Center on March 11, 2011.

"We wanted to go out on a high note, and Discovery has done 
it,” launch director Mike Leinbach said to the Houston Chronicle. 
“We couldn’t ask for any more. It was virtually a perfect mission."

On its final voyage, Discovery dropped off a storage room and 
a humanoid robotic assistant, Robonaut 2, to the International 
Space Station.

Discovery was the third operational orbiter launched by NASA, 
following Challenger and Columbia.

After the tragedies that befell both of the older shuttles, 
Discovery flew the “Return to Flight” missions following each.

The completion of missions by NASA’s two youngest orbiters, 
Atlantis and Endeavour, will signal the end of the three-decade run 
of the Space Shuttle program with Discovery being its most prolific 
shuttle.

’’We're seeing a program come to a close here, and to see 
these shuttles, these beautiful, magnificent flying machines, end 
their service life is obviously a little bit sad for us,” Astronaut and 
M.D. Michael Barratt said to the New York Times.

“But it is about time — they’ve lived a very long time, they’ve 
had a fabulous success record.”

Discovery carried Senator Jake Garn (R-Utah) during its week
long mission to rescue two satellites and launch two others in 
1984. It was the first time an incumbent member of Congress trav
elled into space.

Two years after flying the first “Return to Flight” mission, 
Discovery was again a part of history when it launched the Hubble 
Space Telescope on April 24, 1990.

In 1998, Discovery carried another active senator into space 
when John Glenn became the oldest human to ever go into space. 
Glenn had previously travelled to space in 1962 as part of the 
Mercury Atlas 6 mission; he was the fifth person to ever travel into 
space.

Glenn was 77 years old when he boarded Discovery and 
helped the space program gain valuable information about how 
space travel affects individuals of advanced ages.

The mission was also the first time a Spaniard traveled to 
space with astronaut Pedro Duque on board.

During its career, Discovery travelled 148,221,675 miles, de
ployed 31 satellites, docked 13 times at the International Space 
Station and once with Russian space station Mir.

“It is a vehicle the likes of which we won’t see again, for prob
ably decades,” Barratt said in an interview with ABC News from 
orbit. “The carrying capacity of this ship, the number of people, 
the fact that it can be an independent orbiting laboratory or a mas
sive cargo hauler. It can support spacewalks or experimental work 
and land in a fairly sanguine fashion on a runway. It is an incred
ible spaceship, so I think we can celebrate that legacy with abso
lutely no problem, with reckless abandon if you will.”
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KILLER QUAKE
Japan is hit by 8.9 magnitude earthquake, leaving country in shambles

By Julian Jimenez

11,232 dead, 2,778 injured and 16,361 missing. Entire parking 
lots of cars swept away, businesses flooded, homes destroyed. 
Damages estimated between $122 billion and $235 billion. These 
images of the apocalypse became frighteningly real on March 11, 
2011, as an 8.9 magnitude earthquake struck 250 miles north
east of Tokyo, triggering a tsunami that left Japan reeling as they 
struggled to recover.

As the most powerful earthquake to hit Japan, and one of 
the top five biggest earthquakes in the world ever recorded since 
1900, the disaster shifted the very earth itself, moving portions of 
Japan 7.9 ft closer to North America. Nearly 125,000 buildings 
were destroyed as a wall of water with waves up to 33 feet high 
crashed down on an area of approximately 470 square kilometers 
of cities and farmland along the Japanese coast. Some 300,000 
citizens were displaced by the event, and as they huddled in 
makeshift refugee shelters and tents, a number of the elderly and 
sick perished as they succumbed to the freezing conditions of the 
late winter.

Even more worrying, the tsunami left a number of nuclear 
power plants disabled in the wake of the devastation, including the 
Fukushima Daiichi plant, one of the fifteen largest nuclear power 
plants in the world. Severe damage to the reactor cooling systems 
exposed reactor fuel rods, and in the weeks following the plant 
shutdown there were visible explosions, containment vessel dam
age, and a partial nuclear meltdown in at least two of its reactors. 
Officials harbor no illusions — they know they’re in for a long fight 
as they struggle to prevent a full-blown atomic crisis.

“We are focusing on establishing the conditions there using 
every bit of expertise available,” Japanese Prime Minister Naoto 
Kan said during a visit to the area. “I am convinced we will be able 
to achieve it. I do not know for now how long this will take."

The tragedy brought destruction on such a large scale, even 
parts of the country that were left unscathed by the wrath of the 
disaster are feeling the brunt of its impact.

Marie Toyama, a 4th year environmental business student at 
Keio University in Minato, Tokyo, explained that much of the area 
demolished by flooding was made up of factories and industrial 
zones that left most of the country without basic necessities.

“I don’t have any friends or relatives in the Tohoku district 
where the damage of the earthquake is most serious,” Toyama 
said. “But daily products such as rice, bread, milk, eggs, emer
gency related products such flashlights, batteries were scarce.”

But though the earthquake and tsunami claimed many lives, 
homes and businesses, the disaster revealed the great resilience 
and determination of the country. Japanese citizens forged on in 
the days following immediately after the disaster because of a cul
tural attitude dubbed “gaman,” a term that translates to “enduring 
the seemingly unbearable with patience and dignity.” Combined 
with the country’s strong respect for authority during crises, there 
was little to no looting or widespread chaos in the aftermath, 
and many countries have recognized the behavior with admiring 
respect.

“I am amazed at how well the Japanese are behaving,” said 
Tang Zhaoxin, a Chinese citizen. "I think we should enhance the 
quality of our national behavior.”

Japan has a long road ahead as it begins the process of rebuilding.
“In the 65 years after the end of World War II, this is the 

toughest and the most difficult crisis for Japan,” Kan said in a 
news conference on CNN.

No doubt, for both Japan and the world over, the horrific scale 
of the disaster will stand out in history as a tragedy to be forever 
etched in memory.
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UH ON TOP
University is ranked as one of the best institutions in the country by the 
Princeton Review

By Julian Jimenez

UH received some well-deserved recognition as the Princeton Review ranked the University in its 2012 edition of 
their annual college guidebook, “The Best 376 Colleges,” set for release in August 2011.

The University’s ranking as one of the best undergraduate institutions in the nation will mark the first time UH 
has ever been featured in the publication, which, according to the Princeton Review website, only includes the 
top eight percent of all colleges in the U.S.

“Since we are striving to achieve overall excellence, this recognition by the Princeton Review is one more im
portant indication that we’re making great progress,” UH President and System Chancellor Renu Khator said in a 
press release. “This is the first time our school has been included, so it’s gratifying to know our efforts at improv
ing student success are starting to show real results.”

The Princeton Review's Vice President of publishing, Robert Franek, said in a press release that the process 
for determining a school’s inclusion onto the list is based on a large set of criteria, the results of which are based 
on student surveys.

“First, we must have a high regard for their academic programs and other offerings,” Franek said. “Second, 
our selections take into account institutional data we collect from the schools and the opinions of more than 
122,000 students who we survey. We also greatly value the feedback we get about schools from our college-savvy 
staff across the country as well as from students, educators and parents who use our services and books.”

Franek added the company takes the rankings very seriously, and that they try to include a variety of schools 
in the guidebook so that the publication accurately encompasses the wide breadth and scope of educational insti
tutions serving the country today.

“It includes public and private schools, traditional and non-traditional colleges, historically black colleges and 
universities, and science and technology-focused institutions," Franek said. “However, each one is an outstand
ing institution we highly recommend to college applicants and their parents. In our opinion, these are ‘the cream 
of the crop’ institutions for undergraduates in America."

To help verify the school’s eligibility for ranking, Franek visited the campus in person with a team of Princeton 
Review executives in tow. For him and his team, the trip only solidified what many Cougars already know.

“You have much to be proud of and much to brag about," Franek said. “We’re delighted to share in it with you."
During the trip, one of the team members, Princeton Review vice president of educational partnerships Joe 

Guerra, was struck by the enthusiasm and drive of the student body.
“UH students are energetic. I was particularly impressed to see how much diversity the campus offers, as well 

as the variety of languages being spoken,” Guerra said.
The honor of this recognition isn’t lost on UH students. Lawrence Tovar, a History junior, said that he was 

happy to learn that he’s going to a top school.
“I feel really good about it,” Tovar said. “Now that we're ranked, it’ll help show everyone how great it is to be a 

student here.”
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ON THE RISE
Regents look to increase tuition to make up for budget shortfall

By Nick Ragan

In April, the UH System Board of Regents passed a proposal that may raise the tuition 
rate by a maximum of seven percent for undergraduate students and nine percent for 
graduate students for the Fall 2011 semester.

Once the Texas Legislature determines how much state funding UH will receive, ad
ministrators will determine if a tuition increase is necessary.

If administrators decide to raise tuition, they will need the Regent's approval.
“I have no intentions of coming to you and asking for seven percent," UH President 

and System Chancellor Renu Khator told the board.
Khator said she wants to minimize any rise in tuition because students cannot afford 

it, and a tuition hike wouldn't make enough of a difference in the budget shortfall.
The draft budget that passed through the Texas House in early April would cause the 

UH system to lose $975 in state funding per student annually.
Khator said if tuition were raised by the maximum seven percent, it would mean 

an increase of $440 per student annually, which is not enough to cover even half the 
discrepancy.

Vice President for Governmental Relations Grover Campbell was in Austin working 
with the Texas Senate to help revise the draft budget that would cause the UH system to 
lose millions in state funding over the next two years.

“Things are in flux,” Vice President for Administration and Finance Carl Carlucci said.
"At this point, we don’t know where the budget is going to stand.”

Khator said the UH system has already saved $21 million by improving operational 
efficiencies.

The administration is aiming to enhance revenue, consolidate certain units and in
crease productivity in an attempt to reduce the system’s dependence on state funding as 
much as possible.

Administrators are also looking into what Khator called “workforce reshaping.”
The UH system has eliminated 136 staff positions over the last three years, and will 

determine if more reductions are necessary after the Legislature acts on a budget.
Khator said the administration is focused on maintaining the academic integrity of its 

programs to keep student trust and that following the Board’s plan is essential to the con
tinued success of the University.
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Students, faculty and staff can now get dental care on campus. Newton Liu

OPEN WIDE
University opens first dental clinic on campus

By Misti R. Mynhier

April 11, 2011 marked the first day that UH students were able to make appointments at the new dental clinic in 
the Health Center. UH is the first university in the state to add a dental clinic to its health services.

“A student’s health is very important to us," said Kathy Fire, executive secretary for the Health Center Division 
of Student Affairs. “Maintaining good dental health contributes to your overall health and wellness."

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, studies have shown that maintaining strong wellness will en
hance a person’s ability to initially feel better and in turn work harder towards achieving his or her overall goals.

“The first thing you notice when you meet someone is their smile. The pearly whites have become quite the 
fad,” C.T. Bauer College of Business student Daniel Goodwin said. “I know I can’t wait to have convenient dental 
services available.”

On-site services will include preventative dentistry, such as traditional cleaning, X-rays and check-ups, as well 
as limited major dental procedures.

Since the dental clinic is mostly funded through student fees and self-generated revenue, a student's per visit 
costs will be minimal.

“A $20 visit co-pay is payable when students check-in at the UH Health Center; additional charges are based 
on the services provided and are charged at a reasonable and customary rate,” Fire said. “Most dental insurance 
plans will be accepted.”

She said the needs of UH students prompted the University to look into adding the clinic.
“The Health Center recognizes that many of our students have the need for dental services," she said.
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Lot 15-D, near Robertson Stadium will become a garage to help parking woes on campus. Garage will be completed by Spring 2015. Jack Wehman

CONSTRUCTION AHEAD
Administrators hope a new parking garage would relieve some of the parking 
problems already facing students

By Louis Casiano

Construction for a new parking garage located near Robertson Stadium will begin in the summer of 2011.
The area that is currently lot 15D is where the garage will stand. It will be the largest on campus. Construction 

is expected to take nine months and be completed by May 1, 2012.
While construction is happening, 1,100 spaces of the parking lot will be out of service, forcing students to 

plan ahead more than they already do to make sure they can secure a parking space.
The stadium garage will feature 2,300 parking spaces, more than 1,400 of which will be designated for stu

dents. The garage will also house a bookstore, convenience store and a customer service counter for Parking and 
Transportation services.

The garage will also have a designated parking area for visitors.
"Garages let us get a common area where we can get (visitors) out of the student lots,” customer service 

manager Eric Holamon said. “And ultimately we'll double the amount of student parking in this section.’
Finding a parking space is one of the biggest complaints for students who commute to campus.
Students have been known to sometimes search for over an hour to find a space, and the construction will 

only make the battle for parking more competitive.
“It’s tough,” Assistant Director of Parking Operations Paul Lozano said. “Once we get this garage up and 

going, we’re going to be ahead of the curve, but we’ve got to go through these growing pains.’’
Kinesiology senior Erika Jansson, who regularly parks in lot 15D, is not looking forward to the construction, 

but is hoping that the new garage will reduce the time it takes to look for parking spaces.
“After the construction it will probably be able to hold more cars and people probably won't get ticketed as 

much,” Jansson said.
In order to compensate for the loss of spaces while construction is ongoing, PTS will open an additional 500 

spaces in UH Energy Research Park.
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University Center renovations are scheduled to begin Spring 2012 and completed by Spring 2015, according to “The New UC” committee members.
Brianna Leigh Morrison

A NEW UC
Plans continue for renovations of University Center

By David Gonzalez

Since 2008, raising tuition to fund renovations to the University Center has become a popular proposal by the 
Student Government Association.

Every year, SGA passes a proposal supporting an increase in tuition to fund the renovations. This year, sena
tors approved a $50 increase in student fees.

“Today is about growth. UH students deserve the best of the best,” former SGA president Prince Wilson said. 
“The exciting part is that the students won’t have to go underground to get involved in all of the student centers.” 

Originally, renovations were to begin in 2008 and be completed in 2010, but plans have been halted. The 
“New UC” committee, formerly “UC 2010,” now says renovations will begin in Spring 2012 and are expected to 
be completed by Spring 2015.

The renovations will take place in two phases that will close off different parts of the UC, but never closing off 
the area entirely.

During phase-one, the underground will be closed. Underground offices will move upstairs into temporary 
trailers. The second phase will shut down dining services as the underground reopens.

The eco-friendly renovations will add a theatre, ballroom, study and lounge areas, enhanced dining options, 
as well as shaded outdoor lounge areas for student use. The renovations will also move the Student Services of
fice to the third floor. The renovations are advertised by the “New UC” committee as another way to bring the 
University closer to achieving flagship status.
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IMAGINATION 
PAYS OFF

Students participate and win big at top gaming competition

By Darlene Campos

Four teams from the Computer Science Department made UH proud at the Microsoft’s 
Imagine Cup 2011 US Competition. Big Impact Bear, AAMP, Righteous Noodle and STC 
competed for the University and three of the teams placed in the top three in their respec
tive events, which allowed them to advance to the final round.

Team Big Impact Bear won first place in the mobile game design category, with Team 
AAMP following close behind with a second place finish. Team Righteous Noodle won 
third place in the game design for Windows/Xbox category.

This is not the first time UH teams competed in the competition and made it to the 
final rounds. In 2008, a UH team finished in the top 20 in the international Imagine Cup 
competition. And in 2009, a UH team ranked in the top 150. Two UH teams - Ifrit Salsa 
and Level 13 - won 2nd and 3rd places, respectively, in the national competition and four 
UH teams ranked in the top 150 in the International competition in 2010.

Created by United Nations Millennium Development Goals and Microsoft, the Imagine 
Cup is a premier student technology competition in software design, embedded develop
ment, game design, digital media, and Windows Phone 7 development.

“This success showcases not only UH’s gaming coursework, but also the excellent 
overall quality of our undergraduate program,” professor Jaspal Subhlok said in a press 
release. "These victories reinforce the fact that computer science students at UH receive 
an excellent education and have the skills and training to outperform anybody.”

Natural Science and Mathematics IT Director Jose Baez Franceshi served as mentor 
for Big Impact Bear and said the students prepared for the competition from the first day 
of class.

“I was very impressed with the consistent dedication and the enthusiasm that the stu
dents showed in preparation for the competition,” Baez Franceshi said. "Year after year, 
our students display the same wholehearted passion for competing. It makes me proud of 
being their instructor and mentor.”

Mark Rojas of Team AAMP, said he participated in the competition because it was part 
of the curriculum for his Game Development course. As his team saw how their game was 
coming together, they started to have faith that they could participate and win the Imagine 
Cup.

“The experience was fun yet frustrating at times,” Rojas said. “I feel that this exposed 
many of the students who participated in the class to what it would be like if they worked 
in industry where teamwork is the key. The most memorable moment was when we re
ceived notification that we were one of the few teams selected for the finals."
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BEST IN THE NATION
UH team awarded top position in Chem-E Car competition, named 2nd best overall

By Misti Mynhier and Patricia Estrada

A team of UH students from the Cullen College of Engineering 
placed first among US teams and second overall in the region
al Chem-E Car Competition, which took place the last weekend 
in March at Texas A&M University, advancing to the national 
competition.

The team came in second to Mexico's Tech de Monterrey.
“We had been preparing all semester for the competition, ex

perimenting, building and operating the vehicle,” team captain 
Walter Barta said. “We were very happy with the results. Now the 
UH team has made its name at this competition 2 years in a row 
and I would be happy if future teams continued that tradition. I’m 
glad that I can help UH show itself as the winner amongst other 
Texas schools that are renowned for their engineering like A&M, 
UT, and Texas Tech.”

Previous winners of the Chem-E Car Competition include 
Cornell University, Northeastern University and the University of 
Michigan.

To receive top honors at nationals, each team must design and 
construct a chemically powered vehicle that had to travel between 
50 and 100 feet, and it had to carry a weight between zero and 
500 milliliters of water over that distance.

The UH Chem-E Car team designed a vehicle that was

powered by a zinc-oxygen battery and employed a stopping mech
anism triggered by breaking a circuit.

“The car that we used this year was run on a homemade Zn/ 
02 battery,” Barta said. “The battery generated electricity which 
powered the motor. The electrical circuit also had a magnesium fil
ament in series that ran through a reaction chamber in which acid 
was injected. The acid slowly dissolved the magnesium and when 
the circuit was broken the car would stop. The object of the com
petition was to perfect the kinetics of this acid/magnesium reaction 
to stop the car at precisely the time that we wanted it to.”

According to AIChE’s website, first, second and third prizes at 
nationals will be awarded $2,000, $1,000 and $500 respectively.

The Chem-E Car Competition team members include team 
captain Barta, William Payne, Tanya Rogers, Ed McDowell and 
K.C. Schuette. Adjunct professor of chemical and biomolecular 
engineering, Dr. Micky Fleischer, served as faculty adviser

Additional contributors included UH AICHE officers, Abel 
Morales, Jorge Cubas and Allen Lo.

The team is now preparing for nationals at the 2011 American 
Institute for Chemical Engineers National Student Conference, Oct. 
14, in Minneapolis.
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A REAL-LIFE FAIRY TALE
By Paola Estrada

On April 29, 2011 people around the world watched entranced 
as Prince William married his college sweetheart, Catherine 
Middleton, in the most anticipated Royal wedding since Prince 
Charles and Princess Diana married nearly thirty years earlier.

Middleton, the eldest daughter of self-made millionaires, 
became the first genuine commoner to marry a Royal in over 
300 years, and also became the first Royal bride with a college 
education.

She graduated with a degree in art history from the University 
of St. Andrews in Scotland in 2005 alongside Prince William who 
graduated with a degree in geography.

The couple became friends in college and even shared a flat 
together with other friends before becoming a couple—making 
Middleton the first Royal bride to live with her groom before mar
riage. Their courtship, believed to have begun in 2003, was made 
public in 2004.

"The fact that William is marrying a young woman who we 
can all relate to, I think it will encourage people to relate more to 
the royal family as a result of it," said Kate Nicholl, author of “The 
Making of a Royal Romance,” in an interview for Eyewitness News 
by Liz Cho.

After the seven-year courtship, Prince William proposed to 
Middleton in October 2010 with his mother's sapphire-and-dia- 
mond ring while vacationing in Kenya with friends.

“It’s my mother’s engagement ring, so of course it’s very spe
cial to me, and Kate’s now very special to me. So, it was only right 
to put the two together,” said Prince William when the engagement 
was made known to the public a month later, according to an ar
ticle by the CNN wire staff.

For weeks leading up to the wedding, the royal couple invaded 
everything from news channels, like CNN and BBC to entertain
ment channels, like Lifetime, TLC and E! Entertainment.

Millions of onlookers cheered the couple as they arrived at 
Westminster Abbey to be wed and on their way back to the palace 
where they exchanged their first public kiss—once again drawing 
comparison to Princess Diana.

“The reality is that they are two very different women,” Nicholl 
said. “I think Diana was shy, naive, and inexperienced, and let's 
face it, she was still a teenager when she met Charles. Kate and 
William have had the benefit of a nearly nine-year courtship. Kate 
is a 29-year-old mature, confident woman with great grace and 
poise."
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Chili’s too served its last maragarita and burger on May 13, ARAMARK officials said restaurant closed because it was not producing enough revenue. 
Brianna Leigh Morrison

CHILI’S TOO NO MORE
Eatery closes to give way for new student lounge

By Reesha Brown

While some UH students bid farewell to fellow graduates on May 13, 
others dined in for the last time at their favorite on-campus restaurant.

Since August 2006, Chili’s Too has been the convenient go-to res
taurant existing to meet every hungry patron’s culinary needs during 
lunch hours. But due to a steady decline in foot traffic, the beloved 
casual dining eatery, once located downstairs at the University Center, 
has closed its doors.

“People vote with their feet and what we found since Chili’s has 
been open, with every passing year with that particular concept, Chili’s 
did not meet the demands of the student body as a whole. Traffic 
has fallen off considerably,” ARAMARK’s Director of Operations Geoff 
Hebert said.

Chili’s Too, a modest version of the national food chain, Chili’s, 
provided the campus community with a smorgasbord of menu options 
and a quaint place to socialize before and after classes. At one point, 
the restaurant was considered the spot for sports enthusiasts and beer 
drinkers, but competition from other businesses, such as Taco Bell 
located in the center of UH and The Den, a bar on the tail end of cam
pus, made it challenging to attract more customers.

“When the Den opened up across the street, there was a place for 
students to call their own and go in the evenings and have a beer and 
grab something to eat, that obviously impacted the business," Herbert 
said. “It’s easier to park over by The Den, than it is to park by Chili’s. 
So it's hard for anyone coming from off campus to go to it."

In an effort to increase revenue and meet demands, UH Dining

Services - ARAMARK made considerable changes to the restaurant, 
including trimming hours and shortening days - making Chili's Too an 
even less convenient choice for the average evening student or night
shift employee. Some students believe the shift in hours helped con
tribute to the restaurant’s closing.

Food and supply chain management senior and member of the 
school's food and services committee, Tushar Chawla said the incon
venience in business hours and location of Chili’s Too was bad for 
business.

“In terms of revenue, this place wasn’t giving ARAMARK enough 
revenue to run it,” Chawla said. “In terms of students, Chili’s is under
ground. It has no phone coverage. College students can’t do with
out that. And then we have a Wendy’s here and the rates are really 
competitive. Chili’s is really expensive. So why would someone want to 
come to a UH Chili’s to eat? It doesn't make sense. I don’t really mind 
(it closing) because it’s going to become a hangout for students.”

In an effort to replace Chili’s too, the University plans to open a 
Taco Cabana in August 2012 at the new Robertson Stadium park
ing garage.

But some students are not too pleased with the idea.
“I'm mad, and I think that Taco Cabana is not an equal trade," 

Business finance and marketing junior WandoOkogwu said. “I really 
liked Chili's and I didn’t want them to close.”

The Chili’s Too space is expected to be completely renovated dur
ing the summer and will reopen as a student lounge during the fall.
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Former Mexican 
President Vicente 
Fox said building 
a wall to keep im
migrants out of the 
US will not solve the 
problem. Newton Liu

BUILDING BRIDGES
By Miguel Cortina

Former Mexican president, Vicente Fox addressed a packed au
ditorium in Agnes Arnold, speaking on issues of drug cartels, U.S. 
immigration laws and NAFTA on May 2, 2011.

The lecture was Fox's first time visiting UH and was sponsored 
by the Gulen Institute and the Graduate College of Social Work.

"We are pleased to partner with the Gulen Institute to provide 
this educational opportunity for students to hear firsthand from an 
international leader," said Ira Colby, dean of the College of Social 
Work, in a press release. “Mexico is an important international 
neighbor and friend to the United States. Both during and after his 
presidency, Vicente Fox has been a staunch advocate to eradicate 
poverty and promote public education for all people. His perspec
tives on immigration are important, in particular, as Texas and the 
United States continues to struggle with undocumented people 
and their place in our economy."

In his lecture on Leadership and Spirituality in America, Fox 
said that Mexico is in the middle of the drug problem because 
of its geographic location. The drugs are imported from South 
America to Mexico and then they are transported to the United 
States, which is the top consumer of drugs in the world.

He also disagrees with the current strategy used by President 
Felipe Calderon to fight drugs, which focuses on trying to cut the 
supply instead of the demand.

“We have to think about the possibility of legalizing it or de
criminalize the consumption of drugs,” Fox said in an auditorium 
of more than 400 people.

Fox also commented that if the demand problem is attacked 
through educating the population, the results could be better. He 

cited Portugal and its decision to legalize drugs and said that the 
consumption did not increase, and the black market disappeared.

The Mexican army should not be fighting the cartels, Fox said, 
because they are not prepared to do police work.

The former president also commented on immigration and the 
United States. He called on President Barack Obama to keep his 
word of passing immigration reform in the country.

“It seems to me that one thinks that building walls will solve 
the problems of our nation,” Fox said. “Instead of building walls, 
we should be building bridges—bridges of understanding, bridges 
of strong friendship and relationship, bridges of exchange of tech
nology, bridges of respect of our own people.”

He added that it would be a terrible mistake if Texas passed 
a law similar to the SB 1070 law that Arizona passed, which was 
stopped by a federal judge before it went into effect.

Fox also touched on NAFTA, the North American Free Trade 
Agreement, which involves Mexico, the United States and Canada, 
saying that it has worked for all three nations.

“It’s been very profitable. It’s been good for the three of us to 
work as partners,” Fox said.

He added that NAFTA has created thousands of jobs, perhaps 
millions in the United States. However, he said that to be able to 
compete against Asia and build a good future, they must continue 
to work together.

“We all depend from each other today," Fox said. “That’s why 
NAFTA has become so critical and so important for the future of 
North America."
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Justice for the 
families of the 9/11 
victims came when 
the news of Osama 
Bin Laden’s death 

was announced on 
May 1st. Wikimedia 

Commons

AN AMERICAN VICTORY
The world rejoices as terrorist falls at the hands of the U.S. military

By Patricia Estrada

Victory came for the families of the victims of 9/11 and the 
American people as President Barack Obama announced on May 
1st the death of al-Qaida mastermind, Osama Bin Laden.

“Justice has been done," Obama said in a televised news con
ference from the White House. “The death of Bin Laden marks 
the most significant achievement to date in our nation’s struggle to 
defeat al-Qaida.”

Thousands of people took to the streets and to their Facebook 
and Twitter accounts to celebrate the news. Outside the White 
House, Americans sang the “The Star-Spangled Banner” and “We 
Are the Champions." Many others gathered at Ground Zero and 
proudly waved American Flags.

Former President George W. Bush, who launched the war 
against terrorism, addressed the news through his Facebook page.

“I congratulated him (Obama) and the men and women of our 
military and intelligence communities who devoted their lives to 
this mission,” Bush wrote. “They have our everlasting gratitude. 
This momentous achievement marks a victory for America, for 
people who seek peace around the world, and for all those who 
lost loved ones on September 11, 2001. The fight against terror 
goes on, but tonight America has sent an unmistakable message: 
No matter how long it takes, justice will be done.”

Bin Laden was killed after a gun battle with Navy SEALs and 
CIA paramilitary forces at a compound in the city of Abbottabad, 
Pakistan. His body was later buried at sea, following Islamic 

traditions, which calls for a body to be buried within 24 hours.
U.S. officials said that DNA tests were done to confirm his 

identity, and that the results revealed with 99 percent accuracy the 
body was Bin Laden’s.

“The world is a better and more just place now that Osama Bin 
Laden is no longer in it,” Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz, said in a state
ment. “I hope the families of the victims of the September 11 at
tacks will sleep easier tonight and every night hence knowing that 
justice has been done.”

According to reports, Bin Laden was in the company of his 
sons, two of his most trusted messengers and an unidentified 
woman, which reports later said Bin Laden used as a shield, in his 
$1 million property. All were killed in the attack.

According to U.S. officials, the three-story compound where 
Bin Laden was found had few outside windows, a 12-to-18 foot 
outer wall with barbed wire and other intense security measures.

Officials feared that after the news of Bin Laden's death, his 
followers would turn the terrorist into a martyr and that retalia
tion attacks would ensue from al-Qaida or other Islamic extremist 
groups.

“In the wake of this operation, there may be a heightened 
threat to the U.S. homeland,” a U.S. official said to CNN. “The 
U.S. is taking every possible precaution. The State Department has 
sent advisories to embassies worldwide and has issued a travel 
ban for Pakistan."
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Cougar Place residents must move out and find a new place to live before Fall 2011. Brianna Leigh Morrison

BYE-BYE COUGAR PLACE
Old dorms on campus demolished to make way for new sophomore living quarters

By Cristi Guerra and Darlene Campos

After being a home away from home to many students, Cougar 
Place, a residential dorm facility, will be demolished this summer, 
leaving students to have to find new living accommodations at an 
increased price.

“The facility has far outlived its expected life span, and offi
cials have decided to deconstruct Cougar Place in order to make 
room for future housing,” University Services Communication 
Coordinator Lindsay Marshall said.

Students living in Cougar Place paid the least amount for any 
campus housing, at about $471 per month for a single.

Students in Moody Towers paid about $579 per month for a 
single and Cougar Village singles paid about $663 per month. 
Apartment housing on campus starts at $600 per month.

“The deconstruction of Cougar Place this fall will not result 
in the displacement of any students. The housing agreements 
are for an academic year or for a summer semester, so they will 
have expired prior to the beginning of the project,” Assistant Vice 
President of University Services Emily Messa said.

Anthony Agi, a post-baccalaureate student studying hotel and 
restaurant management, has lived at Cougar Place since August. 
He plans on moving to Cullen Oaks during the summer due to the 
demolition.

“I would have loved to stay here, but it’s old,” Agi said. "We are 
benefitting from cheap rates, but a lot of people complain that it is 
old, the air conditioning is too loud and there are roaches running 
around.”

Agi didn’t mind the difficulties because of the reduced rates, 
but he said he is also excited to be moving to a newer location.

“I have mixed feelings, other places are better, but this is

cheaper,” Agi said.
Cougar Place demolition is planned to take place towards the 

end of summer 2011. Students living at Cougar Place will not be 
evicted due to the demolition.

“No student will be evicted. How much students will have to 
pay now will depend on where they relocate,” Executive Director 
of Media Relations Richard Bonnin said. “A new Campus Housing 
Booklet has been completed and is available online. University 
Services is being proactive in sharing information about housing 
options and is reaching out across campus to answer questions.”

All Cougar Place material, fixtures, and furniture that are in 
good enough condition will be either reused around campus or re
cycled. The mural, done by artist Malou Flato, will be taken down, 
but will be restored and installed in another campus location.

A new housing complex will take the place of Cougar Place.
"The University is in the programming stages for sophomore

style housing, which will be located on the former Cougar Place 
site,” Bonnin said. “We anticipate 800-1,000 beds being available 
at this site, but that’s a preliminary estimate. The number could 
easily change as plans develop.”

Proposals have been made to increase the total number of 
available beds on campus.

"The administration is currently having a wide-ranging discus
sion of all of the issues relating to student success and residential 
life as we prepare to have 8,000 residents living on campus by 
2013,” he said.

There are currently 4,031 available beds on campus, but only 
2,225 of them are filled, which leaves about 57 percent vacant.
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Cougars come in all shapes and sizes. Nine Nguyen



Saxophonist Eric Bustament at a Jazz Ensemble performance at the Moores Opera House. Clarissa Arispe
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Performers at the Council of Ethnic Organization’s Women of the World Banquet which took place on April 13 at the Houston Room. Nine Nguyen
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Student graduate proudly shows off her alma mater at a baseball game. Jairo Razo
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Flying the Cougar flag high. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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Getting ready to sumo at Frontier Fiesta. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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The group “Cougar Concepts” partnered up with Chevrolet to conduct their fall campaign for four of their models, including the Camera at the UC. Newton Liu
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According to the National Institute of 
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism about four 
in five of all college students drink, and 
of these more than 40 percent engage in 
binge drinking. Newton Liu
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BOOZE CONTROL
By Alexandra Kuchik

One drink, two drinks, three drinks...When is it one to many?
It is not uncommon to have a few drinks at football games, parties and at the Den Bar 

after class, but learning when to stop can be the difference between a good time and a 
lifetime of regret.

According to a study by Columbia University’s National Center on Addiction and 
Substance Abuse, alcohol is the No. 1 drug of choice for teenagers in the United States. 
By their senior year in high school, 80 percent of teenagers have tried alcohol, compared 
with 47 percent who had experimented with marijuana and 29 percent who had tried an
other illegal drug.

The American Psychiatric Association defines alcohol abuse as “repeated use despite 
recurrent adverse consequences.” Those consequences may involve anything from drunk 
driving to liver damage, alcohol poisoning and even death.

"It’s unrealistic to expect kids not to drink after a certain age,” creative writing senior 
Mariah Kizer said. “So I think efforts should be focused on encouraging moderation of 
drinking and perhaps designated driving.”

The mainstream media has played a big role in the increase of alcohol abuse among 
young adults. The constant coverage of drunken celebrities and reality stars can be con
fusing to students as to what is cool and acceptable and what is harmful.

“It is ridiculous to promote these movie stars and their drinking habits. It seems the 
more they get into trouble, the more they are glamorized,” English senior Cecilee Haywood 
said.

Starlets such as Paris Hilton, Lindsey Lohan and Nicole Richie, all of whom have had 
problems with alcohol and drug abuse, and shows like MTVs “the Jersey Shore" celebrate 
drunken and promiscuous behavior, rather than promote a healthy lifestyle.

“People think they can get away with drinking and driving because people like Lindsay 
Lohan are elusive to any real consequences," public relations sophomore Stephanie 
Gomez said. “However, I think most people drink and drive because they did it before and 
they never get caught. Personally the thought of sharing the road with an impaired driver 
terrifies me.”

Most agree that moderation rather than abstincance is the key. And the University of
fers free drug and alcohol abuse information, counseling, assistance and services to all 
students and faculty that suffer from substance and alcohol abuse.

The dorms at Greek Park at Bayou Oaks also work to promote safety while drinking by 
implementing a program called “Sober Sisters and Brothers," in which members volun
teer to stay home on weekend nights in case a sober driver is needed.

So while alcohol will remain a permanent fixture of college life, increasingly prominent 
programs that promote safe drinking on college campuses will hopefully keep many alco
hol users from becoming abusers.
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Studies show an increase in casual sex 
among college students. According to the 
2010 National Survey of Sexual Health and 
Behavior report individuals who are 18-24 
years old indicated that their most recent 
sexual partner was a casual or dating partner. 
Newton Liu



NO LONGER TABOO
By Patricia Estrada and Travis Hensley

In the old days, the word sex, would only be used in a public setting to describe some
one's gender, now SEX is everywhere, from television shows, to magazines, it has become 
one of the most popular subjects, particularly with college students, who now find them
selves free of parental controls and see this time as a time to experiment, educationally, 
mentality and sexually.

If you believed everything that is said on TV or how the older generations define col
lege students now days, you would think that everyone is having sex 24/7 and college is 
just a big orgy, but according to recent studies nothing could be farther from the truth.

According to a study released March 3, 2011 by the Centers for Disease Control fewer 
teens and young adults are having sex. Twenty-eight percent of young adults ages 15-24 
said they had never had any kind of sex, oral, anal or vaginal in the 2006/2008 National 
Survey of Family Growth.

Why the decline? The report did not say, but the truth is that education and talking 
about sex, has helped young adults learn of the consequences and the choices they have 
before engaging in the act.

“I think that maybe teens are thinking more about their decisions and that it isn’t all 
about sex,” Human Development and Family Studies junior Emily Pearl said. “Plus there 
is a lot of abstinence talk going around, including popular shows on TV."

But for those people that are engaging in some extra-curricular activities, the talk of 
protection takes center stage.

Popular campaigns like MTV's “Protect Yourself” promotes awareness of the different 
sexually transmitted diseases and having safe sex.

Yet, despite these campaigns and sex education, not everyone is protecting 
themselves.

According to the 2010 National Survey of Sexual Health and Behavior report of those 
having sex, only one in four couples, and one in three singles use a condom. Condom use 
in not only important to prevent becoming one of the 6 million pregnancies in America 
every year, according to the Kinsley Institute, but also the transmission of sexually trans
mitted diseases.

And the topic of sex has now even become popular in the college classrooms.
North Western Professor, J. Michael Bailey, received a lot of attention in late February 

for allowing a couple to demonstrate a sex toy during one of his optional lectures for his 
course on human sexuality. Bailey had to apologize in the media for allowing the incident 
to happen, and NWU President Morton Schapiro ordered an investigation of the incident, 
saying he was “troubled and disappointed by it”, according to a CNN report on March 6.

Pearl said she didn’t see why everyone was making a big deal about it; students knew 
what they signed up for, she said.

“I do not think the professor was wrong for doing so, after all it was a human sexuality 
course and they do talk about sex toys and many other things in there.” Pearl said. “It is a 
part of the class. If the class were something other, then yes, maybe question the profes
sor. Also, these are college students and I am sure they are all aware of what exactly they 
are doing and learning.”

So whether you are having sex or not, the topic is there, and the important thing is to 
educate yourself.
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BALANCING ACT
By Darlene Campos

The rise in popularity of MTV’s reality show “Teen Mom’’ has brought to surface the issue 
of young parents and their struggle to balance school, work and family life.

The show hits close to home for some UH students, as they learn to juggle class work 
while raising children.

Deyadira Trevino and Argelia Martinez are among UH's student parents.
Both women focus on their studies but still find some time for their children.
“Time is hectic and I’m sleep deprived and half-starved due to a crazy schedule.” 

Trevino, a Spanish and creative writing major, said.
She said by the time she puts her son to bed, it is usually past 8 p.m. That is when 

she has time to study or do her work.
Martinez, who is majoring in public relations and Spanish, said the hardest part is 

finding time to spend with her children in between school and work. But she said she also 
makes the necessary sacrifices to spend time with her children.

“I have to take some Saturday classes so I can still work full time,” Martinez said. "I try 
my best not to touch my books until after I’ve read a story to them and put them to bed. 
Our dinner time is sacred, so I try not to let school come in between our dinner time. Most 
times I rather sacrifice sleep time than my time with them.

"However, when I really have to, I give them something to do. My little one loves to 
pretend she is doing homework like mommy and for the oldest one, we set a time after to 
talk about his book. He loves feeling like he’s teaching me something.”

Martinez said her family is her main base of support as she completes her college ca
reer at UH and would find it difficult to go at this with out their help.

"I am a single mother. My parents retired and live in Mexico,’’ she said. “My children 
are my biggest and only support. They pick up after themselves, they are very indepen
dent and understand that mommy needs to finish school to provide a better future for 
them and spend more time as a family.

“They have chores every day so they are used to helping out. It was very hard for me 
to break the traditional Mexican mommy mold and stop cooking complicated meals at 
night, so I try to fix healthy and quick recipes. My daughter sets the table, and my son 
washes dishes after."

UH has resources for student parents, including the Women’s Resource Center at the 
University Center and a daycare center.
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LIFE AFTER
THE DIPLOMA
By Priscilla Bigner

Soon-to-be UH graduates will shortly be joining the close to 10 percent of Houston’s work
force in the hunt for a “Jay-Oh-Bee.” Employers are receiving ever-growing stacks of re
sumes to sort through.

How will UH students stand out amongst so many applicants? In this uncertain time, 
how confident do students feel entering the uncertain job market?

Communications junior Rachel Mann said she is concerned about how competitive 
entry-level jobs are.

"I am entering the job market with credentials similar to hundreds of other recent col
lege graduates in my field and my area,” Mann said. “When employers look at resumes, 
how am I going to differentiate myself from other applicants?”

To this end, Mann has utilized the resources offered by Career Services, including 
“Coog Career Week,” to help students strengthen their interview skills and expose them to 
internship opportunities.

For students like English senior Rasheed Warsame, attending graduate school before 
entering the job market is crucial. He said this will give him the necessary experience to 
succeed in his field.

“I feel like I have the knowledge and resume to pursue a good position,” Warsame 
said, “but I have committed to attending graduate school to further specialize.”

Warsame said he is happy with the opportunities the University is providing students 
to help them gain confidence and develop qualities that make them shine in a crowded 
marketplace, but he fears even that may not be enough.

“I think the school is trying its best to ensure students have a chance,” he said. “My 
greatest issue regarding the job market is that employees are becoming less and less nec
essary; I worry no employee will be indispensable.”

The federal government has played a large role in recent months in an attempt to 
lower the high unemployment rate, with varying success, depending on whom you ask.

Literature and Spanish sophomore Lizzy Brignac has not been impressed by the way 
the government has worked to help those who are seeking a job.

“They are not encouraging development in new fields, and they are closing many 
schools and government offices that provided well-paying jobs for many people," Brignac 
said. “I hope to see the government focus on creating more jobs in progressive fields and 
reopening schools with more funding instead of neglecting the education system.”

Warsame disagreed, saying he was optimistic about the measures the government has 
taken to stimulate job growth.

“I believe in President Obama and support most of the legislation he has set in place 
to give us a fair shot in a decent economy," he said. “I believe much could happen if we 
saw more bipartisan cooperative legislation and less bickering.”
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With technology playing such a big rale in the 
educational setting, professors are finding out 
that they must keep up with it in order to help 
their students succeed. Newton Liu



ALL ABOUT
THE GADGETS
By Hiba Adi

Every year, a new technological device makes its debut.
People flock to the stores to obtain the latest piece of technology that will make their 

life easier or more entertaining. From the Wii to the Ipad, hundreds of people line up in 
front of stores for hours to purchase the newest toy.

But these devices are now not only affecting our daily lives but have begun to infiltrate 
the classrooms. Professors have started to use the newest technology available as a tool to 
improve communication between their students and as a teaching device.

Smartphones like the Blackberry and iPhone or laptops have made the younger gen
eration familiar with communicating in a faster pace while possibly making it more difficult 
for professors who are not keeping up to date.

Kayla Cormier, a public relations junior, said she thinks professors should adjust and 
use technology more to teach, because they too can share assignments and documents 
quickly.

"It is a way for teachers to show content in an attention-grabbing way,” she said. “I 
had classes where we did writing blogs to promote class participation, and it really helped 
me.”

Cormier said, ultimately, teachers’ responsibility is to get their material and message 
out to students in the most effective way, and technology is becoming the way to achieve 
this.

“I believe it is time to embrace technology in the classroom,” she said.
Corporations plan to continue to come up with new concepts. In 2010, Apple created 

one of the most popular and new computers, the iPad, which features applications where 
students can download their schoolbooks for cheaper.

A group of UH professors have gathered 30 Jack J. Valenti School of Communication 
students to participate in a UH iPad Mobile-Learning Pilot Program and Research Study, 
which was launched last fall.

UH students have not only grown accustomed to using smartphones and laptops; they 
now expect companies to continue creating new gadgets.

“I like being a part of this technology savvy generation, because I am able to see and 
operate new technologies that are innovative and available each year,” psychology senior 
Ann Pham said. "The bad side is that we are stereotyped as being lazy for depending on 
technology to do everything for us. We are sometimes even seen as spoiled for wanting 
the new gadget that is available.”
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The gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and transgender 
community have to overcome many obstacle 
to find their place in the world and have oth
ers see them as individuals. Newton Liu
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BEYOND A LABEL
By Jose Aguilar

As lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people continue to struggle for equality and to 
eliminate political and social discrimination on a national level, they do so within the UH 
community as well.

Nationally, the LGBT community experienced advancements such as the repeal of 
the military’s “Don't Ask, Don’t Tell” policy in late December, and a federal judge ruling 
California’s Prop 8 unconstitutional in early August. On the UH campus, the community's 
most prominent advancement came with UH administration establishing the University’s 
LGBT Resource Center, which held its grand opening in June.

Lorraine Schroeder, the center's director, described the community’s response as 
“fabulous.”

“It’s like everyone was just waiting for it to happen,” Schroeder said. "And, now that it 
has, the local community is reaching out to the center and wanting to be involved in any 
way they can.”

The new center shares space with UH’s Women’s Resource Center, which had served 
as a de facto center for the LGBT community prior to the LGBTRC.

"We had art on our wall that welcomed the community, we had an informational table 
and rainbow bracelets to hand out on National Coming Out Day,” WRC Director Beverly 
McPhail said. “And, we advocated for students whenever we could.”

The LGBTRC has impacted the campus in positive ways, Schroeder said.
The center has been able to assist professors who have had LGBT issues arise in 

classrooms, and staff, faculty, and students are able to learn about LGBT issues and how 
to be supportive through the Cougar Ally Training and Speakers Bureau programs at the 
center.

“But, most importantly,” Schroeder said, “the existence of the center gives people, es
pecially LGBT people, a place to go to network, get connected, and get information.”

Issues still face the community, though, Schroeder said, including establishing an 
LGBT alumni network and LGBT-themed housing; adding gender identity and expression 
onto UN's nondiscrimination policy; and providing more LGBT social events for students.

Cody McGaughey, public relations officer for UH’s LGBT student group GLOBAL, said 
living arrangements on campus present a struggle for those who are LGBT.

"When I first arrived at UH, I heard of a student who requested a LGBT-friendly room
mate,” McGaughey said. “His request was not acknowledged and the roommate he re
ceived turned out to be very homophobic.”

A string of suicides by gay youth as a result of bullying was highly-publicized in the na
tional media in October. McGaughey said GLOBAL responded to these suicides by requir
ing all officers to take Cougar Ally Training, as well as learn how to help those members 
exhibiting possible depression and suicidal behavior.

UH administration also provided the community with help in the form of a recorded 
and transcribed question and answer session with UH professor of educational psychol
ogy Thomas Schanding specifically addressing LGBT bullying.

Another issue was addressed in February when the community staged a march for 
domestic partner benefits for same-sex partners of faculty and staff, which began at the 
Ezekiel Cullen building and ended in UH’s Human Resources office.

Schroeder knows that the struggle will continue, but she feels optimistic that the UH 
community 20 years from now will look back with pride on the initial steps.

McGaughey said the best development for LGBT awareness would be for the public to 
realize that the stories of gay and lesbian people have more than one chapter.

“What others must realize is that being GLBT isn’t truly all there is encompassing us 
as individuals," he said. “We are brothers, sisters, cousins, fathers, writers, artists, politi
cians. We are so much more."
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Four Loko became on of the most controver
sial drin^out in 2010, because of its high 
alcohol arid caneine content. Newton Liu
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THE FOUR LOKO CRAZE
By Darlene Campos

Taking a “Red Bull” or “Monster" is not uncommon for college students to help them get 
over that all-nighter, when the midday coffee is no longer working. But a new energy drink 
has taken over the market and caused much controversy.

With a high caffeine and alcohol concentration, Four Loko has been quickly raised 
to the top of the Food and Drug Administration’s radar. After several students across the 
country were hospitalized and some even died, the FDA released a safety warning for the 
drink and made Four Loko makers drop the amount of caffeine. Yet, there is still 6-12 per
cent alcohol in a 23.5-ounce can of Four Loko.

Nine students at Central Washington University had to be hospitalized after drinking 
Four Loko. One of these students had a reported blood alcohol level of .30; a blood alco
hol level of .40 can be lethal for many.

After this, the state of Washington banned sales of the drink.
“I’ve heard of (Four Loko) in the news lately. What I mostly hear about it isn’t good, 

and the fact that most publicity it gets is negative, says much about it," communication 
sophomore Patrick Levy said. “I’ve never had one, and I don't plan to. The alcoholic con
tent inside a Four Loko is several times more than the content of a typical beer. I don't 
think it is safe.”

The FDA has taken action to warn the public about the possible dangers of drinking 
alcohol combined with stimulants. It issued warning letters to several companies, includ
ing the makers of Four Loko, saying they had to remove the caffeine from the drinks, or 
their products would be banned.

The makers of Moonshot, loose and Max, Core High Gravity HG, Core High Gravity 
HG orange and Lemon Lime Core spiked were among those issued the letter.

“I tried it once. A friend of mine bought a can after hearing the controversy behind 
it,” post-baccalaureate student Katy Umana said. “I had a sip, but that was enough to 
convince me it was disgusting. It does taste like an energy drink with alcohol in it but the 
aftertaste was horrible.

“1 could tell that having a lot of it could really mess you up. I know a group of people 
that wanted to throw a Four Loko party and decided to stock up on the drinks from differ
ent convenient stores before they sold out. I can’t imagine anyone drinking it other than 
for the sole purpose of getting smashed quick.”

The drink has been banned in Washington, Utah, Michigan and Chicago. Other states, 
including New York, Oklahoma, North Carolina, Kansas and Rhode Island, are taking 
steps to prevent sales of the drink.
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Accepting cultural differences and a friendly 
face is all that took for some Muslim women 
to embrace a new country with a much differ
ent culture than theirs. Newton Liu



MUSLIM IN AMERICA
By Zahra Ahmed

When Ruqia Alherz sat down in her chemistry class, she was more than a little surprised 
that a young man took a seat right next to her. Not used to being in such proximity to a 
strange man, she took careful precautions throughout the rest of the class to make as little 
movement as possible so as not to touch him

“I had this idea in my head that I shouldn't be sitting next to a man,” said Alherz, a 
19-year-old freshman international student in UH’s pre-pharmacy program.

In Alherz’s native city of Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia, men and women - save for immediate 
family and spouses - usually go about their business separately.

Although casual mixing of men and women is typical and almost inevitable in the 
states, it proved to be one of many new experiences for Alherz and her two friends.

For three young Saudi Arabian women, being international students at UH has 
brought about many challenges and obstacles.

Malak Ajina, a 23-year-old communication disorders student and Riyadh native, 
moved to Houston when her husband was accepted into the residency program at Baylor 
College of Medicine.

Ajina wears a hijab and admitted to initially having difficulty making new friends be
cause some people are uncertain on how to approach her.

"I think that some people are afraid,” she said. “They don’t know how to start a friend
ship with me.”

But, she said, people are friendlier in the U.S. than in Riyadh.
Shahad Nawab, a 23-year-old senior and health education major, came to the states 

with her family from the city of Jeddah when they picked Texas Children's Hospital for her 
brother to undergo treatment for an illness.

She said her experience in Houston has helped her mature.
"The American lifestyle forces you to grow up and become more tolerant,” she said. 

"I didn’t want to leave my home at first but now, I don’t regret it. Moving to America and 
going to such a diverse university has helped by giving me a new way of thinking - by al
lowing me to be more accepting.”

For all three students, UH’s diversity among its student population has been a major 
factor in making their stay in a new city easier.

According to a report by the International Student and Scholar Services Office, UH is 
home to more than 3,600 international students.
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In an effort to raise money for an annual 
leadership development conference with the 

। National Intramural Recreation and Sports
Association in New Orleans, intramural gradu

*. ate assistant Rob Marks had pies thrown at 
his face outside the Campus Recreation and 
Wellness Center. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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Enrollment, graduation rate and alumni participation were some of the topics UH President and System Chancellor Renu Khator spoke about at the Fall 2010 State of the 
University Address. Courtesy of Thomas Campbell

FALL ADDRESS
By Lance Jaramillo

In her second Fall Address, UH President Renu Khator discussed the recent achievements the University has made to get 
one step closer to achieving flagship status, the success of the athletic department, the increase in research grants as well 
as faculty awards and the budget deficits that face the University this year.

Focusing on the positives, Khator proudly boasted all-time highs in school enrollment — 38,774 for the fall semester, a 
6-year graduation rate above 45 percent and total research expenditures that amount close to $99 million while speaking at 
the Moores Opera House.

“The Tier One express train for the University of Houston has left the station,” Khator said. “It is gaining in speed and it 
is moving toward its destination."

Khator added that the increase in graduation rate by 10 percent in just a year’s time was highly due to the nine-point 
student success plans that include a living-learning environment on campus, like the new freshman housing, Cougar 
Village, along with improvements in dining services.

“It was clear that we were headed in the wrong direction, or headed in a very slow direction. We had to systematically 
and intentionally break this pattern (in graduation rates), and we did so by launching a nine-point student success plan,” 
Khator said. “In just one year, the results are spectacular. In 2010, we improved the graduation rate by 10 percent — 10 
years of progress in just one year.”

Khator also spoke on what is next for the University, like a continued commitment to becoming a Tier One institution, in
creasing the amount of private donations to the University, serving the community and continue to reach out to alumni.

"Higher education will change dramatically in the next 10 years," Khator said. “We have a choice: To either be on 
the receiving end or be on the cutting edge. We will continue to engage our alumni and the community but making UH 
a nationally competitive university is not an option we make. It’s not a choice we make. It’s an obligation we must fulfill for 
Houston — and for Texas.”
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Above: Khator and 
former Faculty 
Senate President 
Dan Wells have a 
moment to talk at a 
reception following 
the Fall Address. 
Courtesy of Thomas 
Campbell

Below: Khator said 
the university imple
mented a 9-point 
student success 
plan, including offer
ing a living-learning 
environment on 
campus. Courtesy of 
Thomas Campbell
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In their first year since becoming a part of the College of Liberal Arts and Science, members of the Health and Human Performance Honor Society took advantage of the 
CLASSic to introduce themselves to students and faculty in the college. Jasmine Collins

CLASSIC
By Lance Jaramillo

The Instant CLASSic, organized by three students in the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, gave an 
opportunity for departments and other organizations to network and spread their message from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. on Oct. 7 at the Cullen Family Plaza outside the E. Cullen Building.

Senior English major Ryan Johnson, senior print journalism major Julian Jimenez and senior history 
major Mike Nguyen decided they wanted to do more for their college and recruited over 28 different student 
organizations, programs and departments within the college to participate. After getting word of the idea, 
CLASS Dean John W. Roberts was happy to support the effort and financially backed the event.

“We are very pleased to see students take an interest in promoting the programs of the college,’’ Roberts 
said. “Their passion for the liberal arts and social sciences was evident in our earliest conversations about 
their plans, and has continued to be so in the hard work that they have put into the organization of the event. 
They deserve the gratitude of the entire CLASS and University community for their efforts to call attention to 
programs that stand at the core of the curriculum for all students at UH.”

Roberts announced at the event a new $250 Instant CLASSic scholarship for students within the college. 
Programs and organizations set up tables and welcomed dialogue with fellow students in order to get to know 
each other and their respective programs better to further the quality of the college.

"It was our love and pride of our college, in what it is and what it can be, that motivated us ” Nguyen told 
The Daily Cougar.
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Left: Entrepreneur
ship junior Bran- 
dalyn Gill promotes 
her book “Life" 
and her company 
Illumination Literary 
Publishing. Jasmine 
Collins

Below: Sigma Tau 
Delta members were 
able to mingle and 
meet with other orga
nizations that partici
pated in the event. 
Jasmine Collins

COUGARS '
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“LIFE IS LIVING” 
HOUSTON FESTIVAL

rue A.

By Raquel Gonzalez

The UH Cynthia Woods Mitchell Center, in partnership with performer, poet, choreographer and Mitchell Center’s 
artist-in-residence, Marc Bamuthi Joseph, arranged the first “Life is Living” Houston festival on Nov. 6 in 
Houston’s Emancipation Park.

The hip-hop-based environmental festival, established by the Living Word Project and Youth Speaks, Inc., is 
national campaign that uses hip-hop and urban arts to celebrate sustainability. With a focus on Houston’s Third 
Ward neighborhood, the goal was to use the arts to try to encourage social change in the neighborhood surround
ing the UH campus.

The free community festival hosted performances by hip-hop star Talib Kweli, the breakdance and hip-hop 
group Havikoro and live urban art demonstrations by Aerosol Warfare, a Houston art gallery focused on graffiti 
and other elements of hip hop. The events included a live gardening and cooking demonstration with Houston 
Chef Tarsha Gary from Ecotone, a Third Ward's community garden and farmer’s market, as well as youth art activ
ities and a vintage clothing exchange.

In addition to the Houston event, the "Life Is Living” festival has been held in several cities across the U.S., 
including Chicago; Oakland, Calif.; and New York City. It is also the source material for “red, black & GREENT a 
blues, a new performance work Joseph is creating that will be presented at UH in Fall 2011.
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Hip-hop artist Talib Kweli was among the performacers that par
ticipated in the first "Life is Living” Festival. Other performances 
included (not pictured) H.I.S.D., Meta-Four Houston, Lisa E. Harris 
and Marium Echo & Tamika Handy and dance performances by 
Havikoro, Urban Souls and the UH Dance Ensemble.
All photographs by Newton Liu
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Members of different student organizations join in the homecoming festivities by decorating the University Center. Brianna Leigh Morrison

HOMECOMING
By Lance Jaramillo

The 2010 “LIVE the Pride” Homecoming weeklong festivities kicked off Nov. 6 with a 5K 
Fun Run/Walk. The rest of the week, students, faculty and staff were able to participate 
in other UH Homecoming traditions — like the painting of the UC — as well as new tradi
tions, like Cooglympics.

At Cooglympics, student teams compete in basketball, flag football, soccer and volley
ball at the Campus Recreation and Wellness Center.

Students were also able to participate in Paint Shasta, Go Coog Day and take pictures 
with live cougars from Turpentine Creek Wildlife Refuge after the homecoming parade.

This year the Cougars hosted the Tulsa Golden Hurricane, in what was a close game. 
At halftime UH trailed 21-7. The Cougars came out and scored on a field goal and a 
touchdown apiece for James Cleveland and Kierre Johnson to cut the deficit to 28- 
25. They got no closer and saw their third straight loss, ending their chance of winning 
Conference USA's Western division.

Halftime saw Jordan Lewis and Darren Randle win homecoming queen and king.
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Left: Students taunt 
Tulsa State players 
during the Home- 
coming game. 
Clarissa Arispe

Right: Kick returner 
Tyron Carrier had 
total 52- yds against 
the Golden Hur- 
ricanes.
Greogory Bohuslav
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2010 Homecoming 
King, Darren Randle 
and Queen Jordan 
Lewis.
Greogory Bohuslav
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Student Government Association members were among the volunteers who served thousands of students a warm pancake breakfast during finals mania at the M.D. 
Anderson Library. Courtesy of University Services

FINALS MANIA
By Taylor McGilvray

Students take a break from studying for finals to get a free meal and play games with fel
low students during dead week at the MD Anderson library.

Finals Mania is a joint effort between UH libraries, University Services and dining ser
vices to offer a night off from studying for finals and stress relief with a late night pancake 
dinner.

This program is a success because of the commitment of our volunteers,” said Maria 
Honey, University Services marketing manager.

A record 1,601 students came out during the Fall’s Final Mania, for pancakes with 
a variety of toppings and sausage links served by volunteers from the Faculty Senate, 
Administration and Finance, Student Government Association, UH Libraries, Staff Council 
and Student Affairs.

“We have people who have participated since the very beginning because it’s such a 
wonderfully fun event,” Honey said.

UH President Renu Khator, vice presidents, deans, student leaders and other faculty 
members were also there to show students their support before testing began.

“Finals Mania was a great success,” Assistant Director for the Center for Student 
Involvement Carrie Miller said. “I love to help with this event both to meet staff members 
I wouldn’t normally work with, and to meet new students and reconnect with students I 
have worked with before.’’
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Left: During the Fall event, over 1,500 students lined up at the Library 
to receive a complimentary breakfast courtesy of University Services, 
Courtesy of University Services

Below: The free breakfast included pancakes, either buttermilk, 
blueberry and chocolate chip pancakes, a side of sausage and juice or 
coffee. Clarissa Arispe

Finals Mania began 
as a way for the 
University to support 
and wish luck to the 
studets as they were 
entering finals week. 
Besides breakfast 
students can relax 
by mingleling with 
friends or playing 
board games. 
Clarissa Arispe
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The ring toss was one of the many games students like Chemistry Senior Ayman Abdelrazek played at Butler Plaza during Recyclemania Olympics on March 9, 2011. 
Jasmine Umenyi

RECYCLEMANIA
By Moniqua Sexton

Colleges and universities across the nation promote waste reduction through activities that make up 
Recyclemania, which began in February of 2001 by Ed Newman of Ohio University and Stacy Edmonds Wheeler 
of Miami University.

According to the national Recyclemania website, each campus reports their recycling and trash data and 
they are ranked by who collects the largest amount of recyclables per capita, the largest amount of total recycla- 
bles, the amount of trash per capita, or have the highest recycling rate.

Recyclemania at UH means faculty, staff and student organizations compete against each other to win cater
ing credits and a trophy, as well as promoting awareness about recycling on campus. A pep rally is held before 
the competition to gear students up for the competition activities.

This year, HRM Green Team beat out the other student organizations, and the UC Ultimate Recyclers took 
the top prize among faculty/staff groups. The number of teams tripled this year, with 30 teams bringing in 36,000 
pounds of recycling, compared to last years 23,000 pounds.

"Recyclemania has exceeded everybody’s expectations this year,” Marketing Coordinator for University 
Services Billy Garner said. “Something that was different about this year is that so many more people were in
volved, making this year’s competition the most successful one yet.”
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Top left: Art Junior Lauren Mohan puts 
together a tree made-up of recycled materials 
for the Art of Recycling contest during Recy- 
cleMania. Taylor McGilvray.

Top right: “Mr. Roboto” created by computer 
science junior Chris Lopez and friends, was 
the winning entry in the Art of Recycling 
contest held at the UC World Affairs Lounge. 
Lopez received a $75 Best Buy gift card for 
winning. Taylor McGilvray

Left: “Recycleman” helped get students and 
faculty in the spirit of the event. Maria Munoz
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Frontier Fiesta, a student run, student-oriented event on campus began in 1939, in 2011, Fiesta celebrated 70 years. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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FRONTIER FIESTA
By Alexandra Kuchik

For 70 years, Frontier Fiesta has been a weeklong event held on campus; showcasing Cougar pride, live music, 
variety shows, and a barbecue cook-off challenge. Students and alumni flock to the roped-off parking lot of 
Robertson Stadium to enjoy all the festivities that Fiesta has to offer.

The Greek community on campus puts on variety shows to entertain the crowds. Each sorority and fraternity 
is paired off to perform a showcase of dance and theatrics.

Another favorite event of Fiesta is the barbecue cook off. BBQ’ers are tempted to show their stuff as they are 
challenged to prepare their best barbecue possible. This year over forty teams of alumni associations and outside 
community members competed for their spot at the top. The six categories included pinto beans, beef brisket, 
chicken, chili, fajitas and pork ribs. Not only were awards given to the winners, but cash prizes as well.

Zeta Tau Alpha sister April Woerner said, “I love how the smell of the barbecue cook off wafts though the air; 
it sure is yummy."

Fiesta is all fun and games, and although they do have a carnival and battle of the bands, Fiesta also sup
ports the academics of the student body. Every year The Frontier Fiesta Association gives ten applicant winners a 
scholarship going towards the student’s school finances.
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Top right: Variety shows by Greek organizations are a staple at Frontier 
Fiesta. Greeks compete for the best show of the year. Brianna Leigh 
Morrison

Bottom left: Students get to walk around Fiesta City and enjoy the dif
ferent foods games, shows and rides.

Top left: Shasta and Sasha prepare for a pep rally to kick -off the 2011 
Frontier Fiesta festivities. Brianna Leigh Morrison

Bottom right: People of all ages have fun participating in the different
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games and events at Fiesta. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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Athletes were able to show off their skill during the Dunk Contest at Robertson Stadium. Both picture by Aaron Cisneros

NCAA
By Travis Hensley

Kemba Walker and UConn were crowned king of the hill, top of the heap as they took out Butler 53-41 in the 
National Championship Game at Reliant Stadium.

The Huskies third title since 1999 was an ugly affair, with both teams shooting below 35 percent - Butler shot 
just 18.8 percent from the field.

The Huskies did not play their best game and players and coaches admitted as much after the game, but the 
Bulldogs inability to convert from the field left them without a chance.

Alex Oriakhi finished with a double-double, 11 points and 11 rebounds, and was also a presence in the paint, 
blocking four shots.

Walker scored a game-high 16 points and grabbed nine rebounds to help lead the Huskies to their eleventh 
straight win.

The previous two contests in the Final Four were not high-scoring affairs either.
The Huskies squeezed by Kentucky 56-55 to advance to the title game. The Wildcats went cold in the second 

half, going nearly six minutes without scoring. Brandon Knight contributed to the Wildcats offensive woes, shoot
ing 6-of-23. Walker led UConn with 18 points and added six rebounds, seven assists and two steals.

Butler outlasted Virginia Commonwealth 70-62 in the other Final Four matchup. The Bulldogs trailed at 
halftime, but Zach Hahn came off the bench and scored eight points in a 90 second span at the beginning of 
the second half for the Bulldogs to put them ahead. Shelvin Mack poured in 24 points for the Bulldogs on 8-of- 
11 shooting, going 5-of-6 from deep as he traded buckets late with VCU’s Jamie Skeen. Skeen finished with 27 
points.

Not all of the action took place at Reliant Stadium. Hofheinz Pavilion hosted the NCAA Three Point and Dunk 
Contests. Youtube sensation Jacob Tucker of Illinois College won the dunk contest.
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Top left: UCONN head coach Jim Calhoun celebrates his team being 
named NCAA champions. Newton Liu

Bottom left: Butler guard, Shawn Vanzant score against VCU during 
the NCAA final four. Newton Liu

Top right: Huskie cheerleaders can’t contain their excitement after their 
team beat Butler University 53-41 for the championship. Newton Liu

Bottom right: Huskie forward Alex Oriakhi dunks in the NCAA final four 
game against Kentucky. Newton Liu
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Every year the students from the Wolff Center for Entrepreneurship’s flip burgers as part of their course work. Paris Jomadio
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BURGER BLISS
By Miguel Cortina

The Wolff Center for Entrepreneurship’s BurgerFest wasn’t just an event to sell burgers — it gave student teams 
the opportunity to work as a company in a real-world situation.

Teams were composed of students that each held a position ranking from CEO to COO.
“We went to speak at the Carl’s Jr. location and asked to speak with the manager,” said Margarita Flores, 

chief financial officer of the Burger Queen Team. "Of course we had to offer something in return, and that is that 
BurgerFest is a great marketing aspect and people are just finding out that Carl’s Jr. is in Houston.”

The team had small giveaways, such as pens, magnets and car antenna ornaments from the restaurant. In 
return, people would get a dollar off their burgers.

“That worked really well. People from California have recognized the name and they are super excited to try it 
again,” Flores said.

The Burger Queen Team had planned for their participation in BurgerFest since last summer when they 
began outlining what they wanted to accomplish and who to network with.

The night before the event started, the team went to the restaurant to see how it was run to replicate the con
cept in BurgerFest.

"We saw how the restaurant operated and it really gave us an appreciation of what they do. We learned about 
the business and the burger," said Bejaye llegbodu, chief marketing officer for Burger Queen.

According to Flores, the hardest part was networking and raising money. She raised about $4,000 of the 
team’s $5,000.

“I didn't know where I was going to get all the money from,” Flores said. “It’s a lot of baby steps to create this 
big thing.”

The 30 participants in this year's event were graded by their sales and in-kind donations they received.
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Left: “Top Burger" 
team members flip 
burgers to meet up 
with student demand. 
Paris Jomadio
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UH students have to partner up with a real burger company, like Carl 
Jr’s for Burger Fest. Paris Jomadio

Students were able to enjoy burgers outside the University Center. Paris Jomadio
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Crowds of students gathered at Butler Plaza to celebrate Earth Week. Naheeda Sayeeduddin

EARTH WEEK
By Taylor McGilvray

UH students learned about ways to improve the environment and green initiatives by playing games during UH 
Earth Day - hosted by Butler Plaza.

Skee-ball, tic-tac-toe and horseshoes drew crowds competing for various recycled prizes.
"I think I learned the most from the clothesline trivia,” Communications senior Cynthia Velasquez said. “It ac

tually taught me something.”
The purposes of the games were to educate students about sustainability while providing them with a fun ac

tivity between classes.
The event also celebrated another year of practicing green habits on campus through RecycleMania and 

other green initiatives.
“Earth Day is an event that initiated a world-wide sustainability movement,” Marketing Coordinator of 

University Services Billy Garner said. "UH has become one of the leaders in sustainability among the nation’s 
universities.”

Green Mountain Energy Company also attended the event and presented the University with a $140,000 
check for the University's first solar panel system, which is expected to be completed on May 30 and will be 
mounted on the roof of UH's Central Utility Plant.

The company also announced the Green Mountain Energy Solar Internship that will begin in Fall 2011.
"Both of these initiatives will help UH spread the word and educate thousands of students over the 30-year 

expected lifespan of the array about the benefits of solar energy,” Houston Market Manager for Green Mountain 
Energy Company Sean Figaro said in a press release. "This further supports Green Mountain’s mission to change 
the way power is made; and help us give back to the Houston community where our customers live, work, shop 
and play.”

UH is naming its largest residential dining hall the Green Mountain Energy Company Dining Room in honor of 
the donation.

Other highlights included a weather balloon launch, face painting, an Earth Day cake, Super Earth mascot, 
Recycle Man and free gifts.
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Top left: Games teaching students about green initiatives were one of 
the many attractions of Earth Week. Courtesy of University Services

Bottom left: Students get ready to launch an air balloon. Courtesy of 
University Services

Top right: University Service staff members present a $140,000 check 
from Green Mountain for the University's first solar panel system. 
Courtesy of University Services

Bottom right: Students were able to enjoy a cake to commemorate 41 
years of celebrating the Earth. Courtesy of University Services
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The Alumni Association plans to hold the event every year as a way to welcome graduating students to the “UH alumni family.” Paris Jomadiao

SENIOR SEND OFF
By Alexandra Kuchik

UH shows its great pride in its graduating seniors by holding many different events in and 
around campus each year. This year was the first year of The Senior Send Off, which was 
held by the UH Alumni Association.

Though the event was held in the spring, all seniors of the 2011 graduating class were 
invited to attend. The event was also held in order to help students transfer from their stu
dent life to the alumni world.

“The send off was a good way for the alumni association to show that they were not 
only there for students while they were in school, but also a good way to show them that 
they will be there for them after graduation,” Alumni Coordinator Ali Walker said.

The Senior Send Off included giveaways ranging from gift baskets to airline tickets, 
a live band, games and free food.
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Left: Students enjoy 
a free meal courtesy 
of Which Wich.
AH IQbal

Bottom left: The 
band SNAFU pro
vided the entertain
ment for the day. 
Ali IQbal

Bottom right: Cotton 
Candy was among 
the many things 
students got to enjoy, 
along with giveaways 
and games. Paris 
Jomadiao
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The 5-mile march began at Robertson Stadium and took people to the bayou and back to Robertson. Mary Jean Curtis

MARCH OF DIMES
By Ashley Anderson

On May 1st, Robertson Stadium became the stage for March for Babies, a nationwide campaign to raise funds for 
research and special programs.

March for Babies is a part of the March of Dimes, and the Houston march is one of the largest in the nation.
This was the 40th anniversary of the Houston March for Babies, with the event taking place at the University 

in four of those years.
"We are very happy to be partnering with the University of Houston,” Jessica Lundgren, Houston director of 

programs, said.
As well as being a partner with UH, key sponsors for the March for Babies include KBR, Wells Fargo and Macy's.
People were able to participate by marching, forming teams, pledging money or volunteering.
Participants and spectators of the five-mile march were also able to enjoy family-friendly activities, music, and 

games at a tailgate held during the event.
UH cheerleaders and the Spirit of Houston marching band were also in attendance to show their support for 

the event.
The march is held to raise funds for research and programs to promote the safe birth of healthy babies.
The event is expected to raise at least $3 million for the cause, adding to the $4 million in research grants at 

the Texas Medical Center in Houston.
March of Dimes community programs encourage women to take care of themselves before, during and after 

pregnancy and educate women on how to have a healthy pregnancy and the best outcome for their babies.
Other services include working with health care workers to prevent and manage preterm labor and lobbying 

on the state level to promote legislation for the improvement of health for mothers and babies.
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Top: KBR, Wells Fargo and Macy's co-sponsored the march. Mary 
Jean Curtis

Left: Thousands of people came out to campus to support March of 
Dimes, an organization that raises awareness for prenatal and infant 
care. Mary Jean Curtis

Above: Participants are excited to begin the march. Mary Jean Curtis
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Top: Students graduates cheer as the graduation ceremony concludes. Newton Liu

Left: UH President Renu Khator congratulates students on their achievements at UH. Newton Liu

Above: Graduates listen to the words of advices from speakers, that included UH President 
Renu Khator, UH System Regents, and guest speakers. Newton Liu

Top: Students take 
the opportunity to 
thank their biggest 
supporters, their par
ents, by decorating 
their caps. Newton 
Liu

Left: Getting ready to 
move the tassel, to 
symbolize their are 
now college gradu
ates. Newton Liu
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Students celebrate the start of spring and the Hindu festival, Holl, by splashing color paint on each other. Naheeda Sayeeduddin
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High school students from across the city, built and raced in boats made of cardboard boxes at the UH Wellness and Recreational Center. Aaron Cisneros
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FOOTBALL
By Christopher Losee

It was a disappointing 2010 season for head coach Kevin Sumlin and the Cougars after 
the team finished with a 5-7 record. The Cougars scrambled to piece together an offensive 
strategy after star quarterback Case Keenum and backup quarterback Cotton Turner suf
fered season-ending injuries in the team’s first away matchup against UCLA.

The season outlook for the Cougars couldn’t have been any better coming into the 
2010 season with an offense ranked No.l in the nation. In the offseason, the Cougar de
fense transitioned from a 4-3 defensive front to a 3-4 set under the guidance of first-year 
defensive coordinator Brian Stewart.

The Cougars kicked off the 2010 campaign winning the first two games in a dominant 
fashion, crushing Texas State 68-28 in front of a sellout crowd at Robertson Stadium, and 
then rolled over UTEP 54-24 the following week.

With the No. 23 ranking in the nation, the Cougars were scheduled for a non-confer- 
ence matchup against UCLA in which Keenum suffered a torn ACL in the second quarter. 
He ended the season throwing five touchdown passes and 636 yards. He appealed for an
other year of eligibility, in hopes of making his last season more memorable than this one.

With a vacant quarterback position, freshman Terrance Broadway made his first ca
reer start in a 42-23 victory over conference opponent Tulane. Broadway’s reign was 
short-lived after Sumlin named true freshman David Piland as the starting signal caller 
for the remainder of the season. The Cougars would lose the next two games against 
Mississippi State and conference rival Rice. With the one-two punch of running backs 
Michael Hayes and Bryce Beall, the Cougars were able to bounce back with two road wins 
over SMU and Memphis.

After grabbing two wins over conference opponents, the Cougars were in conten
tion for a berth in the conference championship game. But the team's chance of making 
a postseason appearance diminished after the team lost their next three C-USA games 
against UCF, Tulsa and Southern Miss. The season concluded with a 35-20 loss to Texas 
Tech, ending the season on a low note.

Left page
Top: Defensive linemen 
David Hunter (95) 
and Kelvin King (59) 
along with linebacker 
Anthony Griffin (57) 
line up against Tulane 
University. Jairo Razo 

(left): Led by offensive 
lineman Chris Thomp
son, the UH Cougars 
bursted onto the field 
full of energy. Gregory 
Boh us lav

(right): Wide reciever 
Kierrie Johnson trots 
into the endzone after 
splitting the other team’s 
secondary. Gregory 
Bohuslav

Left: Senior defensive 
back Loyce Means 
reads the motions of the 
opposing quarterback. 
He led the Cougars with 
three interceptions for 
the season. Pauline 
Alderete
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Left page 
(top left): Defensive back Nick Saenz (41) contributed to the Cougar secondary with 37 solo 

stops. Jairo Razo

(bottom): Wide receiver Kierre Johnson fights for yardage after UCF defenders swarmed to 
prevent the Cougars from scoring. Jairo Razo

Right page: Offensive lineman Chris Thompson hoists teammate Tryon Carrier in the endzone 
after Carrier scored a touchdown.Cougars celebrate a touchdown. Gregory Bohuslav

(top right): Wide receiver Tyrone Carrier catches a ball that he would return for a touchdown 
at the homecoming game against Tulsa University. Gregory Bohuslav
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Guard Adam Brown goes for two-points against crosstown rival Rice. Brown finished the season as the second leading scorer for the Cougars 
averaging 12.6 points per game. Newton Liu

MEN’S BASKETBALL
By John Brannen

After a miraculous run to make the NCAA Tournament the previ
ous season, expectations were high for UH going into the 2010- 
2011 season. In his first year for the Cougars, head coach James 
Dickey was tasked with turning around the program, and guiding 
UH to multiple appearances in the big dance.

Those ambitions will have to be put on hold until at least next 
season. Despite the team showing flashes of success throughout 
the season, UH finished the year 12-18, and 4-12 in Conference 
USA for 11th place.

Seventeen games into the season the Cougars were 11-6 over
all and had just won their third straight game against a Conference 
USA opponent. That was when things began to head south.

UH lost its next game to UTEP 57-52, as the Miners capital
ized on the Cougars’ missed free throws and lack of an inside 
presence. It was the beginning of a downward slide, and the first 
loss of a five-game losing streak. Rice, East Carolina, Marsha and

Tulsa were all able to outlast UH down the stretch.
The Cougars never suffered an embarrassing defeat, but 

squandered opportunities in the closing minutes as the result 
hung in the balance. UH finally recovered with a 79-68 victory 
against the Tulane Green Wave, but the novelty of the win was only 
temporary.

With six regular-season games remaining, the Cougars reverted 
to their bad habits and dropped them all. UH entered the C-USA 
tournament in El Paso as a No. 11 seed and drew No. 6 seed 
Marshall. The Thundering Herd trailed by three at halftime, but ex
ploded for 64 points in the second half, winning 97-87, and end
ing the Cougars’ year.

Bright spots included a 76-71 win over the then-ranked No. 18 
Central Florida, the Knights were undefeated at the time. UH went 
8-5 against non-conference opponents, with highlight wins coming 
over Louisiana-Lafayette, Nevada and Sam Houston.
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Top left: Forward Alandise Harris elevates to dunk over Tulsa's center. 
Aaron Cisneros

Bottom left: Guard Zamal Nixon put forth a solid peformance through
out the season leading the team in free throw percentage and assists. 
Newton Liu

Top right: Forward Maurice McNeil finished the season leading the 
team in scoring, rebounding, field goal percentage and blocked shots. 
Aaron Cisneros

Bottom Right: McNeil goes for two against Rice players. Newton Liu
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Top Left: Guard Brittney Scott (11) puts up a jump shot over Tulane 
players. Scott led the team in scoring averaging 15.8 points per game. 
Aaron Cisneros

Bottom left: Forward Brittany Mason drives to the basket for two points 
against Rice players. Aaron Cisneros

Center: Guard Courtney Taylor uses her height to her advantage as she 
shoots the ball. Aaron Cisneros

■
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The Cougars celebrate on the court after a win. Led by first-year head coach Todd Buchanan, 
the Cougars posted 26 wins that included a 17-game winning streak. Aaron Cisneros

WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL

By Joshua Siegel

Todd Buchanan’s return to UH as head coach was perfect.
Buchanan’s up-tempo style suited the Cougars roster, as he led UH to a 

16-0 mark in Conference USA play, its first NCAA Tournament appearance 
since 2005 and numerous individual milestones and honors.

The Cougars started the season with a bang, running off a 134-65 victory 
over Huston Tillotson and an 88-48 win over UT Arlington in their first regular 
season match. UH’s offense continued to knock opponents out all season, as it 
picked up 11 of its 26 regular season victories by at least 15 points.

The Cougars opened the season strong with an 8-1 record, but an injury to 
C-USA Player of the Year Courtney Taylor combined with an out of conference 
schedule featuring Nebraska, Georgetown and Louisville proved to be UH’s first 
challenge of the season. The Cougars went 1-2 in Taylor’s absence with losses 
to Georgetown and Lamar.

Upon Taylor’s return, the Cougars cruised to a 78-48 win over Tulsa to open 
conference play and would spark their run to the C-USA regular season crown.

Their biggest tests during the regular season came in their final two games. 
UH trailed rival Rice 41-27 at halftime of their second to last game, but a 17 
point, seven rebound second half from Taylor helped the Cougars rally to a 
74-70 win.

In their final regular season game, Tulane took the Cougars to overtime, but 
UH prevailed, outscoring the Green Wave 17-11 in the extra period and winning 
90-84.

The Green Wave would prove a difficult foe again though in the C-USA 
Tournament. After squeaking past UTEP 68-64, the Cougars would fall 70-60 to 
Tulane in the second round.

Despite all of their success, the Cougars fell to West Virginia in their opening 
round match of the NCAA Tournament 79-73.

Buchanan’s success earned him C-USA Coach of the Year.
Taylor was a double-double machine for the Cougars, averaging 15.7 points 

and 11.1 rebounds for the season en route to C-USA Player of the Year and 
Defensive Player of the Year honors.

Taylor was joined on the All-Conference USA First Team by guards Porsche 
Landry and Brittney Scott
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Swimmer Lowry Laykin and the rest of the UH Swimming & Diving team had their ups and downs throughout the season, but the biggest obstacle facing the swimmers 
and divers was the sudden passing of head swim coach Mark Taylor. Courtesy of UH Athletics

SWIMMING & DIVING
By Christopher Losee

While swimmers and divers improved upon their personal bests 
throughout the season, the program suffered an irreplaceable loss 
with the passing of head swim coach Mark Taylor.

Facing unprecedented challenges, the Swimming and Diving 
team raised the bar consistently throughout the season. With 
just two divers on this season’s squad, senior Lacey Truelove 
and sophomore Julia Lonnegren were able to outperform their 
opponents. The duo weren't the only ones being recognized for 
their outstanding performance. Head dive coach Jane Figueiredo 
helped lead the Cougars to 18 individual event wins, and she 
earned Conference USA Diving Coach of the Year for the 10th- 

straight time. Truelove and Lonnegren grabbed C-USA honors six 
times throughout the season.

In her senior year, Truelove won 15 individual title events and 
was named C-USA Diver of the Week four times. She received the 
league’s top honor when she was awarded C-USA Diver of the Year 
for the 2011 season.

Truelove and her teammates experienced the worst of the 
season with Taylor’s passing. Taylor died from a heart attack while 
staying in Austin for the NCAA Championships. In nine seasons as 
head swimming coach, Taylor led the program to seven top-30 fin
ishes and was named Coach of the Year for the 2009 season.

Below: Lacey Truelove attempts a dive during a meet at UH. Courtesy 
of UH Athletics

Below right: Truelove stands on top of the podium as she grabbed first 
place during the C-USA Championships. Truelove was named Confer- 
ernce USA Diver of the Year. Courtesy of UH Athletics

Bottom: Former head swim coach Mark Taylor and other swimmers 
cheer a fellow teammate onto victory. Courtesy of UH Athletics

CHAMPION
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A UH Rugby player is tackled to the ground by a St. Mary’s player after picking up the ball and attempting to run for the goal line. UH went on to defeat St Mary’s 
Yvette Davila '

RUGBY
By Ryan Popham

In the midst of its first regular season as an official team, UH 
Rugby made the playoffs with an undefeated record.

Before they were an official collegiate team, they were a men’s 
club that would play other clubs from throughout Texas. Now, the 
team plays other colleges, which makes it a completely different 
game.

Future team captain Troy Miles, an engineering freshman and 
former US Marine, has specific plans for next year’s team.

“I have some ideas and things that I want to do with training, 
like work out programs and getting team leadership and account
ability done for the team,” Miles said.

This initial season has given the UH rugby team an air of legiti
macy in the sport, and the team is expected to reach Division 1 by 
the start of next season.

The team started as a Division 3 team, but due to new USA

Rugby regulations they have been invited to play in Southwest 
Division 1.

Despite being eliminated early in the playoffs, they still remain 
undefeated at 4-0, having played University of Texas-San Antonio, 
Sul Ross, Texas State and St. Mary’s universities.

“Rugby is an all-year-round kind of thing,” short-side flank
er Clinton Eddy said. “There are also games in the summer that 
don’t last as long as regular games — they’re usually for the faster 
players.”

Miles and the team are eagerly looking forward to next season.
“I’m confident in what we can accomplish. We have such great 

coaches that have come to us from USA Rugby," Miles said. “We 
need to just take the word from them and our other staff, as well 
as train like we did this season and just build on it. I'm excited to 
see what we can build the team into, then win some games.”
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Top left: The UH Rugby team fights for possession of the ball with St. 
Mary’s Rugby team. Yvette Davila

Above: UH players huddle together to stop the progression of St.
Mary’s offense. Yvette Davila

Left: Captain Robert Watson is hoisted by teammates to catch the ball 
as St. Mary’s players try to block the pass. Yvette Davila
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SOCCER
By Joshua Siegel

The Cougars opened the 2010 season with a four-game winning streak and enjoyed a 
record-setting year by finishing with a 12-4-4 record, the best in the program’s 13-year 
history, and wrapped it up by making it to the second round of the Conference USA post
season tournament.

Head coach Susan Bush attributed the team’s success to the player’s commitment to 
stay fit and improve their skills.

The Cougars outscored their opponents 25-8 in the second half and played an aggres
sive brand of soccer all season.

“I'd like to say that we’re the fittest team in Conference-USA," senior mid-fielder Kaitlin 
Thulin said. “So we have more energy and we can last longer. We break teams down in 
the 60, 70, 80 minutes."

The play of the Cougars underclassmen was also crucial to their success. Of the 
36 goals the Cougars scored this season, 20 were contributed from underclassmen. 
Freshman forward Sami Sackos was second on the team in scoring with five goals and 
three assists and was followed by freshman midfielders Kylie Cook and Nicole Duarte, who 
each notched three goals and three assists.

Freshmens goal keeper Cami Koski and defender Danielle Munoz anchored a de
fensive unit that set a UH record for goals allowed - 13 in 21 games - and led C-USA in 
goals allowed-per-game (0.62).

Both Koski and Munoz were named to the C-USA All-Conference Second Team.
Forwards sophomore Katelyn Rhoades and senior Lauri Byrne were selected to the 

All-Conference First Team.
The Cougars went into postseason play with the third best record in C-USA (6-3-2) 

and their success helped earn Bush the honors of Coach of the Year.
The Cougars defeated Marshall 3-0 in the opening round of postseason play, but fell 

1-0 to perennial power Memphis in the second round.
The 2010 season was an important one for the Cougars as it established the program 

at the top of C-USA and saw a wave of underclassmen talent make major contributions 
towards the team’s success.
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SACKOS

Top left: Forward Lauri Byrne defends a Tulsa 
player as she is dribbling down the field. 
Brianna Leigh Morrison

Bottom left: Goalkeeper Cami Koski was solid 
for the Cougars posting 64 saves and allowing 
just 13 goals. Brianna Leigh Morrison

Bottom: Midfielder Fabi Cirino (17) dribbles 
down the field. Brianna Leigh Morrison

Bottom right: Goalkeeper Cami Koski and the 
rest of the squad huddle together before a 
game. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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Setter Amber Brooks sets up teammates Stephanie Nwachukwu and Chandace Tryon during a match at the Alumni Center. Pauline Alderete

VOLLEYBALL
By Keith Cordero Jr.

The 2010 volleyball season came to a close Thanksgiving weekend with the Cougars drop
ping a 2-3 match against rival Rice, a small damper on an otherwise great season for the 
Cougars under new head coach Molly Alvey.

The Cougars finished 19-13 overall, with a 13-7 Conference USA record, which helped 
them secure a third place finish in C- USA.

“I think it was incredible season for us. If you would of told me we would be sitting in third 
place at the end of the season I'd probably would not have believed that,” Alvey said.

The season was filled with ups and downs beginning with a 1-6 start, but the Cougars 
play against ranked teams such as Oklahoma University, Tennessee and Florida State, helped 
the team improve their game.

‘‘It was great experience for them to play Top 25 teams, I think you only get better when 
you play better programs and it gives you a visual of what it looks like to be a Top 25 pro
gram," Alvey said.

Houston bounced back to win five straight games including a 3-0 record at the Nicholls 
State Tournament to head into C-USA play with an even 6-6 record.

The Cougars began C-USA play with back-to-back losses against rival Rice and Tulane 
to fall in to a 0-2 hole, but the Cougars once again bounced back. Houston rattled off a five 
game win streak for the second time this season with wins over Tulane, UCF, UTEP and 
Southern Miss (twice).

The win streak was snapped Oct.15 at Memphis with a tough 3-2 loss, but two days later 
they swept UAB 3-0, before losing to C-USA champion Tulsa 3-1.

The Cougars ended the season with a three game losing streak and fell one win short of a 
20-win season.
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Bottom: Ingrida Zauere serves the ball in front of a crowd at the Athlet- 
ics/Alumni Center. Pauline Alderete

Below: Outside hitter Ingrida Zauere gets low to save a point. Pauline 
Alderete

Left: Amber Brooks sets up teammate Lucy Charuk to spike the ball 
over the net. Pauline Alderete



First baseman M.P. Cokinos connects with a pitch for one of his 62 hits against UT Arlington. Aaron Cisneros

Infielder Austin Gracey prepares to field a ball. Jairo RazoInfielder and righthanded pitcher Codey Morehouse stretches to save the ball on a 
pickoff attempt against UT Arlington. Aaron Cisneros

BASEBALL
By Joshua Siegel

The Cougars enjoyed a rollercoaster season and that did not end until they ran out of gas against Rice 
in the Conference USA Championship.

The Cougars battled the Owls into extra innings, but fell 4-3.
In their first season under head coach Todd Whitting, the Cougars enjoyed multi-game winning 

and losing streaks, displays of brilliance and inconsistency.
It seemed like Whitting had brought some of his winning ways from Texas Christian when UH 

opened the season with four straight wins, outscoring UT Arlington and Stephen F. Austin by a margin 
of 40-12.

The ride would start shortly after though, characterized by inconsistent pitching and hitting that 
was capable of exploding for 10 runs as easily as being shutout. The Cougars enjoyed three winnings 
streaks of four or more games, but were losers of three straight six times.

The Cougars pitching ranked near the bottom of C-USA with an ERA of 4.56 and opponents bat
ting .289 against them.

Junior Jordan Lewis anchored the Cougars’ staff and went 5-3 with a 3.75 ERA and struck out 55 
batters in 81.2 innings of work. Lewis earned C-USA Pitcher of the Week honors after earning a win 
against East Carolina by striking out 10 batters in seven innings and allowing two runs.

The return of Jared Ray also helped the pitching staff. Ray, who missed most the season due to 
injury, returned to make five starts with a 3.28 ERA. Ray started the C-USA Championship and threw 
eight innings, allowing one earned.

Ryan Still and Caleb Ramsey were strong for the Cougars at the top of the lineup in the C-USA 
Tournament. For the tournament, Still went 7-for-15 (.467) with three RBI and five walks and Rasmey 
batted .400 as well.

Still led UH in batting average for the season with a .333 mark and was followed by Chase Jensen 
(.320) and Ramsey (.318).

Jensen shined in his first season at UH after transferring from Weatherford College. He had been 
on Whitting’s radar when he was still an assistant at TCU the year before. Coming to UH, Jensen had 
big shoes to fill, taking over for four-year starter Blake Kelso. He met expectations though and tied the 
team lead in home runs (three) and led the team in total bases (105) to go with superb defense at 
shortstop.

I

Bottom left: Left
handed pitcher 
Taylor Hammack 
winds up against 
rival Rice during the 
Silve Glove series. 
Newton Liu

Left: Righthanded 
pitcher Luke Moran 
encourages Landon 
Appling between in
nings. Jairo Razo
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Jennifer Klinkert gets mobbed by her teammates after stroking a game-winning single in UH’s 5-4 extra innings win over LSU. Aaron Cisneros

SOFTBALL
By Joshua Siegel

The Cougars had one of their most successful seasons and came within a run of advancing to the Women’s College World Series.
After falling behind early in the NCAA Super Regional, the Cougars rallied from a 3-0 first inning deficit to cut the Cowgirls lead 

to 6-4 at the start of the bottom of the seventh inning. A solo home run by senior pinch-hitter Baillie Lott cut the lead to one and 
gave the Cougars hope. Some crafty glove-work by the Cowgirls in the next three at-bats cut UH’s post season run short.

The Cougars season was full of both team and individual accolades. They amassed 44 regular season wins, tied for the second 
most in program history, and compiled a 19-5 C-USA record en route to a share of the conference title before making their second 
trip to the Super Regional since 2008.

The Cougars season started strong with early wins against top 25 squads Oklahoma State and LSU, twice. Strong pitching was 
the backbone behind those wins and that stayed true for the remainder of the season.

Seniors Amanda Crabtree and Donna Bourgeois anchored the UH staff, and freshman Diedre Outon (6-3, 1.73 ERA) was effec
tive when called upon.

Bourgeois earned C-USA Newcomer of the Year after transferring from Louisiana-Lafayette (17 W, 1.67 ERA, 135 K). Crabtree 
struck out 336 batters (second in C-USA, tenth in NCAA) in 194.2 innings. Opponents hit just .122 off of her and she crafted three 
no-hit masterpieces. Her 0.96 ERA was easily the top mark in C-USA and the third best in the country.

The Cougars also featured a dynamic lineup with speed and great on-base skills at the top with Katy Beth Sherman (.333 BA, 
37 R) and Holly Anderson (.339 BA, .434 OBP, 41 R), and power in the middle of the order with three UH batters hitting double
digit home runs - Melissa Gregson, Brooke Lathan, and Jennifer Klinkert. All three sluggers hit over .300 as well.

Gregson earned C-USA Player of the Year. Her impressive offensive campaign included leading the conference in home runs 
(16) and total bases (108) and finishing in the top 10 in batting average (.314), slugging percentage (.629), runs (36), hits (55) and 
RBI (47). Gregson was also strong behind the plate, starting 61 of the Cougars’ 62 games at catcher.

Gregson was also one of 13 Cougars to be named to the C-USA Commisioner’s Honor Roll. The other Cougars to receive the 
honor were Crabtree, Klinkert, Outon, Sherman, Lott, Stesha Brazil, Reina Gaber, Sydney Gerbracht, Kelly Lindley, Haley Outon, 
Angela Spittier, and Bailey Watts.
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Top left: Shortstop Brooke Lathan looks to 
connect with the pitch. Jack Wehman

Top right: Centerfielder Ashleigh Jones slides 
home safely to clinch a 1-0 win against LSU.

Aaron Cisneros

Above: Pitcher Donna Bourgeois wills UH to a
4-3 win in the fifth annual Striking Out Breast

Cancer Game. Nine Nguyen

Right: Third baseman Holly Anderson looks to 
start a rally. Nine Nguyen
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The Cougars celebrate their fourth straight Conference USA Indoor championship. Jack Wehman

TRACK AND FIELD
By Joshua Siegel

The Cougars sprinted and jumped their way past the competition to capture both the Men’s Conference USA Indoor and Outdoor 
Championships.

“These guys are an amazing group of people,” head coach Leroy Burrell said in a press release. “We’re very fortunate and blessed to have 
these student-athletes here that have set such a high standard. We have to keep fighting, keep pushing each other.”

UH won the indoor championship in February by totaling 172 points - 65 points ahead of second place Tulsa.
Wesley Bray led the way for the Cougars, who captured five individual titles at the meet. Bray earned Performance of the Meet after setting a 

new school and field house record for the heptathlon with 5,671 points.
UH swept both the triple and long jump events. Chris Carter took first place in both and Lamar Delaney, Jonathan Williams and Thomas Lang 

rounded out the top four.
The Cougars again trumped their competition at the outdoor championship in May.
Sprinter Errol Nolan earned the Performance of the Meet award after winning both the 200-meter and 400-meter.
Carter would again take first place in both the triple and long jump. His performance for the season earned him C-USA Male Field Athlete of 

the Year.
The Cougar's women’s team finished seventh at the indoor championships.
Kiara Pulliam finished second in the shot put with a throw of more than 48 feet. Christie Jones finished second in the 200-meter dash with 

a time of 23.89 seconds. The Cougars also had top three finishes in the pole vault with Karley King taking second and Sage Hintnaus finishing 
third.

UH was more successful at the outdoor championships, placing third - their highest finish since 2007.
The 4xl00-meter relay team - Whitney Harris, Tai’shea Reese, Kalyn Floyd, Grecia Bolton - set a school record with a 43 54 second time 
King finished second in the high jump.
Impressive performances helped 11 Cougars qualify for the NCAA Championships.

Left: Sophomore Karley King clears the bar to earn second place in the pole vault at the C-USA 
Championships. Courtesy of Stephen Pinchback

Right: Chris Carter completes one of his jump attempts at Yeoman Fieldhouse. Courtesy of 
Stephen Pinchback

BottormThomas Lang (left) and Leon Bullock (right) hurdle past the competition en route to top 
five finishes at the C-USA Championships. Courtesy of Stephen Pinchback
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Top left: Freshman Dionne Sanders concen
trates on returning a serve at John E. Hoff 
Courts. Aaron Cisneros

Bottom left: Bryony Hunter finishes a fore
hand during a doubles match with teammate 
Elena Kazakova.Aaron Cisneros

Bottom: Junior Giorgia Pozzan prepares to 
hit the ball. Pozzan led the Cougars with 32 
combined wins in dual play. Aaron Cisneros

Left: Celia Fisher readies for the serve with 
her partner Bryony Hunter. Aaron Cisneros

TENNIS
By Joshua Siegel

The Cougars recorded another strong season under the guidance of head coach John Severance.
In his seventh season as head coach, Severance helped the Cougars go 16-8 overall and 

broke the 100-career win plateau. He finished the season with Ill-career victories, making him 
the most successful coach in program history.

After starting 7-2, injuries and the grind of the season began to take its toll and the Cougars 
slipped in February, losing four of five matches starting with a 5-2 loss to Louisiana-Monroe on 
February 19 through to drubbings by Kansas and Kansas St. on March 4 and 5.

The Cougars were able to right the ship with a seven match win streak sparked by the play 
of senior Joanna Kacprzyk and sophomore Maja Kazimieruk, who each won six straight singles 
matches during the stretch, and freshman Dionne Sanders, who won all seven of her singles com
petitions during that span.

Severance attributed improved health as the biggest factor for the Cougars' success.
“When we’re at full strength, we’re a darn good team,” Severance said.
“For the first time this season we’re healthy and that’s why we’re winning. That’s why we’re 

putting up the numbers we’re putting up.”
The Cougars won nine often matches to close the regular season and looked to be on a roll 

heading into the Conference USA Tournament in Orlando.
UH lost in the first round 4-2 to Tulane, with their two victories coming from sophomore Bryony 

Hunter and junior Giorgia Pozzan. A singles loss by Sanders ended her 11-match winning streak.
The result from the C-USA tournament was consistent with how the Cougars faired all season 

away from the John E. Hoff Courts. At home, the Cougars were an impressive 9-2, but were only 7-5 
on the road.

The back-end of the Cougars lineup was impressive. Both Sanders and Kacpryzyk were unde
feated out of the sixth slot, combining for a 9-0 record in singles play. Kazimieruk and Kacpryzyk 
combined for a 14-3 record out of the fifth slot in singles play as well and Pozzan had the second 
best record in C-USA out of the No. 3 slot at 9-2.
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Freshman Will Dusenbury tees off. Dusenbury finished his first season with the second best average round score for UH (73.86). Courtesy of UH Athletics

GOLF
By Joshua Siegel

Fresh faces were the theme of the 2010-11 season for the Cougars.
“We’ve asked a lot out of them, throwing all four of them in the lineup for the entire 

year, which is pretty much unheard of,” Head coach Jonathan Dismuke said. “We’ve 
made huge strides in the direction of the program; these guys will be much better for us in 
the future."

The Cougars' season started strong with freshman-led fourth and second place fin
ishes in the Fighting Irish Gridiron Classic and Cabo Intercollegiate to open the fall sea
son. Jesse Droemer led UH with 15th and 12th places finishes, respectively. In three fall 
events, Droemer’s averaged 73.1 per round.

The fall wrapped up for the Cougars with a seventh place finish at the Lonestar 
Invitational, where freshman Wesley McClain shot two-under to tie for the seventh best 
individual score.

As the weather changed in the spring, so too did the Cougars’ success.
The spring began with a fourth place finish at the Rice Intercollegiate with sophomore 

Jordan Rumora tying for eleventh and McClain and freshmen Will Dusenbury and Bryn 
Flanagan finishing in the top 25.

The rest of the spring season was not as kind to the Cougars. In its remaining six 
events before the Conference USA Championships, UH would finish better than ninth just 
once and twice placed 15th.

One of the brighter spots of the spring was freshman Curtis Reed, who led the Cougars 
in three of their seven events and finished the season with the best average round score 
(73.76).

Reed put on one of his best performances during the C-USA Championships, placing 
fifth and helping UH tie for fourth place in the 11 team field.

“He has really progressed over the course of the year and has improved tremendous
ly,” Dismuke said. “When he is hitting on all cylinders, he is a great competitor and is hard 
to beat.

“We are starting to develop as a program and are committed to making this program 
great again. We have talented players who work hard and do all the right things.”

I

The Cougars featured a young roster, starting four freshman for the 
entire season. Courtesy of UH Athletics
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CROSS COUNTRY
By John Brannen

To an unaware spectator watching cross country may cause them 
to wonder why exactly dozens of people are putting themselves 
through a long, torturous race. But what cannot be seen during a 
competition is the amount of camaraderie and teamwork at play. 
The premise of the sport is to have runners finish as high, and as 
close together as possible - when teammates can pace with each 
other then their team will score better.

For UH, both the men and women’s teams are built so that all 
runners can share the workload. One person may lead the pack 
for a few weeks at a time, but when they became exhausted, 
someone else was able to pick up the slack.

Both units started the season strong when the Cougars hosted 
the Johnny Morris UH Invitational. The women’s team earned 
second place overall with Kathryn Ducommun placing eighth out 
of 55 total runners. Megan Munoz crossed the finish line five sec
onds after Ducommun clinching 10th place, and Starla Garcia in 
11th. The men’s team finished in third with Nate Pineda lead
ing the way to finish third. Also lending a helping hand was David 
Smith in eighth.

At the Rice Invitational the women’s team finished in second 
place, and the men in third. Ducommun and Pineda were again 
the top finishers on both teams. The men’s team had its great
est triumph at the LSU Tiger Cross Country Festival, placing first 
overall. Pineda and Smith teamed up for fifth and seventh place, 
with Anthony Jordan placing 10th. The women’s team placed sec
ond for the third straight week with Brandi Witte taking fifth place, 
Garcia in seventh and Ducommun in 10th.

At the Conference USA Championship, the Cougars fin
ished below their standards as the men’s team placed sixth. The 
women’s team placed seventh which qualified them for the NCAA 
South Central Regional. The Cougars maintained their perennial 
consistency at the meet placing 10th, the third straight year they 
have finished in the top 10.

“When you’re ranked 15th going in you have nothing to lose," 
head coach Ryan Turner said in a release. “Our women took a 
huge step forward. We beat teams that we lost to earlier in the 
year, which shows me how well they respond to adversity.
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Top: The women’s Cross Country team made their third-straight top-10 NCAA finish. The team 
earned seventh place at the Conference USA Championships. Courtesy of UH Athletics

Bottom: The men’s Cross Country team overcame a tough schedule and finished the season 
with a title, two third-place finishes and a top-30 finish at the most prestigious meets in the 
country. Courtesy of UH Athletics
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UH Marching band gets the crowd going at a pep rally before a football game. Newton Liu

MARCHING BAND

J*

Cougar Spirit Band entertains the crowds during the halftime show at the football games. Jairo Razo
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CHEERLEADERS

Cheerleaders get the crowd pumping at the football games. Gregory 
Boh us lav

Ilk
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Rain or shine Cougar cheerleaders are there to show their support for 
UH. Brianna Leigh Morrison

UH cheerleaders are always ready and willing to show their school spirit. Newton Liu
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Cougars cheering on their team, not afraid to show their school spirit. Newton Liu
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"Go Coogs”. Fans show their support for the Cougar Volleyball team. Pauline Alderete
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CASE IN POINT
By Phillipe Craig

For a self-described “country boy,” Houston quarterback Case 
Keenum has made the most of his five-plus years living in the big 
city. Be it rewriting the UH record books or helping put Cougars 
football back on the map, he’s done it all while staying true to his 
West Texas roots.

He's also stayed true to what might be the biggest factor in his 
continued success: his religious faith.

A devout Christian, Keenum has spent countless hours speak
ing out to other athletes, young people and anyone else who would 
listen as part of his involvement in the Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes. It’s a part of his life he says has served him through highs 
and lows, and one that started at an early age thanks to his father, 
Steve, a life-long football coach and an avid member of FCA.

“When I was a kid growing up around college athletes, I looked 
up to them and wanted to be just like them," the younger Keenum 
said. “I wanted to be just like the guys on my dad’s football team. 
The coolest thing is that a lot of those guys weren’t only real good 
food football players, but they were really good men of God.

“Growing up in (FCA) and being able to have it here (at UH), 
I’d say that it's a big part of who I am today.”

And despite what Cougars fans and national experts say about 
who Keenum is — most would assume the typical college athlete 
who just happens to be on the verge of setting the NCAA career 
passing mark — Keenum knows that his identity as a successful 
football player isn't the end-all, be-all.

“The biggest thing I've learned is that what you do, whether it’s 
banking, being a teacher or being a football player like me, that 
doesn't make up who you are,” he said. “That's not the most im
portant thing because none of this is guaranteed.

“I play football, but that doesn’t make up who I am.”

That perceived identity was especially tested during the 2010 
season, Keenum’s fifth on campus as a redshirt senior. In the 
Cougars' third game, a Sept. 19 loss at UCLA, Keenum suffered 
a tear of his right ACL and was lost for the season. He, like many 
college football fans, thought his career was over.

But in January 2011 while Keenum was still rehabilitating 
his injured knee, the NCAA granted him a sixth year of eligibility, 
providing a light at the end of a long and arduous tunnel. That, 
Keenum says, was something that again brought his faith to the 
forefront.

“There’s no possible way I would’ve been able to get through 
it if I didn’t have a strong foundation in what I believe in and who I 
am,” he said. “It was tough early, but you've just got to hang on to 
the idea that God’s got a plan and it’s better than any plan I’ve ever 
made. You've just got to trust in that and believe that His plans are 
to prosper us.”

And while he has never been shy about his religious beliefs, 
Keenum recognizes the elevated stature he now holds as a result 
of his play on the field.

Since arriving at UH in 2006 as a quiet, lightly recruited under
sized quarterback from Abilene’s Wylie High School, Keenum has 
established himself as one of the game’s all-time passing greats, 
and he uses his notoriety to spread a message long ago instilled in 
him.

“You can’t be ashamed of who you are and what you believe 
in,” he says. “I’m not perfect by any means but I do my best, and 
I think that’s what all Christians should do. My being more open 
has kind of sparked some conversations with people; I do get to do 
interviews and talk about it. So it’s a good way to relate to people. 
Like with myself, I had role models when I was a child, older ath
letes. So getting to be one for other kids out there is another huge 
reason why I play the game and do what I do.”

Photo by Newton Liu
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FOLLOWING 
A DIFFERENT PATH
By Lance Jaramillo

Juan Contrera’s dream was to one day become a professional soc
cer player, but injuries cut his dream short, and when he wasn't 
able to receive the appropriate medical care in his native Colombia 
he decided that one day he would provide the care he was denied 
to someone else.

Now Contreras volunteers at the Memorial Hermann Sports 
Medicine Department at the Houston Baptist University Wellness 
Center, to help those that might find themselves in the same posi
tion he once was in.

The kinesiology senior now has a new dream of becoming 
a physical therapist to do for others what he couldn’t afford for 
himself because of scarce resources when living in Colombia. His 
generosity is a product of his drive to heal others who are in the 
situation he found himself in years ago.

“I was unable to afford a proper rehabilitation,” he said. “A 
proper rehabilitation process is costly for a typical Latino family 
and I was not able to follow through for a full recovery. That's when 
I became interested in the field of physical therapy.”

It isn’t just injury rehabilitation Contreras is interested in; he’s 
also a volunteer for Bounce, an organization from UH that works a 
with preadolescent Hispanic and African American girls between 
the ages of 9-14.

The program is aimed at empowering the girls and their par
ents to adopt a healthy lifestyle by educating them on better food 
choices, daily exercise and positive self-esteem.

Contreras practices what he preaches in his time away from 
volunteering. He likes to stay active by reading and playing soccer 
or a guitar.

“I believe learning something new every day is the key in be
coming successful," he said. “A man can lose it all, but knowledge 
can never be taken away.”

For Contreras, it wouldn't be right if everything went according 
to plan. He’s had to balance a difficult task of funding his entire 
education by himself with keeping up his grades to ensure he can 
continue on his path.

“I believe financing my studies has been the greatest difficul
ty,” Contreras said. “Not only because it is expensive, but because 
I’ve financed my entire career myself. As a freshman to a senior in 
college I have worked multiple jobs to afford my tuition.”

It’s of no surprise that Contreras leans on the people who have 
inspired and encouraged him along the way. Above everyone else, 
he singles out his mother for being someone he can turn to when 
times get difficult.

“Although it hasn't been easy,” Contreras said. “Without her 
support I would not have been able to make it this far.

“I am grateful for the experiences I lived as a child in 
Colombia, where struggles and poverty are not a recession but a 
way of life,” he said. “The sacrifices my family and I have made 
are what drives me to become an outstanding professional and be 
able to help others that are not as fortunate.”

Photo by Pauline Alderete
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DEDICATED DEAN
By Sara Nichols

Dean of Students William Munson wants nothing more than to 
help UH students achieve academic and personal success. He 
knows first-hand that becoming involved in the University is a way 
students can excel.

As an undergraduate at Iowa State University, Munson was a 
model of student involvement. He was the president of his fraterni
ty Sigma Alpha Epsilon and chairman of the homecoming commit
tee. His interest in student involvement and administrative leader
ship led Munson from rural Iowa to the bright lights of Houston 
and its University, where he now supervises the development of 
campus-wide programs, activities and services.

"I was highly involved as a student leader as an undergradu
ate, but didn’t realize there was an actual career you could go 
into," he said. “I thought I’d come here and be here for two or 
three years, but now it’s 25 years later, and I’m still happy to be here.”

Munson said he prefers the challenge of improving campus 
programs, and UH allowed him the perfect opportunity to do so.

“Everything just seemed to fit,” he said. “UH is a very future- 
oriented, forward-thinking, improvement-oriented place, and that 
fits my professional philosophy very closely.”

Munson came to UH in 1985 and served as Director for 
Campus Activities until his appointment to Dean of Students in 
1988. He was also named Assistant Vice President for Student 
Development in 1992 as well as Associate Vice Chancellor in 
2007.

Munson and his staff are tasked with finding ways to encour
age students to become engaged on campus, as well as mod
erating student behavioral issues and providing assistance and 
guidance for struggling students. He has implemented several pro
grams at UH, including the EXCEL mentor programs, the Student 
Information and Assistance Center, the Metropolitan Volunteer 
Program, and the New Student Orientation Program.

Although student academic success is Munson's first priority, 
he wants to revitalize campus life at a university that is primarily 

populated with commuters. To do this, he helped in the develop
ment and construction of the Campus Recreation and Wellness 
Center and residential Greek Life programming at the Bayou Oaks 
town homes.

Munson said that if more students lived on campus, it would 
give them more of an opportunity to develop outside of the 
classroom.

“Developing socially by interacting with different types of stu
dents in organizational settings and leadership environments is the 
kind of learning that isn’t available in the classroom," he said.

Munson said his inspiration to help UH students achieve social 
development is primarily the cultural diversity at UH, which gives 
the University a “very vibrant learning environment because of (its) 
diversity.”

In addition to his duties as dean, Munson teaches gradu
ate classes in the higher education program at the College of 
Education.

“I really like teaching,” Munson said. “It gives me another per
spective and actually helps me do my job as the dean of students 
because it reminds me that the major purpose of students being 
on campus is to succeed academically. I’m reminded of the pres
sure that’s on students."

Munson also said that what excites him most about UH is the 
possibility of achieving Tier One status and being nationally recog
nized as a top research-oriented university, which will be a draw 
for college-bound freshmen and ultimately increase UH’s student 
population. And although change can be stressful, Munson said 
he is “very gratified” by the transitions he has seen taking place at 
UH in the last few years—particularly those that came when UH 
Chancellor and President Renu Khator took office.

“Our goal of achieving Tier One has really united the campus 
and provided a vision and a focus," Munson said, “and I don’t 
think I’ve ever seen our University mobilize toward one single vi
sion of success. I think that’s a great thing.”
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MAKING DIFFERENCE
THROUGH FILM
By Taylor McGilvray

Since entering the Honors College at the age of 16, Erica Fletcher 
has made a name for herself in the field of visual anthropology 
with her film on Latina women in Houston with HIV/AIDS.

“I became interested in (ethnographic film) because I had an 
idea that films could have an impact on populations outside of ac
ademia,” Fletcher said. ‘‘My generation is highly visually oriented, 
and one of the best ways to disseminate knowledge to others is 
now through film and multimedia sources."

Fletcher said one of her inspiration to do the film was her role 
model Margaret Mead, an activist and scientist who used film and 
images to portray her research.

With her work, Fletcher said her aim is to improve the condi
tions of women and girls from all communities, which she believes 
will help humanity as a whole.

Her grandmother’s example, she said, has been her biggest 
source of inspiration for the themes of her work.

“As an undereducated immigrant from Taiwan to Brazil, my 
grandmother had a challenging life, and she selflessly devoted 
herself to her children and their future,” Fletcher said. “I admire 
her strength, courage, intelligence, and determination; and I hope 
to emulate her throughout my life.”

When researching her first film, Fletcher was surprised by how 
willing people were to cooperate and talk with her. She says inter
acting with people is her favorite part of the research.

Fletcher did, however, run into some roadblocks with the tech
nical aspects of her first film because of her lack of experience 
behind the camera. She relied on help from her professors to work 
out the kinks and later audited a film class so she could better 
convey her research.

“I have been trained in social science, not media production, 
so there has definitely been a learning curve in becoming more 
technologically savvy,” Fletcher said.

Fletcher is now working on a film about sex trafficking for her 

senior honors thesis, but is still amazed at the amount of press her 
first film has obtained.

“As an undergraduate studying social science, I never thought 
I would be on the radio, television, newspapers and magazines 
talking about issues that really matter to me, and I continue to 
be amazed by the response my film has received,” Fletcher said. 
“Since then, I began to realize the impact that one film could 
make, and I thought more seriously about continuing similar re
search in the future.”

She said none of this attention she and her film have gotten 
would have been possible without the help and support of her pro
fessors and classmates.

“The support I have received from the many faculty, staff, and 
students (in the Honors College) has greatly nurtured my intellec
tual and emotional growth,” Fletcher said. “Karen Weber, Dr. Dan 
Price, Dr. Jerome Crowder, and many others have mentored me 
throughout my undergraduate career. Without their tireless help 
and guidance, I would not be where I am today.”

As far as the future is concerned, 19-year-old Fletcher is not 
sure how it will pan out. She is currently applying for doctoral 
programs in anthropology, but she also may take some time off 
school. One thing is certain, though; she will continue to try to 
make a difference in society.

“Throughout my undergraduate career, two questions have 
troubled me greatly: First, what does ‘helping’ others actually en
tail? Second, how can I use my talent to further this goal?” Fletcher 
said. “By supporting initiatives involving interdisciplinary studies, 
sustainable development, and community involvement, I have 
begun my journey to answer these questions. I know that my an
swers will keep evolving throughout my life, and I look forward to 
the struggle to keep adapting to changing these frameworks of 
what it really means to help others.”
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ULTIMATE PRIDE
By Sara Nichols

An oversized stuffed cougar sporting red apparel sits upright on a 
shelf, guarding the door of Room 138. The message of this mini
Shasta is clear: “Do not enter unless wearing red.”

Simon Bott’s office is littered with all the trappings of a busy 
professor — a mountain of ungraded pop quizzes spread across 
the desk, a bookcase lined with an abnormal number of chem
istry books and pictures of his wife and children. One thing sets 
Bott apart from his colleagues—many people would say he is the 
University’s most school-spirited professor.

The red hue radiating from the paraphernalia scattered around 
his office certainly speaks to his loyalty and respect for all things 
UH.

“My favorite part of being a Cougar," Bott said, “is that it’s 
something to be proud of.”

Bott loves UH, and there's no denying that. This Fall marks the 
second semester of Bott’s personal endeavor to encourage more 
students to be involved on campus. Participation in student activi
ties and pride for one’s university, he said, is a “huge part of edu
cation” and makes a significant difference.

In his classes, Bott gives students a little added incentive for 
showing their Cougar pride by offering them extra credit if they 
wear red on certain days.

On Bott's suggestion to the UH Faculty Senate, the school 
began the Cougar Trading Cards program. The cards are given 
away at various locations and events, with a $1,000 scholarship 
(among other prizes) awarded to students who collect all 56.

In 2009 he launched “Profs with Pride,” a blog in which he 
highlights upcoming events and UH breaking news, as well as 
links to other University blogs. He also maintains a Twitter page 
(twitter.com/cougarchemist) featuring frequently-updated “UH 
Event of the Day” posts.

Promoting the Cougar spirit isn't all there is to Bott’s philoso
phy as an educator. His attitude toward the University is optimis
tic and future-oriented. He praises the work UH Chancellor and 
President Renu Khator has done since taking over in January of 
2008. And of course, like most Cougars, Bott’s sights are set on 
Tier One. He said he knew from his first day at UH that Tier One 
was within the school’s reach, and he is proud to be playing a part 
now that that goal is closer than ever.

There is still work to be done. Bott said he would like to see 
an improvement in the enrollment standards for students coming 
into UH, and he emphasized the importance of creating a middle 
ground between the traditional student body and motivated trans
fer or commuter students. And while campus life is important for 
a student’s academic success, Bott thinks the University needs 
to continue treating its students properly and creating a culture of 
courtesy and community.

To this end, there are many great activities going on around 
campus, Bott said, but many students either are not aware of 
them or do not take advantage of them. He is trying to change that 
by galvanizing Cougars into action and, as a result, solidifying the 
University’s reputation as a world-class educational experience.

Photo by Pauline Alderete
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SERVANT LEADER
By Moniqua Sexton

Beyond being president of the Student Government Association 
in 2010-2011, Prince Wilson aspires to have a successful and 
peaceful family, as well as remain involved with the community 
and his church.

"My family and my faith enabled me to reach so far," Wilson 
said. “I know that I need to have the continued support of my fam
ily and my God to reach greater heights that are ahead of me.”

Wilson does outreach work for his church's brothers and sis
ters in the Houston area. What he does for his church and his 
community gives Wilson peace, which for him is more important 
that money or fame.

“God placed you in this world with a purpose, not just to live 
alone for you,” he said. So that’s why I know that it’s important to 
help others who are struggling along with you.”

Being SGA president provided such an opportunity for Wilson. 
Though he never planned to be president of SGA, the role helped 
him grow not only professionally and socially, but personally as well.

“My involvement in SGA was pretty much an accident because 
I was helping Kenneth (Fomunung) to run his campaign and the 
vice president had to step down due to personal reasons. But I 
was involved in the campus before in several capacities.

“I always wanted to make a positive impact, but I never wanted 
to be the student body president. What can I say?” he said. “God 
always has a different plan for me.”

He said his biggest accomplishment isn’t his at all but stems 

from his senators, but he admits he is most proud of the fact that 
he serve as an advocate for students.

"Each day that I spend in our office we were able to success
fully advocate for our students, and it’s not my biggest accomplish
ment,” Wilson said. “But it’s our accomplishment because of our 
team effort. “

As President, Wilson was able to keep tuition and fees afford
able; he created a program to help raise money for scholarships 
for students; worked with housing to improve residential life; made 
plans for renovations to the University Center; help make plans to 
keep the campus safe; and worked to better accommodate stu
dents when it comes to parking.

Being president of SGA put Wilson in a position to be able 
to have an influential impact on the life of his current and future 
Cougars. However, Wilson maintains that everyone can do his or 
her part.

“You don’t need a title to make a difference,” said Wilson.
After college, Wilson plans to work in an accounting firm as a 

managing director, although his current major is biology. Wherever 
he goes, community, family and faith will always be his top priori
ties. Before he leaves, he would like to extend some words to the 
current president and for others to follow.

“Be a servant leader and don’t let the title consume you, but 
lead others to success.”
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KEEPING TRADITION
By Sara Nichols

It’s hard to miss the men dressed in long beige jackets with a red 
UH emblem and cowboy hats standing next to the football players 
at Robertson Stadium. These men — the Frontiersmen — have 
come to be a staple at all football games and spirit events on cam
pus, as they epitomize UH tradition and pride.

Established in 1948, the Frontiersmen have come to act as 
ambassadors for the University, on and off campus, and in 1996, 
they began to serve as ambassadors of the State of Texas as well.

“We act as visual embodiments of pride on the field, inspir
ing the Cougar fans to cheer on their team and hold up the 
Cougar paw with pride and dignity," Frontiersmen Foreman Kelly 
Waterman said.

During the football games the presence of the Frontiersmen is 
undeniable, as two men dash across the field carrying the Texas 
and University flag, while a couple more sound the Blaze, an old 
field warning siren, every time the Cougars score a touchdown.

“It’s very surreal being in that position during games,” supply 
chain logistics technology senior and Frontiersmen Jon Werner 
said. “You are on the ultimate stage of support for the Coogs.”

The Frontiersmen are implicitly pro-UH, and for them Cougar 
pride doesn’t stop at football. The Frontiersmen are known for their 
leadership around campus and around the community. They take 
part in several events on campus, like Frontier Fiesta and other 

spirit events. And off campus they participate in events including 
the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, Sunshine Kids, Cougar 
Cookers, and “H” Association events.

“We are adamant about being part of UH school activities, so 
that everyone can enjoy UH and its sporting events the way we 
do," Werner said. “We do what we can to show the Coogs we love 
them.”

Waterman said one of the best parts about being a 
Frontiersman is that he gets to wear a cowboy hat around campus 
and receive gawking stares from students who are not so familiar 
with the tradition.

“It’s fun to wear the cowboy hat on campus because it’s an 
attention-grabber," he said. “It’s something that's kind of differ
ent and quirky, so it elicits interest among people. I get to tell them 
what it is I do."

Waterman said the best part about being part of a group like 
the Frontiersmen is that they are a part of a long tradition which 
purpose is to love the University, uphold its traditions and repre
sent what it stands for.

“It gives me another avenue to give back to UH,” Waterman 
said. “Not only is it a privilege to get to do this, but it’s an honor. In 
our small part, Frontiersmen inspire people to have pride and to 
be involved and support UH.”
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ALL ABOUT UH
By Darlene Campos

During home games, Frontier Fiesta, and other student activi
ties, the campus is full of pride. However, sometimes UH pride 
is spread by a small group of people like Kate Gaviola and Sason 
Tavakoli.

Gaviola and Tavakoli could be considered to be the most spir
ited couple on campus. They have shown their UH pride through 
small and big accomplishments and inspire others to do the same.

"Kate and Sason are constantly promoting school spirit. I don’t 
think I've ever seen Sason in a color other than red, actually,” a 
friend of the couple and Student Government Association Chief 
Elections Commissioner Katie Kornahrens said. “Beyond being a 
ridiculously cute couple, their never-fading school spirit is really 
what makes them stand out in my mind. I really admire their pas
sion for the success and progress of UH. Additionally, I love how 
they make their pride public.”

Gaviola and Tavakoli met through a mutual friend just before 
their senior year of high school.

“We hung out for the first time on my 18th birthday. Almost 
four years later we are still together and looking back I can hap
pily say that I received the best birthday gift of my life that day,” 
Tavakoli said.

Their mutual love for UH has brought them even closer together.

Tavakoli is an active member of the Homecoming Board and 
volunteered during the Fall semester to put the Homecoming 
Parade together, organize the Homecoming court, as well as help 
with cleaning up the day after.

As the Director of External Affairs for the Student Government 
Association, Gaviola has been able to represent UH on a local and 
state level. She has also worked with campus administrators and 
encouraged students at UH to vote.

Gaviola and Tavakoli, along with Joel Rivera, started Pride 
Patrol — a system that aims to make students wear only UH shirts 
versus other collegiate shirts.

“Our KEEP HOUSTON RED shirt campaign became so popular 
that marketing took it up as a program and we have been working 
with them since,” Tavakoli said

Being involved in UH is more than just a campaign for the cou
ple; it is a way to build lasting memories and grow and progress as 
individual and as a couple as they help the University grow.

"I love being a student here because the University of Houston 
has such great traditions and history, diversity and education," 
Tavakoli said. “The amount of people and cultural experiences 
available are priceless. Lastly, now that UH is Tier One, there’s no 
greater time than now to be a Cougar.”

Photo by Newton Liu
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SERVING OTHERS
By Julian Jimenez

History junior Joshua Ellis has been an incredible addition to the 
UH community because of his dedication and work ethic. After 
earning a wide range of academic and personal accomplishments, 
he's made the University proud with his role as a both a student 
and a leader.
As finalist for the Dean's award and member of a number of stu
dent organizations on campus, Ellis has made an indelible impact 
on the school that will no doubt translate to incredible successes 
in his future.

Though his academic credentials qualified him for admission 
to Rice, Ellis ultimately settled on UH because of the cost and the 
culture of the campus. His time here has been valuable — he said 
he chose UH because of its diversity.

“The diversity in everything: race, birthplace, income levels, 
hardships, commuter vs. non-commuter, employed versus unem
ployed, make this university such an enriching experience,” Ellis said.

In addition, the University has offered him great deal of sup
port with respect to guiding his future. With plans of heading to 
medical school not too far off, Ellis attributes much of his success 
at the University to the student staff at the Honors College.

“They have been such monumental figures in my college ex
perience. As a student coming from out of town, they took me in and 
helped me grow as an academically competitive student,” Ellis said.

Like many students, Ellis struggled to figure out which ca
reer and degree would best fit his personality and potential. He 
soon found a passion for helping others by working with Invisible 
Children, a human rights organization dedicated to ending the 
forced military enlistment of children in Uganda. As one of the 
founding members of the UH chapter, he's played a key role in 
organizing fundraisers such as the annual Pie-a-Prof, dodgeball 
tournaments and numerous movie nights. He said that his role as 
an avid volunteer helped him realize his goal.

“I was committed to humanitarian work, so I felt becoming a 
doctor would make me the valuable resource for those I wished to 
assist," Ellis said. "At the same time, being a history major allowed 

me to explore the human condition so I will be aware of the social 
context in which doctors are needed.

"I would love to ultimately be in a position that if another 
Hurricane Katrina, or Haiti/Japan Earthquake were to hit, I could 
be sent immediately to assist in the crisis,” Ellis said.

Ellis’ drive to help others stems not only from his compas
sion, but an understanding of some of the conflicts that plague the 
world. He has honed his leadership skills by practicing diplomacy 
and politics with the UH Model Arab League. His time in the orga
nization competing with other schools has been essential part of 
his time here at the University, and recently paid off when he was 
awarded an honorable mention after his last competition — one of 
the first awards ever given to a UH MAL member.

"I could not imagine my college experience and my relation
ships with my Muslim friends without the perspective that MAL 
has given me,” Ellis said.

Ellis has also helped out future Cougars thanks to his work as 
an orientation leader for incoming freshmen. The same traits that 
motivate his humanitarian work serve him well as he guides the 
newest batch of UH students each year.

“I want to show them the community, the ability to create a 
family in college, whether you're commuting, staying on campus, 
or coming from out of town,” Ellis said. "It will drastically change 
their college experience.”

He is constantly challenging himself to do more because he 
wants to make the most of his blessings — coupled with his genu
ine sense of compassion, his ambitions reflect a dedication and 
commitment that’s hard to find in others.

“I feel people will work twice as hard for people they care 
about than for themselves. I care about a lot of people,” Ellis said. 
“If I commit to something or someone, I have an obligation to fulfill 
that commitment, whether it is children in Uganda, the member
ship of an organization that elected me president, or UH, which I 
would be representing these events.”

Photo by Clarissa Arispe
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DUKE OF CHARITY
By Joshua Siegel

John ‘‘Duke" Nicklos is a believer in opportunities — and by giving 
others the chance to learn and succeed, he is hoping to improve 
the world by bringing books and libraries to children in Africa.

The senior marketing and entrepreneurial student was in
spired after taking a trip to Ghana in the summer of 2010 with 
the Department of African American Studies to bring pencils and 
school supplies to children there.

“When we talked to the kids, they asked for two things,” 
Nicklos said. “Those were toys and storybooks. I really thought 
about my life and I couldn’t imagine growing up without toys, and I 
definitely couldn’t imagine growing up without books and not being 
able to just go get a book whenever I wanted to read one.

‘‘When I got back to Houston, I met up with a young lady who 
went on the trip with me, Alyssa Sloan, and we decided we were 
going to start a non-profit organization," Nicklos said.

Nicklos had held positions with Bath and Body Works and 
Coach as a visual branding manager for both and held several 
other marketing positions for different companies, but realized that 
it was not what he wanted to do.

“I’m an entrepreneur and I’m a social entrepreneur,” Nicklos 
said. “I couldn’t and didn’t desire to spend the rest of my life help
ing somebody else become a millionaire.”

Nicklos and Sloan, a UH graduate, established their non-profit, 
The New Black, and its first undertaking was the African Library 
Initiative.

“Our goal is to connect all African Americans across the world 
on two different levels,” Nicklos said.

“We believe that everybody desires to learn something and that 
everybody desires to express themselves,” he said. “So if we can 
create an avenue for people to learn and express themselves, then 
they can start to appreciate their culture as well as other people's 
cultures.”

Social welfare has not been the highest priority for Ghana, a 
young country, who only became a Republic in 1960.

Since his initial visit, Nicklos has been networking and build
ing relationships to help his organization flourish. He made inroads 
with schools and chiefs of villages in Ghana during that first visit 

and developed important relationships at home as well, almost 
through chance in some instances.

Nicklos stumbled into a relationship with Ghana's Ministry of 
Education through a co-worker at Calhoun Lofts, who had lived in 
its capital, Accra, for three years.

“It’s a bunch of outlier moments,” Nicklos said. “I do work 
hard, but it’s not because I’m the hardest worker. It’s not because 
I know everybody. These circumstances, I’ve decided to do this at 
a time when a lot of people are advocates for literacy in third world 
countries.”

The next challenge for Nicklos is using his current contacts 
and developing new ones to get the nearly 20,000 books that 
he has collected shipped across the Atlantic and distributed to 
libraries.

Nicklos graduated from Forest Brook High School and attend
ed Prairie View A&M and was almost done with an engineering 
degree, but lost his passion for the subject.

"I worked for Boeing building spaceships and satellites 
and rockets and all of that type of stuff. I worked for Bechtel 
Construction," Nicklos said. “I’ve worked in contracts, systems engi
neering and quality assurance. I’ve done it all and I didn't like any of it.

“I thought that the technology behind it was great, but it’s 
not something that I love doing. I like to touch people. I like to 
see people. I like to talk to people and you don't really get that 
opportunity."

Nicklos spends time during his summers working for a camp 
put on through his church. He also does motivational speak
ing and is involved in the Upward Bound program through UH- 
Downtown to prepare middle and high school students for college.

Nicklos will earn his Entrepreneurial degree in May 2012 and 
his bachelor’s in Marketing in December 2012.

Nicklos’ goal for the next year is to open five new libraries in 
Ghana and also Senegal, Kenya and Nigeria. Long term, he hopes 
to digitize the libraries so that all students can have access to the 
books.

“It’s nothing major,” Nicklos said. “It's just our little bit to try to 
help out the world.”

Photo by Clarissa Arispe
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IN REMEMBRANCE OF
ADAMS. Rickey Tyrone 
ADKINS. Paul Eden 
ADORJAN. Margrit M. 
ALBERT, James Harry 
ALEXANDER, George Gambrell 
ALEXANDER. John H. 
ALFONSO, Cristo Salvador 
ALIBERTI, Gabriella L.
ALLEN, Jean Cook 
ALLEN, Lawrence A 
ALLISON, Gerry 
ALLISON, Joan C. 
ALLISON, John Chaimage 
ALLPORT, Maribel S. 
ALLRED, John Mclaurin 
ALVAREZ, Frank 
AMBROSE, Martin Peter 
AMUNDSON, Neal R. 
ANDERSON, Harry L 
ANDERSON, James Daffis 
ARISMENDEZ, Debra G. 
ARMSTRONG, Mary M. 
ARP, Eugene Robert 
ATKINSON, Eulas Ray 
ATKINSON, John Alexander 
ATTWELL, Nancy M. 
AUSTIN, Betty Louise 
AVERILL, Patricia 
AVIS, Beverly Gene 
AXELRAD, Robert Allen 
BAKER, Ben Harold 
BAKER, Edward Lee 
BAKER, Rebecca Sue 
BALDEZ, Antonio 
BALDRIDGE, June W. 
BALDWIN, William James 
BALSAM, Lois Mae 
BAMMEL, John David 
BARKAN, Mark Michael 
BARKER, Cuma Marie 
BARKER, John Arthur 
BARRINGER, A. Leigh 
BARROW. Thomas Davies 
BARTH ELM E-FORT, Marion Knox 
BARTO, Brian Duane 
BARTZ, Kenneth W. 
BASKERVILLE, Lawrence R. 
BATES, Amy C.
BATSCHE, Joyce A. 
BAY, Ben Y.
BEARD. Bob Joe 
BEARDEN, Ralph E. 
BEAUREGARD, Robert Eugene 
BECKWITH. George Charles 
BELCHER, Vai Joseph 
BELLOWS, Lois 
BENNETT, Kyle F.
BENSEY, David Eugene 
BENSON, Clarence William 
BERG, Preston 0.
BERGMAN, Elaine Marie 
BERMAN, Joanne Lynne 
BERRY, Jackie A.
BESSEMER, Michael David 
BEVIS, Richard Marion 
BIBEE. James M.
BIBLE, Kenneth Jack 
BICKFORD, Cleo Myrl 
BIGGS, Betty A.
BIGHAM, Paul Evans 
BILBREY. Dawn Marie 
BILES, Kenneth Gene 
BILTCLIFFE, Thomas Herbert 
BISHOP, Lisa Elsa 
BISHOP. Margo F.
BLAKEMORE, Thomas Lloyd 
BLANEY, Nancy Alexander 
BLASS, Edward R.
BLAZEK, Hugh E. 
BLOCK, Edwin Frink 
BLOW, Thomas Wayne 
BOBBITT, Marvin Cecil 
BOCK, Margaret A. 
BODDEN, Bari Bryce 
BOENKER, Leroy H. 
BOGGESS, Charles W. 
BOHAN, Daniel Thomas 
BOHRER, Mark Richard 
BOOKER, Charles Larry 
BORDEN, Joseph 
BORING, Earl Lynn 
BORMET, Richard Andrew 
BOSWORTH, Patricia May 
BOUCHILLON, Janene Boone 
BOUDREAUX. Donald John 
BOWDEN, Roger Patrick 
BOWEN, W. J.
BOWERS, Bundy K. 
BOYD, Lashun Muszette 
BOYD, Robert D.

BOYD, Tommye Suzanne 
BOYER, Barbara E.
BRACK. Leroy S. 
BRADFORD, Eleanor M. 
BRANFORD, Milton Stephen 
BRATTON, Edward Ewing 
BRAUN, Duane M.
BRAY, Barbara Alice 
BREAUX, Robert Simar 
BRENDEL, John G. 
BRETTING, Katherine F. 
BRICE, Geraldine F. 
BRIDLE, Patricia Ann 
BRINSON, Gay C. 
BROTZEN, Franz Richard 
BROUGHTON, James R. 
BROWN, Donald Maurice 
BROWN. Lauri Lynn 
BRU EGGER. Joseph Keith 
BRUMFIELD, Valerie Quince 
BURDINE, John Alton 
BURNS, Marcia Beach 
BURTON, Mary Esther 
BUSTER, Winston Shelby 
BUTLER, James Edward 
BUZZANCO, Kelsey 
BYRD, John Michael 
BYRD, Richard E. 
CABLER, Roy William 
CADENHEAD, Charles Ferrill 
CAIRNS. Robert Frederick 
CALDWELL, Patricia P. 
CALDWELL, Richard Howard 
CAMP, Eugene Pierson 
CAMPBELL, James Robert 
CAMPBELL, Joanne Dorothy 
CAMPBELL. Louise R 
CAMPBELL, Morris Owen 
CAMPOS, E. A.
CAMPOS, Enrique 
CANO, Abraham P. 
CANTINI, Lynn Levin 
CARANNANTE, Louis Alexander 
CARAWAY, Ralph Echols 
CARLSON, Jeffrey Allen 
CARPER, Dwight Allen 
CARROLL, Wanda 
CARSTARPHEN, Oktavia D. 
CARTER. Barbara Lydia 
CARTER, E. D.
CASCELLA, Peter Joseph 
CASELLI, Elizabeth 
CASEY, Hazel B.
CASH, Patrick 
CASSEL, Fred C. 
CASTER, Louis 
CASTILLO, Fidencio M 
CECIL, Albert Nolen 
CHAMBERLAIN, Nancy C. 
CHAMBLISS-IMMA, Thelma F. 
CHAN, Yui San 
CHANCE, John L 
CHANEY, Dan C.
CHASE, Earl Lancaster 
CHATTIN, Melinda Franklin 
CHERNOSKY, Aaron Daniel 
CHRISTOPHERSON, Dario Kent 
CIPRIANO, Christopher A. 
CLACK, Edward Laten 
CLARK. Jack Corban 
CLARK, James Henry 
CLARK, Zella K.
CLAYBOURN, Guy Raymond 
CLAYTON, Charles Ray 
CLAYTON, Michael W. 
CLEMENTS. Hally B. 
CLEMENTS, Thurman 
CLEVENGER, Alvah L. 
CLOUD, Gary Thomas 
COATS, William M. 
COCKE, Jacquelyn 
GOERS, Leona P.
COGGIN. Maris Montgomery 
COHEN, Aaron 
COHN, Bobby Smith 
COLBERT, James W.
COLEMAN, Richard Gray 
COLLIER, Walter Francis 
COLLINS. Donald Richard 
COLLMER, Stephen Alan 
COLONNA-NEFF, Mary Ann 
COLTHARP, Billy Derward 
COOK, Bobby D. 
COOK. Carol Ann 
COOK, Howard 
COOPER, Teddy Bob 
CORNETT, Elena Monsanto 
COULTER, William Kent 
COVINGTON, James S. 
COWART. F. H.

CRADDOCK, Edward Darwin 
CRAFT, Ann L.
CRAFTON. Robert W. 
CRAMER, Alfred Frederick 
CRAWFORD, James Henderson 
CREUZOT, Percy 
CREWS, Violet Jean 
CRIST, Paul Leroy 
CROSTON, Ronald Colville 
CUCULIC, Rebecca Sue 
CUMMINGS, Charles Edward 
CURRY, Carlton E. 
CURRY. Keys A.
CUTLIP, Randall Brower 
CUTRER, Edward Sitman 
DAIGLE. Annette Lemmon 
DAIGLE, Martha C. 
DALE, Jimmy Charles 
DALLAS, Robert James 
DANIEL, Jack Egan 
DANIEL, Randolph Wayne 
DANIELS. Billy Gene 
DARDEN, Edith Mae 
DAUM, Alice M.
DAURA, Matthew Will 
DAVIDSON, Pamela Ellen 
DAVIS, Charles 0. 
DAVIS, Donnell Arthur 
DAVIS, John Houston 
DAVIS, Rebecca Jo 
DAVIS, Thomas Earl 
DAVISSON, Randi Anne 
DE MARIGNY, Mary Taylor 
DE MESA, Patrick 
DEANE, John 
DEARBORN, Alexander Rhodolphus 
DEFORD, Delma Lois 
DEL CASTILLO. Rosa E. 
DENMAN, Edna Aurora 
DENNIS, Miriam Katherine 
DENTON, Joan Miller 
DICKSON, L 
DIXON. Yolanda M 
DOERFLER. Robert A. 
DOERGE, Maynard H. 
DOERNBRACK, Egon H. 
DORNAK, Pamela Kay 
DOZIER, James Elton 
DRUSHEL, George Gilbert 
DUBIN, Sylvan 
DUDDLESTEN, Wayne Burford 
DUFF, Kenneth Robert 
DUFFY, John Robert 
DUFILHO, Louis Paul 
DULL, Linda R.
DUNCAN, Dan L 
DUNN, Helen Marie 
DUNN, James F. 
DUNN, Lory Eugene 
DYES, Warren S. 
EADS, Barbara F. 
EARNHART, T George 
EBERHARDT, Charles G. 
EDWARDS, Laura A. 
EDWARDS, Marcus Warren 
EDWARDS, Ray J. 
EDWARDS, William Myron 
EICKE, Cecil Emil 
EICKHOFF, Melinda Ann 
EKE, Princess 
ELKINS, James Anderson 
ELLIOTT, Michael Drew 
ELLIS, Joseph R. 
ELLIS, Marvin Odell 
ELLISON, Cody 
ELROD, Dyloris 
ELVERSON, Virginia T. 
EMORY, Claude Lea 
ERMIS, June Hardy 
ESPINOZA, Jesus 
ETZEL, Ronald Nolan 
EUBANKS, Melvin D. 
FAGAN, Roy Otho 
FELCMAN, Henrietta Kruppa 
FELDMAN, Norman 
FELOMAN, Henrietta K. 
FENDLEY. Francis Tarrant 
FENIMORE, David Clarke 
FERRARA, Joseph Gerard 
FERREE, Mildred House 
FERRIER, Richard B. 
FIELDER, Truvey Lynn 
FIELDS, James Robert 
FILES, Barbara D. 
FINE, Peggy Samet 
FINLEY, Dana Robertson 
FITE, Mary Alice 
FITZGERALD, Peter Hopkins 
FLAK, Henry 
FLEMING, A. D.

FLETCHER, Richard Hamilton 
FLICK, Use Betty 
FLOM, Merton C.
FLORES. Richard Joseph 
FLOYD, Kay R.
FLYNN, Donald Max 
FOLLODER, Mary Carroll 
FONDOW, Charles Boyd 
FORBES, Elroy Westveer 
FORMAN. Ann Dinsmore 
FRANCIS, Dennis Michael 
FRANKLIN, Joe Dan 
FRANKS, Joyce Finney 
FRANS. Mildred Jean 
FRANZ, Inez L.
FRANZHEIM, Barbara 
FREEMAN, Thomas Edgar 
FREES, Shirley B. 
FREY, Joe E.
FREY, Norma Claire 
FRICKE, Benjamin Todd 
FRIEDA, Virgie H. 
FRIEDMAN, Saul 
FRITZ, Stanton E. 
FROEHLICH, Lawrence E. 
FRUGE, Phillip Ray 
FUCHS, Nada llynn 
FUNKE. Mozell M. 
GALLAGHER, Melissa Marie 
GARBER, Barbara Ann 
GARGOTTA, Vincent James 
GARRETT, Mishelle Ruth 
GARRIS, Charles Howard 
GARRISON. Hunter Franklin 
GASKILL, Clayton Bruce 
GATHRIGHT, Gordon Eugene 
GAUDETTE, John Loren 
GAWLIK, James D. 
GAY, Joyce D.
GEMOETS, Martin Owen 
GENTRY, Emmett M. 
GEPPERT, Gloria K. 
GERNER, Ambrose 
GETTS, Joyce N. 
GHIAS, Uzma 
GIBSON, Edwin C. 
GIBSON, Hoyt S. 
GIBSON, Ida Corine 
GILFOND, Elsie Dobesh 
GILL. Robert Mack 
GILLINGHAM. Lawrence John 
GIL-MATEO, Paola 
GINN. Cheryl Scott 
GIPS, Glen Rubin 
GLADYS, Eugene Robert 
GODFREY, Linda Lee 
GOLD, Elroy Benno 
GOLD, Peggye D. 
GOLLWITZER, Lee H. 
GOODIE, Cecilia E. 
GOODWIN, Dorothy 
GORADIA, Sudhir B. 
GORDON, Elizabeth G. 
GORMAN, Michael 
GOTTENBERG, William G. 
GRAHAM, Edwin Allen 
GRATZER, Geraldean 
GRAUMAN, Gerald L. 
GRAVES, Deborah Young 
GRAVES, Gary Wayne 
GREEN, Anthony Joseph 
GREEN, Gertrude F. 
GREEN, James A. 
GREGORY, Kenneth Pat 
GRIERSON, Joseph Benjamin 
GRIFFIN, Dina Jo 
GRINAKER, Virginia A. 
GROSS, Norma J. 
GROVE, Arthur Henry 
GRUSZKA, John W. 
GRYDER, L 0. 
GUERRERO, Joyce V. 
GUIDRY, Earl John 
GUILLOT, Dorlores Ann 
HACKETHORN, Harry Bert 
HALL, Gaye Irving 
HALLOCK, George A. 
HALPHEN, Barbara M. 
HALPHEN, Francis Joseph 
HALPHEN, Peggy Jean 
HAM. Charles Frederick 
HAMMOND, Vernon C. 
HAMPTON, Constance M. 
HAND, Dorothy R. 
HANDY, Roberta Tyler 
HANEY, Dorothy Dosh 
HANKS. Ronald W. 
HANLON, Betty Lou 
HANSEL, Phillip Sand 
HANSEN, James Bradley

HARPER, Diana Lynne 
HARPER, Edward Russell 
HARPOLD, Roy 
HARRIS. Billy Joe 
HARRIS, Karen Tiron 
HARRISON. William Douglas 
HARRYMAN. Dorothy Jean 
HART. William R.
HARWELL, William Elton 
HASARA, Steve Harold 
HAYDEN, Thomas Albert 
HAYES, Jim R. 
HAYLEY. Billie J. 
HAYNES, Camille 
HEFFLER, Walter E. 
HELGASON, Agust H. 
HELMS, Crawford Hansen 
HENDERSON. Archibald 
HENKEL, Linda Faye 
HERMES, Warren Bernard 
HERN, Walter Struther 
HERNDON, John Wyatt 
HERRING, Joe William 
HERTZ, Toby Lee hanovich 
HERZSTEIN, Max Herman 
HESS, Stephen Paul 
HICKMAN, David Coleman 
HICKS, David Clayton 
HICKS, Doris W. 
HICKS, June 
HIDALGO. Arturo 
HIGH. Carl Hugh 
HINDS. William F. 
HINES, Wendell Sarnie 
HINES, William F. 
HIPPEN. Ralph W. 
HOBSON, Anne Glen 
HODGES, Dean M. 
HOFF. Lawrence Charles 
HOFFMEISTER, Charles Anthony 
HOGUE, William Larry 
HOHLE, Calvin Wayne 
HOHON, Henry P. 
HOLDEMAN, Dale 
HOLLAND, Boyace James 
HOLLAND. Tommye Newsom 
HOLLEK, Eugene Henry 
HOLLEY, Edward G. 
HOLLEY, Robert Burgess 
HOLLINGSHEAD, Ralph Dee 
HOLLIS, Carey Edward 
HOLMES, Laura T. 
HOLT, Donald Ray 
HOMER, James L. 
HOOKER, James Lee 
HOPKINS, Francis M. 
HOPKINS, Jesse Lee 
HOPKINS, Phillip Mcclanahan 
HOPPER, Max Dean 
HORLOCK, Mary Grace 
HORTON, Loren Gayle 
HOUCK, Harvey Roy 
HOVEN. Robert Allen 
HOWELL, Velma B. 
HUCKABAY, Dewayne 
HUFFMAN, Donald Arthur 
HUGHES, Lois Miller 
HUGHES, William B. 
HUMPHREVILLE, James B. 
HUNTER. Robert A. 
HUNTER, William E. 
HUSTON, James F. 
HUTCHESON, Willis Earl 
HUYNH, Samuel Morris 
IMHOFF, David 
INIGUEZ, Arturo Jose 
IRWIN, Dolores Harris 
JACKSON. Clark Leroy 
JACKSON, Richard Arlen 
JACKSON, Richard G. 
JACKSON, Robert Felix 
JACKSON, S. Diane 
JACKSON, Thomas Carroll 
JALUFKA. Gerry L. 
JAMES, Bernie F. 
JAMES, Charles Walker 
JAN DA. Bernadette Edith 
JANICEK, David Michael 
JAPHET, Dan R. 
JARVIS, Oscar T. 
JEFFCOAT, Paul Madison 
JENSEN. William Ryal 
JENSON. Ronald Louis 
JENSWOLD, Roger Henry 
JEU, Annie May 
JOHNSON, Charline Y. 
JOHNSON, Dale Eldrage 
JOHNSON, Myrl Edward 
JOHNSON, Robert Randle 
JOHNSON, Sue Ella
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■’"IVIARfi'N, Paul Edward
MAPTIN MpIvio

MARTIN, Roger Thomas 
MARZIO. Peter Cort 
MASLOVITZ, Bernard 
MATALON, Marlene 
MATCEK, Frank Robert 
MATEO, Rosa Marina

JOHNSTON. John Henry 
JONES, Harold Douglas 
JONES, Jason M. 
JONES, Kathryn S. 
JONES, Renda M. 
JONES, Sylvia B. 
JONGEBLOED, John Herman 
JUMPER, Ann M. 
KABACINSKI, Steven Paul 
KAEPPEL, Albert E. 
KAMIN, Jake 
KANA, Dennis Albert 
KATZ, Lucille F.
KAUFMAN, Raymond H. 
KAZETSKY, Linda Ella 
KEDZIE, Donald Paul 
KEEN, Pat 
KEENEY, James R. 
KEIS, Betty Jean 
KELLOUGH, Gene R. 
KELLY, Norma L. 
KELM, Ann 
KELSEY, John Roger 
KEMBRO, David Roy 
KENDRICK, James M. 
KENNEDY, Colin Earle 
KENNEDY. James Truett 
KERSHAW, Charles H. 
KHOSLA, Anup Kumar 
KILPATRICK, Celina M. 
KING, Clinton H. 
KLUEH, Lloyd R. 
KNAPE, Alfred B. 
KNECHT, Michael Hale 
KNOLLE, John Bennie 
KNOWLTON, Rachel 
KOLB, Robert Herrick 
KORNFELD, Amelia S. 
KOTERAS, Ralph Davis 
KOVAR, Maxon 
KRELL, Rose Cornelius 
KRISCHKE, Harvey Edmund 
KRUPINSKI, Elizabeth 
KUHL, Philip John 
LABRADO, Luis Cesar 
LAGESSE, Aurelia G.
LAMBERT, George Thomas 
LAMBERT, H. C.
LANCLOS, Brenda S. 
LANDRY, Donald P. 
LANDS. Reginald Perry 
LANE, Jerry Max 
LANE, Wilson H. 
LANGE, Bryan Shane 
LANIER, Harold S 
LANIER, Mark Robert 
LARSEN, Claire Banker 
LASATER, Thomas Mills 
LASSWELL, Elizabeth Snyder 
LATSCH, Marta Rose 
LAWLER, Frances Marie 
LEACH, Phillip Meyer 
LENNON, Barbara G. 
LESTER, Ottis Ray 
LEVICKI, James Eugene 
LEWIS, Carroll 
LEWIS, E. Frank 
LEWIS, Karen Ann 
LEY, Peggy 
LIDDELL, Frank A. 
LIESENFELD, John James 
LIKEHART. Chad Ray 
LILES, David Eugene 
LITTLE, Eddie Joe 
LITTLE, Edward Harmon 
LIUZZA, Frank J. 
LOCKWOOD, Robert M. 
LONDON, Harold M. 
LONDOT, D.d.
LONON, Howard Leon 
LORD, Casey Steven 
LOTT, Jimmie W. 
LOVE, Margaret H. 
LOVELESS, Kenneth Wayne 
LUMPKIN, Donald L. 
LUNA, Robert X. 
LYON, Linda Ann 
LYSSY, Leonard Marvin 
MA, Ki Bui 
MACALLISTER, Edward N. 
MACEO, Rose 
MACK, Herman Howard 
MADRID, Luis Raul 
MAGEE, Kenneth Jay 
MAGGIO, Caroline P. 
MAGILL, Everett E.
MAGILL, Vera Jo 
MALTZ, Herschel Grossman 
MANGUM, Gerald W. 
MANICOM, RoyT. 
MANIKIAN, Victor T. 
MANUEL, John E. 
MARANTO, Joseph Vincent 
MARIK, Pali 
MARINO, Lance Paul 
MARKS, Marilyn F.
MARQUEZ, Ernesto Villareal 
MARTIN, Aubrey Dickson 
MARTIN, Eugene 
MARTIN, Jesse Sidney

MATHIS-CRITES, Susan Renee 
MATTHEWS, Ronald Clifton 
MATZKE, Wallace W. 
MAYOR, Mary Alice 
MCANDREWS, W. E. 
MCCLELLAND, Bramlette 
MCCONNELL, N. C. 
MCCOY, Charlotte A. 
MCCRACKEN. Foss Robert 
MCDOWELL, Otis J. 
MCGAFFEY, Otis 
MCGAUGHRAN. Tim 
MCGEE, John Arthur 
MCGRADY, Patsy J. 
MCGREGOR, Kelvin Deshone 
MCKEY, Pamela Jan 
MCLAUGHLIN, Timothy Thomas 
MCLEMORE, Barbara 
MCWHORTER. Frank Ripy 
MENARD, John Bertrand 
MERRILL, Gudrun Wallgren 
METCALF, Mary lou Schafer 
MEYER, Herbert J. 
MEYERS, James 
MIERS, Wayne E. 
MIHAILOVICH, Dan 
MILLER, Carl H.
MILLER. Charles V. 
MILLER, David Glenn 
MILLER, M. J.
MILLER, Thomas Joseph 
MILLS, Ralph Clair 
MINCHEN, Ralph Harold 
MINNICK, David Edward 
MINOR, Robert Wade 
MIZELL, Lyman Emmett 
MOLLBERG, Maebeth Buford 
MONTGOMERY, Robert W. 
MOORE, Donald Bartlett 
MOORE, Jennifer Renee 
MOORE. Mark H. 
MOORE, Troy Lee 
MORALES, Ernestina S. 
MORETON, Charles Perkins 
MORGAN, Bobby Don 
MORRELL, Roy John 
MORRELL, Roy S.
MORROW, Linda A 
MORTENSEN. Victor E. 
MOSBACHER, Robert Adam 
MOSS, Simon Charles 
MOUNTAIN, Joseph A. 
MOYA, Ramiro G.
MUELLER, Ann Shidell 
MUENZER, Albert Richard 
MUNZ, Lee Etux 
MURPHY, Genevieve Joan 
NAISER, Raymond J. 
NAKFOOR, Emil A. 
NANCE, Kevin Lee 
NATHAN, Martin Robert 
NEIBEL, John Brewster 
NEIBEL, Marilyn 
NELSON. Betty V.
NEPVEUX, Warren Scharer 
NESTER, Herman Charles 
NESVADBA, John Allen 
NEUERBURG, Louise M. 
NEUMANN, Thomas L 
NICHOLS, Margaret Odeen 
NOBLE, Alexa Lisbeth 
NOLAN, David T. 
NOWAK, Julius J.
NOZER, Andrew Charles 
NUSSENBLATT, Felice 
O’BRIEN. Joseph A.
OCHOA, Miguel 
O’DONNELL. Ann Nonette 
OGDEN. Lorna L. 
OGG, Connie 
O’GRADY, Troy Lynn 
OHARA, Andrew F. 
O’KEEFFE, Donald F. 
OLIVE, David Monroe 
ONISHI. Carl W.
O’ROURKE. James Edward 
OSBORN. Robert H. 
OSBORNE, Thomas G. 
OUALLINE, David Michael 
OVERCAST, Paul Edward 
OWEN, Jane Blaffer 
OWN BY, Clifford Hardin 
OZMER, Terry Franklin 
PALERMO, Don Paul 
PALM, Nancy 
PALMER, Bill Ray 
PALMER, Jack 
PAPPAS. Joseph James 
PARKER. Jack Lyndon 
PARKER, Larry Wayne 
PARR, Mary Katherine 
PARRISH. Buford

PARSHALL. Ralph Eugene 
PATE, Harvey R. 
PATEL, Neelay 
PATTERSON, B. J. 
PATTERSON, Mary J. 
PAULSON, Paul David 
PECK, Walter Emerson 
PEREZ, John Joseph 
PERKINS, Doug 
PERKINS. Mike 
PETERS, Chemine Doty 
PETERSEN, Erwin Gerhard 
PETERSON, James Eugene 
PETERSON, Philip Malcom 
PETHERIOTES, James George 
PHILLIPS, Blanche 
PHILLIPS. Jim M. 
PIANA, Victor Peter 
PIERCE, Sylvia Anne 
PINCHBECK, David William 
PITNER, Charles George 
PITTMAN. Travis Dale 
PLATT, Mary Frances 
PLATZER, Frank Glenn 
PLUMB. Lois 
POLETAYEVA, Tatyana 
POLLARD, James Douglas 
POLLOCK, Howard Wallace 
POLLOK-LIGON. Clemence 
PONTIFF, Alvin Henry 
PORTALES, Andres J. 
POSTON, Franklin George 
POWELL, James Marcus 
POWERS, Lynn Stuart 
PRATT, R. E
PRENTICE, Alvin Virgil 
PRESSON, Norman Ivan 
PRICE, Hollis Glynn 
PRIOR, Nancy C. 
PROVENZANO. Matthew 
PUCEK, Alvin 
PUJOL, Theodore J. 
PULS, Timothy John 
QUMSIEH, Samer Michel 
RABALAIS, James Peter 
RABALAIS, Peter 
RAIA. John Benjamin 
RAJABI, Patricia Ann 
RALPH, Johnny Scott 
RAMAZETTI, Eugene R. 
RAMON, Joe B. 
RAMSEY. Joe Frank 
RAPHAELI, Avishai S. 
RAUSCHKOLB, Charles Richard 
REAGAN. M. Allen 
RED, Ruth P.
REDMOND, Thomas Robert 
REED, Emile Lee
REEVES, Theresa Ammons 
REHM, Bernice S.
REHM. Lynn Paul 
REID, Elton Freeman 
REINKE, David Allen 
REINKE, Margaret A. 
REJSEK, Stanley Albert 
RENAUD, Carol E. 
RENKER, Judith Ann 
REY, Aldo Pedro 
REYNOLDS, Albert Lee 
RHODES, Bill Addie 
RIBBLE, Charles Ray 
RICE, Allen Gene 
RICHARDS, Adam C. 
RICHTER, Herbert Herder 
RICHTER. Mary Alice 
RIDDLE, Fred M. 
RIDINGS. William S. 
RIESSER, Gregor H.
RIMKUS, Renee Elizabeth 
RIOS, Adan
RISINGER, Ronnie 
RIVES, James B. 
RIZZO, Dorothy B. 
ROBERTS, Michael Wayne 
ROBINSON. Kelley 
ROBINSON, Melvin Lee 
ROCKWELL, Elizabeth Dennis 
RODGERS, John Anthony 
ROFFALL, Cecil 
ROGERS, Carol Pierce 
ROGERS, Joe Hughes 
ROGERS, Marvin Charles 
ROLAK, Gilbert A. 
ROLAND, Billy Carrol 
ROMANS, Paul Judson 
ROSALES. Maria 
ROSALES. Maria A. 
ROSENBERG, Irene M. 
ROSS, Ruby Helen 
ROWLEY, William Joseph 
ROZAS, Vernon Mark 
RUMMEL, Jeanette Reynold 
RUSSO, Pamela C.
RYAN, Britton 
RYAN, David Paul 
SADLICK, Marie L. 
SAILORS. Joel W. 
SAKOWITZ. Ann B. 
SALCH, Steve C. 
SAMPLE, Viola G.

SAMUELS, Joseph W. 
SANCHEZ, Jose Luis 
SANDERS. Doris A. 
SAUERESSIG. Susan D. 
SAVAGE, Robert Lynn 
SAVAGE, William Wayne 
SCHILHAB. Ramona Elizabeth 
SCHMELTER. Katherine L. 
SCHMIDT, John Edward 
SCHNITZEN, Elizabeth Allean 
SCHOENBERG, B. Mark 
SCHULZ, Susan D. 
SCOGGINS, Lou Cille 
SCOTT, Vonnie C. 
SCROGGINS, Elizabeth K. 
SEGREST, Tammy Kay 
SELL, Ilze 
SERRES, Melvin Lloyd 
SESSIONS, Michael Anthony 
SETTJE, Cynthia M. 
SGRO, Barbara Jean 
SHAPLEY, Darin Michael 
SHAPLEY, Justine 
SHARP, Raymond Dereed 
SHAW, David Owen 
SHAW, Trina Elaine 
SHEA, Hazel B. 
SHEAD, William C. 
SHEPHERD. Frances Latimer 
SHEPPARD, Charles A. 
SHERMAN, Helen 
SHERMAN, Roger 
SHERROD, Robert Michael 
SHERROD, Sally Jo 
SHIPP. Richard Lee 
SHOEMAKER, James Gerald 
SHORT, Randy Alan 
SICINSKI, Joseph Lee 
SILLOWAY. Richard 
SIM. Carl E. 
SIMMONS. Matthew Roy 
SIMMS. Louis A. 
SIMON, Barry P. 
SINEX, Mary Jean 
SINGER, Andrew G. 
SINGLETON. Roger Lee 
SLOCUMB. Paul Dwain 
SMALL, Roger Gregor 
SMALLWOOD, Sherrie Gay 
SMITH, Dennis Eugene 
SMITH, Glenna Pearl 
SMITH, James Glenn 
SMITH, Jean D. 
SMITH, Kirk Duane 
SMITH, Lynn E. 
SMITH, Marcia Lea 
SMITH, Raymond J. 
SMITH. Suzanne Michelle 
SMITH, Vivian H. 
SMITH, Winston G. 
SNELL, Mary A. 
SOLANA, George Dennis 
SORENSON, Robert B. 
SORRELL, Benjamin John 
SPEICH, Timothy Kenneth 
SPEIGEL, Paula 
SPENCE. John Fletcher 
SPENCER, Michael F. 
SPENCER, Russel Eugene 
SPILLIOS, Nick G. 
SPRADLIN, Michael L. 
SPRETZ, Stephen Carl 
STEELE, Elizabeth Christenot 
STEHLIK, John F. 
STEPHENS, Paul E. 
STEVENSON, Karen Anne 
STEWART. Jane G. 
STILL, Patricia Anne 
STOLLMACK, Seymour R. 
STOLTE, Karen A. 
STONER, Nancy M. 
STRACENER. Jim Everett 
STRACK, Bernard R. 
STRAHAN. Richard Dobbs 
STRANGE, Ruth E. 
STRYK, Rebecca Sue 
STURROCK, Lois C. 
SUMMERLIN, Charlene 
SUSHOLTZ, Adolph 0. 
SUTTON. Herbert Gibson 
SWANSON, Molly 
SWAYZE, James Prentiss 
SWEET, Joanne Clippinger 
SWIFF, Darlene 
SYNNOTT, Dolores H. 
TAG. Carol Elizabeth 
TALLEY, Roger Lee 
TAMBORELLO, Marge 
TARBET, David Blalock 
TARLTON, Oran Dee 
TAYLOR, Darlene Denise 
TAYLOR, Mark J. 
TEAGUE. W. Doug 
TECH NIK, Debra Ann 
TENNANT, Robert Francis 
THACKER, Richard Norman 
THEODOSIS, Michael F. 
THOMAS, George M. 
THOMPSON, Jo Ellen 
THOMPSON, Joyce Alice

THOMPSON. Robert Lee 
THORNTON, Christopher Alexander 
THURBER, James Leigh 
TINKLER, James Cecil 
TOBAR, Jose 
TOBOLA, Maureen Patricia 
TOLLIVER, Ernest Dale 
TOMFOHRDE, John H. 
TOVAR, Maurilio 
TOVEY, Charles Robert 
TRAVERSO, Harry J. 
TUCKER, James L. 
TURNER, Jeanie W. 
TURNER, Robert Edward 
TURNER, Roy Lee 
TURNER, Thomas F. 
TURNEY. William Walter 
TWEEDY, Vicki Sharon 
UGRIN, Bela 
UJOATU, Chioma 0 
ULRICH. Carl William 
VALDES, Ernesto 
VALERIO, Gus Torres 
VANDERHOEF. Caroline 
VASQUEZ, Julia 
VAUGHN, Mildred 
VAUGHN, Patsy S. 
VELASQUEZ, Irene 
VERLANDER, James Milton 
VERO, Andrew J. 
VILLASANA, Robert G. 
VINSON, James Richard 
VISER, Kevin B. 
VOSS, Veda Greeson 
WADDINGHAM, Katherine Quesney 
spider 
WALKER, Arby Jean 
WALLACE, Lucy 
WALLING, John Clayton 
WALLIS, Hugh Maxwell 
WALLIS, Joe Knowles 
WALSH, William Clarence 
WALTERS, Richard Brooks 
WALTERS. Vincent R. 
WANN, David Benton 
WARD, Donald E. 
WARDLOW. William Warren 
WAR F EL, Robert Mathews 
WARREN, Kilmer F 
WARRINGTON. Paul J. 
WASHINGTON, Connie C. 
WASSERMAN. Les 
WATSON, William Max 
WATTS, Ernest Mohler 
WATTS, Robert Gordon 
WEATHERBY, James H. 
WEATHERLY. Mary R. 
WEBB. William Floyd 
WEBSTER, George Douglas 
WEDEGARTNER, Fred Van 
WEEKLEY. Rosalie Steiner 
WEEKLEY. W. T.
WEIDENFELLER, James Anthony 
WELCH, Beatrice 
WELLS, Herbert Conover 
WELLS, Terry T.
WENNAGEL. Robert Ruskell 
WEST, Raymond Allan 
WESTBROOK, Charlsie Lee 
WHATLEY, Alice Elrod 
WHEELER, Douglas Howard 
WHITING, Winslow 
WHITLEY, Jimmie B. 
WHITTEMORE, Glynn Arvin 
WILBOURN, Michael Clinton 
WILDENTHAL, John 
WILLIAMS, Curtis C. 
WILLIAMS, James G. 
WILLIAMS, Richard Lee 
WILLIAMS, Thelma B. 
WILSON, Brian James 
WILSON, John Bailey 
WILTZ, Simon Rogers 
WINEGARDEN. Richard A. 
WINSTON, Bert Farmer 
WOLFE. Barbara W. 
WOLFE, Virginia 
WOMACK. David A. 
WOMACK, Marilyn Minns 
WOTTRICH, Donald Alfred 
WRAY, Roger Lee 
WRIGHT, Charlene Louise 
WRIGHT, Edward Clarence 
WRIGHT, John Herbert 
WRIGHT, Kim Elizabeth 
WRIGHT, Michael 0. 
WUESTNER, Charles E. 
WYATT. Doris Allen 
YALE, Pamela Waters 
YAP. Daniel Choi-fong 
YASSO, Rachel 
YOCHUM, Philip Theodore 
YOST, William J. 
YOUNG, Cynthia C. 
YOUNG, Randall Duane 
ZANE, Sudy R. 
ZAUDERER, Zillah C. 
ZELLNER, Frederick L. 
ZUBEL, Ambrose Dominic
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ORGANIZATIONS



[RHO CHI SOCIETY

The Rho Chi Lecture 
takes place in the 

fall of each aca
demic year and is a 

required event for 
pharmacy students 
to attend. Pictured 
are the chapter of

ficers for 2009-2010, 
the newly inducted 
officers for 2010 - 
2011, the chapter 
advisors as well as 

our Rho Chi lecturer.

(Left to right: Dr. 
Sujit Sansgiry, 

Lori Krustchinsky, 
Stephanie Gryzmala, 
Sarah Sokol, Amaris 

Fuentes, Dr. Judith 
Jacobi, Omar Leon, 

Sarah Ortega, Chris
tina Tan, Anna Kit, 

Sara Wattari and Dr.
Jeff Sherer)

'S-4 ''A’'’

Student organization: The Rho Chi Society
Adviser: Jeff Sherer

Description: The Rho Chi Society encourages and recognizes excellence in intellectual 
achievement and advocates critical inquiry in all aspects of pharmacy. The Society further 
encourages high standards of conduct and character and fosters fellowship among its 
members.

The Society seeks universal recognition of its members as lifelong intellectual leaders 
in pharmacy, and as a community of scholars, to instill the desire to pursue intellectual ex
cellence and critical inquiry to advance the profession.

For more information, please view our chapter website: www.uh.edu/rhochi
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[PSA]

t

_______
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Top: At the Pakistan 
Flood Relief Dinner, 
PSA Raised $4000 
for the flood victims 
of Pakistan in No
vember 2010.

Bottom left: PSA 
memebers at the 
Pakistani Indepen- 
dece day Parade.

Bottom right: PSA 
Mela. Courtesy of 
PSA

Student organization: Pakistani Student Organization
Adviser: Kamran Riaz

Description: The Pakistani Students Association (PSA) has been around since 1965 at 
the University of Houston. The objective of the organization is to unite all the people of 
Pakistan living in and around the greater Houston area. We strive to bring Pakistani tra
dition and spread the awareness of our culture to the students as well as the Pakistani 
community

Contact information: Sami Khan vp.internal@psauh.org

Organizations [171]



Al ESEC

Top: Al ESEC mem
bers at the regional 

leadership conference 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Bottom left: Al ESEC 
members at the 

Henna Workshop 
where students were 

exposed to diverse 
cultures through the 

art of henna. Pictured 
are: Cassandra Mon

toya, Mary Shenouda, 
Natasha Nazari, 

Keyon Shokraneh, 
Tommy Siharath, April 

Siharath, Emmanuel 
Oni, Asma Hussaini, 
and Bonnie Chang.

Bottom right: Part of 
the Al ESEC Execu

tive Board. Pictured 
are VP Informa

tion Management 
Tommy Siharath, VP 

External Relations 
April Siharath, VP 

Talent Management 
Keyon Shokraneh, VP 

Organizing Commit
tee Asma Hussaini, 

and Local Committee 
President Emman

uel Oni. Courtesy of 
AIESEC

» I

Student organization: AIESEC Houston

Description: AIESEC Houston is a worldwide organization which 
strives to develop the skills and potential of individuals through 
leadership positions, international internships and structured 
learning processes in a global learning environment.
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[JCPW]

Top: A few Alumni 
of Jesus Christ 
Praise and Worship 
Ministries

Bottom left: Con
vergence Church 
Conference. Had an 
amazing time in the 
Lord and grew so 
much stronger as a 
ministry.

Bottom right: Our 
pastor and his wife. 
Courtesy of JCPW

ini

i f9 tf9 til

■

Student organization: Jesus Christ Praise and Worship Ministries
Adviser: Al Griffin

Description: WE are an apostolic ministry that is sent to teach the truth of the bible. To 
walk out this word in our lives and to allow CHRIST to use us (as yielded vessels) to impart 
to others this same truth to help those who have lost hope to find peace and love.

We are here to establish or reestablish your foundation in the LORD. Our heart is to 
see the body of CHRIST come together in oneness (and unity). We desire to bring joy to 
the heart of GOD and in return he gives us his strength to be victorious in our lives.

We offer bible teaching with revelation, intercessory prayer and helps (services as 
needed).

Our scripture foundation is Isaiah 61

__________________ Organizations [173]



[NAACP]

Top: (from left to 
right) Ify Mbah (Pro

gram Coordinator) 
Symone Parker 
(President) Ti- 

juhna Green(Health 
Awareness Chair) 

Lindsay Gary 
(Vice President) 

De-Angelo Peoples( 
Community Service 

Chair)

Bottom: NAACP 
President Symone 

Jene' Parker. Cour
tesy of NAACP

Brief Description of the NAACP
Founded Feb. 12. 1909, the NAACP is the nation's oldest, largest and most widely 

recognized grassroots-based civil rights organization. Its more than half-million members 
and supporters throughout the United States and the world are the premier advocates for 
civil rights in their communities, campaigning for equal opportunity and conducting voter 
mobilization.

Mission Statement
The mission of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People is to 

ensure the political, educational, social, and economic equality of rights of all persons and 
to eliminate race-based discrimination.

Vision Statement The vision of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People is to ensure a society in which all individuals have equal rights without dis
crimination based on race.

Objectives The following statement of objectives is found on the first page of the 
NAACP Constitution - the principal objectives of the Association shall be:

To ensure the political, educational, social, and economic equality of all citizens.
To achieve equality of rights and eliminate race prejudice among the citizens of the 

United States.
To remove all barriers of racial discrimination through democratic processes.
To seek enactment and enforcement of federal, state, and local laws securing civil rights.
To inform the public of the adverse effects of racial discrimination and to seek its 

elimination.
To educate persons as to their constitutional rights and to take all lawful action to se

cure the exercise thereof, and to take any other lawful action in furtherance of these ob
jectives, consistent with the NAACP’s Articles of Incorporation and this Constitution.

We have been present on this campus for 10 years and hope to continue for more de
cades to come.
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[LA TABLE FRANQAISE]

I

Top: Dustin, Court
ney, Juan after a 
French presenta
tion on L’annee du 
Mexique

Bottom: Ramy and 
Giovanni. Courtesy of 
La Table Francaise

I
f'

Student organization: La Table Franqaise
Adviser: Maya Panchang

Description: We are a language organization where students can 
practice French in a stress-free environment and make friends 
at the same time. Created by Dr. Valentina Brady and carried on 
by Prof. Panchang and Alejandro Caballero. Officers: Alejandro 
Caballero Conny Anh Pham Tyler Albarado

-Organizations [175]



[NSSLHA

Top: UH NSSLHA 
walking for Autism- 
Speaks in October. 
Bottom: Memebers 

at a bake sale.

Courtesy of NSSLHA

ft* 
lAWOi

i

|

Student organization: National Student Speech Language & 
Hearing Association
Adviser: Dr. Dunkleburger

Description: Our organization is a philanthropic group for un
dergraduate students with a COMD major/minor. We focus on 
outreach events that shed light on diseases and disabilities than 
impact speech and language. We also do fundraising activities for 
charities such as AutismSpeaks.

II III II
* ■ • i at

i I a a
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[STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION]

* * w

SGA is a student organization elected by you, the stu
dents, to represent the University of Houston student 
body. As such, SGA is committed to understanding the 
needs of students and to ensuring their future at the 
UH is bright. Through continuous interaction among 
students, faculty, and administration, the SGA helps 
to ensure that a positive university experience is main
tained for all parties concerned.

In addition, SGA influences the university’s deci
sion-making process by serving as a liaison between 
the students and governing bodies such as the UH 

administration, UH system regents, and the Texas 
State Legislature. There are several ways to become in
volved in the Student Government Association.

Students are encouraged to run for election to 
gain a seat in the Student Senate. Also, students can 
be appointed to any open seat of their college by fill
ing out an application, can be appointed to one of the 
standing university committees and can even secure 
a judicial appointment to the student court. For a list
ing of available seats and positions, please contact the 
SGA office.
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[ARMY ROTC

Top: University of 
Houston Army ROTC 
Battalion Field Train

ing Exercise con
ducted at Houston 

Firehouse

Botton: Cadets Jared 
Niehl, Joel Van

note, Wayne Lange,
Lisseth Jasso color 
guard for Houston

Parade.

Photos courtesy of 
UH Army ROTC

*

.4

’f'

ROTC has been a voluntary organization since its inception at 
UH in 1948. For the past 63 years the University of Houston 
Army ROTC has been entrusted with the honor and responsibil
ity to commission graduates of the University as Officers in the 
United States Army. Throughout the 2010 - 2011 school year, 
the Houston Army ROTC program has been involved in numerous 
events such as Ranger challenge (1st place all female), Home for 
Troops, and Color Guard for the University of Houston football sea- 
son/basketball season/Houston parade, all the while conducting 
physical training, field training exercises, and military labs.
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[FRONTIER FIESTA]

Top: Frontier Fiesta 
Board Members. 
Bottom Left: Student 
Program Board 
President Jared Go- 
gets. Nine Nguyen.

Bottom Right: Fiesta 
City Museum. Nine 
Nguyen

The Frontier Fiesta Association is dedicated to unifying the University of Houston and the 
greater Houston Metropolitan Community to promote tradition, school pride, and educa
tion through scholarships. Funds of the Frontier Fiesta Association are used for scholar
ships, and the sustainability of the event. Frontier Fiesta, UH's oldest tradition, is 
a non-profit three day festival.

With its inception in 1940, Fiesta takes place on campus every spring semester. It is 
a student run event that consists of: Broadway-style variety shows performed by student 
organizations, carnival booths, Carnival Rides, a Large State Championship sanctioned 
BBQ cook-off, a Chili Cook-off and a Bake-off, and one of our biggest attractions, the 
FREE concerts. Throughout the History of fiesta, Kenny Rogers, Robert Earl Keen, T.I., 
The Clipse, Los Palominos, Roger Creager, and many more famous musical acts have 
performed at Frontier Fiesta!

Admission to Frontier Fiesta is FREE to EVERYONE.
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[HORTICULTURE

The Horticulture Society at UH, founded in 2008, enables college 
students to learn about container gardening and other methods of 
growing plants for fun and food. Students are encouraged to learn 
from each other and from books, all in a heated, ventilated green
house on campus. There are weekly meetings centered on educa
tional activities like planting ginger, the physics of soils in contain
ers, supplying nutrients, and planting seeds. Students can plant 
and raise anything they want, from herbs and vegetables to tropi
cal plants and bromeliads. Two plant sales are held each semester 
that serve as fun, educational opportunities for students. There is 
one group trip each semester to Arboretums and gardens in and 
outside Houston. The group also grows herb and vegetable seed
lings for the on-campus garden, which improves the University of 
Houston's visibility and helps showcase food sustainability.
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Alpha Psi Lambda Is a Latin-based Co-ed Fraternity. Established 
in 1985, Alpha Psi Lambda is dedicated to serving the commu
nity, promoting leadership through social and cultural events. The 
T.E.X.A.S. Mu chapter was established in 1999 at the University of 
Houston-Main Campus.

MISSION STATEMENT:
“To promote continued personal and collective growth of our mem
bership, success and unity through education, leadership, cultural 
awareness and community service.”
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Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporate is an organization that bases its principle off 
Brotherhood, Scholarship and Service. An organization has been on the campus of 
University of Houston since 1973 and has impacted ever since. We are an organization 
made of young men who strives to uphold our principle for which our founders have set 
before us. In our previous and continuing years we have participated in many community 
service projects such as Rock the block, March for Babies, Blood Drives, Cuney homes 
project, HIV testing, Haiti Reliefs and many more. During our Academic years we host 
educational programs that will allow student to interact amongst each other and voice their 
opinion on topics that may vary in today's society. A few of our notable educational events 
that we have hosted in the past were Cram Jam, I’m not giving my black back, Rebuilding 
America "Empowering a better tomorrow”, Sick-a-cell Awareness, and HIV Awareness. As 
a fraternity we continue to give back to our community as well as strive for the best in our 
Academic endeavors.
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The Graduate Indian Student Organization is a non
political, non-sectarian body, not-for-profit student 
organization at the University of Houston which is open 
to any UH student, faculty or staff who is willing to play 
an active part in the organization.

GISO activities are focused towards helping new 
students at UH to adjust to campus life, promoting 
camaraderie amongst the Indian community and other 
communities, creating a platform for awareness of the 
rich Indian culture,heritage and establishing a support 
system that all Indian students can bank on in times 
of need.

The events organized by GISO include: the GISO 
free Pick up and Accommodation for new graduate

students, Indian Independence Day celebration, New 
Graduate Students orientation, Parichay - the fresh
er's party, GISO Diwali Celebration, GISO Bake Sale, 
Anubhav Cup - the annual cricket tournament, GISO 
Open - Badminton Tournament, and finally Maitri - the 
annual spring semester cultural festival.

GISO has a strength of about 1455, including our 
ever supportive alumni. Every year GISO adds approxi
mately 150 students to its family at UH. Over the years 
GISO has become the prime organization that offers 
help and support in every aspect of the words to every 
Indian student on the UH campus and will

continue to do so for several years to come.
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ZETA TAU ALPHA

Zeta Tau Alpha is one of the 6 PanHellenic sororities on campus. 
The purpose of the Zeta Tau Alpha is the intensifying of friendship, 
the fostering of a spirit of love, the creating of such sentiments, 
the performing of such deeds, and the molding of such opinions 
as will be conductive to the building combination of over 40 other 
student organizations on campus and participate in numerous uni
versity and service events year-round.
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23 young women chartered The Zeta Sigma Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta May 29th, 
1969 with help from the Houston Alumnae Chapter. On that day Delta Sigma Theta be
came the first black Greek letter organization. Delta Sigma Theta is public service sorority 
dedicated to Economic Development, Educational Development, International Awareness 
and Involvement, Physical and Mental Health and Political Awareness and Involvement. 
The Zeta Sigma chapter of Delta Sigma Theta is always finding ways to take an active role 
in the community. They have taken part in voter registration drives, clothing and blood 
drives as well as volunteering of campus within the community. They also have annual 
program like the Greek Eruption step show, Founders Day Banquet, Marie Fonsworth 
Scholarship Fashion Show, and I’m not Giving my Black Back.
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[AAF]
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Oh, hello fellow cougar!
You’ve just stumbled onto something wonderful: The American Advertising Federation 

at the University of Houston's yearbook page. Nicely done. Pat yourself on the back and 
kick your feet up.

AAFUH is a professional student organization committed to educating our members 
about advertising and providing unique opportunities in the local community. We set our
selves apart from other student organizations by striving to bring our student members out 
of the classroom and into agencies. There, our members (you) are engulfed by truly inter
active panel discussions with each agency’s expert staff.

In addition to the agency visits, we also offer our members a plethora of other benefits. 
From professional networking and portfolio building opportunities, philanthropy opportu
nities, and abundant scholarships, to the chance to form lasting relationships throughout 
the Cougar Community, we help to make members more marketable in a turbulent job 
market. This is all while still maintaining a fun, exciting atmosphere. Through leadership 
and opportunities, we are helping to pave the road for all future Coogs (maybe even you).

We hope you enjoyed your stay here, and feel free to bookmark us for later perusing.
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The Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Association provides honors transfer 
students with scholarships based on GPA and community service 
at their previous community college. PTKAA serves to give honors 
transfer students with opportunities towards other scholarships, 
as well as community services within UH, and social events with 
other transfer students.

Top: Bake Sale for 
Haiti Earthquake Re
lief. Sean Kim, Annie 
Marin, Michelle 
Mayo, AJ Elsner, 
Thanh Nguyen, 
Nha Mai, Ino Romo, 
Hayes Persons, 
Kathleen White, Lien 
Pham, An Trinh

Bottom left: Bake 
Sale. Hamza Hallal 
and Hayes Persons

Bottom right: Bake 
Sale for Japan 
Earthquake Relief. 
Michelle Mayo, 
Mckenna Galuska, 
Maggie Ibarra, 
Christina Shanks, 
Krupa Hajari, Alonso 
Chirzinos, Anup Kha- 
nal. Courtesy of Phi 
Theta Kappa
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AMA

Top: AMA meme- 
bers at allH tailgate 

event.

Bottom Left: AMA 
officer Daniel Rodri

guez - Vice President 
Sasha Volguina - Di
rector of Operations 

Anh Tran - President 
Ruben Diaz - Direc
tor of Finance give 
a donation during 

the Winter Break to 
Houston Food Bank.

Bottom Right: AMA 
officers during a 

retreat. Photos 
courtesy of Pauline 

Alderete
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The American Marketing Association, University of Houston chap
ter is one of C.T. Bauer College of Business’s most distinguished 
student organizations. During the semester, we hold general meet
ings with guest speakers that possess real world marketing experi
ence, career panels with information you can't get in the class
room, participate in workshops and networking events during the 
annual International Collegiate Conference, attend the National 
chapters networking events, and provide career and internship 
opportunities to our members. American Marketing Association 
is an organization with lasting potential for our members since we 

are an international brand in the marketing world. Most students 
who do join reap the benefits from being an active member in an 
organization that will help market themselves when it comes time 
to look for a job. Networking and marketing is a vital part of every 
business and person. Are you marketing able? Will you stand out 
among other potential hires? American Marketing Association 
makes that possible. You do not have to be a marketing major to 
join to AMA. Students also should know its one thing to join an 
organization it’s another to be active. Employers look for those who 
were active within an organization.
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Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated was founded January 16, 
1920 on the campus of Howard University in Washington D.C. 
by five illustrious ladies, also known as our “five pearls." These 
five women, Arizona Cleaver Stemons, Myrtle Tyler, Fannie Pettie 
Watts, Pearl Anna Neal and Viola Tyler Goings, dared to de
part from the traditional coalitions for Black women and sought 
to establish a new organization predication on the precepts of 
Scholarship, Service, Sisterly Love, and Finer Womanhood. It was 
upon these principles that the foundation for Zeta Phi Beta Sorority 
Incorporated was established

Phi Epsilon History
The Phi Epsilon Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Incorporated 
was chartered on the campus of the University of Houston on 
January 27, 1975 by Soror Renita Carr, Soror Janet Taylor and 
Soror Sharon Jones. The Phi Epsilon Chapter members (past and 
present) consist of college-educated, community service driven 
and professional women who desire to follow the founding prin
ciples of the organization.
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[CSA]

Top: Spring festival 
thrown with the 

library staff and the 
Chinese language 

and culture depart
ment

Bottom-. CSA me- 
mebers volunteering 
work at the Chinese 
community center.

Courtesy of CSA
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Chinese Student Association upholds four core values opportu
nity, professionalism, friendship and culture. We strive to pro
vide for our members a strong sense of cultural awareness and 
help them develop both professionally and academically. Chinese 
Student Association’s main purpose to help maintain the identity of 
Chinese Americans and to help foster strong relationships with the 
greater Houston Asian American community leaders and organiza
tions. We want to instill a strong sense of community involvement 
and volunteerism within our members. We also want to provide an 
esprit de corps amongst members and cross cultural exchanges 
between international Chinese, Chinese American and American 
Students.

We have done many events this year, and we cooperate with 
other student organizations across Houston and even across 
Texas. We work with organizations such as Organization of Chinese 
Americans, National Association of Asian American Professionals, 
the Houston Chinese Community Center and the University of 
Houston’s Chinese Language and Culture Department and the 
Council of Ethnic Organizations. We also work closes with many of 
the individual staff and faculty.

1 .*3 ■' li

We hope to see you with us next semester! Just facebook us 
"CSA at UH” or go to uhcsa.org for more information please email 
us at csa.uhouston@gmail.com.
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The Goal of Women of the Word is to teach women the Word of 
God through providing a safe place where they can express their 
inner feelings and experiences and seek the Word of God for 
instruction.

W.O.W is...
...a place where women can come and see the Word of God 

from a different vantage point
... a place where women can get personal enough to share the 

specifics of their problems
...a place where we as Christians are able to experience the 

breaking down of barriers
... a place where women can help women

WOW holds bible studies every Monday in the DC. We have 
also put on large scale events such as the Makeover, Takeover and 
Breakthrough. Along with spreading the word of God we partici
pate in community service activities, attend women conferences, 
host fellowships such as movie days, skate days, lunches and din
ners and fundraisers such as car washes and bake sales. We be
lieve in hold each other accountable as we strive to become a vir- 
tious woman described in the book of Proverbs chapter 31. “Who 
can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far above rubies.” 
-Proverbs 31:10
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Theta Nu Xi Multicultural Sorority, Inc. is the ONE & only multicultural sorority at the 
University of Houston. No other sorority or Greek organization on campus actively seeks 
to recruit diverse and unique woman of all backgrounds. The Omicron Chapter of Theta 
Nu Xi Multicultural Sorority, Inc. has been on the University of Houston campus since 
2002 and was founded nationally in 1997. With over 30 chapters nationwide, Theta Nu 
Xi Multicultural Sorority is a different kind of sorority where we strive to be not only friends 
but sisters forever. Theta Nu Xi’s mission is to promote leadership, multiculturalism, and 
self-improvement through academic excellence, involvement in and service to the campus 
and community as well as being living example of sisterhood across different races, cul
tures, religions, backgrounds, and lifestyles.

sisters 
of 
together as

©NE
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NSA (Nigerian Students Association) is an organization filled with rich minds and wonder
ful individuals. This organization is well rounded. We do a little bit of everything which 
include volunteering, dancing, acting mini plays, and more. We are an organization with 
the best interest of our members in our minds. We take trips to other schools for competi
tions and we never fail to bring back trophies in at least one of the categories we compete 
in. We are also the largest cultural organization on campus. Our members are not limited 
and is open to everyone and anybody who wants to join. We provide scholarship opportu
nities for our members as well. All in all, we’re a great organization.
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[HOUSTON HILLEL

Left: Ed Farber, Jer
emy Penner, Adam 

Bravman, Nathan 
Colbert, Michael 

Green, Feliks Star
ikov, and Paola Es

trada get together to 
celebrate the holiday 
of Sukkot in front of 
the A.D. Bruce Reli
gion Center. Bottom 

left: Becca Levine 
(left, accounting) 

and Daniella Singer 
(right, english/public 

relations) set up a 
bake sale outside a 

local grocery store to 
raise money for the 

children-at-risk in 
Budapest, Hungary, 

where they and other 
Hillel students trav

eled to during spring 
break Bottom right: 
Tamara Marks- Mo
ses (left, director of 
Jewish life), Daniel 

Douadi (middle, po
litical science major) 

and Bryan Le Bouf 
(right, photography/ 

digital media) are 
tabling on campus in 

support of Israel.
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Houston HiT/c
The Foundation tor 
Jewish Campus

K o u s to n hil

The University of Houston Hillel is all about bringing Jewish stu
dents together in fun and exciting ways. It's Jewish life in the com
fort of your own college! Houston Hillel enriches the lives of Jewish 
undergraduate students, graduate students and young profession
als so that they may enrich the Houston Jewish community, the 
Jewish people, and the world.
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Left: These are the 
brothers during the 
Fall semester of 
2010 when we just 
became a Colony. 
Bottom Left: These 
are some of our 
brothers along with 
some pledges giving 
out water to fellow 
UH peers on a hot 
spring day. Bottom 
right: Some brothers 
and pledges just 
hanging out and 
getting to know each 
other.
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Phi Kappa Psi was founded in 1852 at Jefferson College, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. The 
University of Houston’s Phi Kappa Psi Colony was founded on September 16th, 2010. 
Our moto is “The Great Joy of Serving Others,” which leads our mindset towards more on 
philanthropy than anything else. We have what we call Phi Psi 500 where every semester 
all of the Colonies and Chapters must get at least 500 philanthropy hours in order to main
tain who we say we are and what we say we are about. Also, our Colony is very diverse. 
Considering that the University of Houston is very diverse itself, we have a lot of broth
ers that differ in their culture and ethnicity. We are moving at a fast pace towards being 
chartered and we will always be interested and open to new brothers to help better the 
University of Houston through Phi Kappa Psi.
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The LGBT Advocates is an organization at The University of Houston that continually 
strives to be a voice for the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community in the politi
cal arena. The goal of the organization is to connect with LGBT individuals and allies in 
order to energize, educate and inspire them to make a difference in their communities. 
The LGBT Advocates continually focus on issues concerning LGBT persons, both locally 
and nationally, by engaging in discussions and participating in initiatives that promote 
equality for the LGBT community. The LGBT Advocates, though in existence a few years 
prior, became an official organization at the University of Houston in 2010. Since then the 
organization has focused on issues such as the expansion of benefits provided to LGBT 
faculty and staff of The University of Houston, fair treatment and protection for LGBT stu
dents and reaching out to other LGBT oriented organizations in the Houston area.
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Left: Chi Omega 
hosting their annual 
Fall philanthropy 
event Swishes for 
Wishes benefiting 
Make-A-Wish at the 
U of H Rec Center 
Bottom left; The 
Chapter at the Chi 
Omega House on 
Philanthopry Day, 
Formal Recruitment 
2010. Bottom right: 
Bottom right: Chi 
Omega President 
Amanda Van Tilborg 
& Sister Adriana 
Bayona on Sister
hood Day of Recruit
ment 2010.

To be ceoinoiib) ahea\fs. discouraged never

Name: Chi Omega Women’s Fraternity (Sorority) 
Contact: Amanda Van Tilborg President 2011

Chi Omega’s Purpose: As a Chi Omega, you will have fun, grow, 
thrive, achieve success and flourish! Chi Omegas are well-bal
anced women who are involved on their campuses and in their 
communities. As a prominent national women’s fraternity, Chi 
Omega provides countless opportunities for fun and friendship 
during college and beyond.
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Left: Every fall 
members attend 

the annual leader
ship conference in 

Washington D.C. to 
socialize with other 
chapters, improve 

leadership skills and 
meet law school 

representatives. Bot
tom left: At each of 
our weekly evening 
meetings we host a 

variety of speak
ers ranging from 

practicing lawyers, 
law school advisors, 

LSAT prep compa
nies, law professors 
and law students in 
order to help mem

bers make informed 
law school deci

sions and prepare 
for the application 

process. Bottom 
right: Director of 

Communications 
Vicky Cantu, Vice 
President Melanie 

Girald and President 
Cristi Guerra make 
crafts with patients 

at the Children's 
Hospital to fulfill their 

community service 
promise.

■ I

■■
Since 1997, we have strived to give pre-law students at the 
University of Houston the help and guidance needed to secure 
placement in their desired law school.

Our goal is to inform our members about the law school appli
cation process so that they can make a conscious and committed 
decision about a career in law.
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Left: The Delta 
Gamma ladies 
of the Gamma 
Sigma Chapter at 
The University of 
Houston took a trip 
to Hermann Park in 
April to visit and view 
the beautiful scenery 
Bottom left: 
On April 16, 2011 
Gamma Sigma par
ticipated in the Light
house of Houston's 
Annual beeping egg 
Easter Egg Hunt. 
Bottom right: Here 
are a few lovely Delta 
Gamma ladies hav
ing some fun at our 
recent philanthropy 
event, Dee Gees 
in the City Charity 
Fashion Show featur
ing Langford Market.

Adviser: Emily Cloninger

Description: Delta Gamma women’s fraternity fosters high ideals of 
friendship, promotes educational and cultural interests, creates a 
social responsibility and develops the finest qualities of character. 
Delta Gamma is for hope, for strength and for life.
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Left: NSBE Execu
tive Board. August 

2010. Pictured 
from l-r: Kristopher 

Dow, Electrical 
Engineering; Joshua 

Situka, Electrical 
Engineering; Chuka 

Onya, Mechincal 
Engineering Technol

ogy; Simon Reta, 
Electrical Engineer
ing; Travis Futcher, 

Civil Engineering;
Jessica Gray, 

Industrial Engineer
ing; Adora Eko, Bio

medical Engineering;
Anastasia Ozain- 

Poterie, Biomedical 
Engineering; Giang 
Tina Vo, Chemical 

Engineering; Christo
pher Smith, Mechan

ical Engineering;
Temitope Ajala, 

Chemical Engineer
ing; Olaide Quadry, 
industrial Engineer

ing; Oluwasegun 
Ade-Fosudo, Petro

leum Engineering; 
Gavin Guy, Electrical 

Engineering.

Bottom left: 
Regional Convention 

in New Orleans in 
November 2010

Bottom right: 
NSBE Canned Food 

Basketball Tourna
ment. Over 1000 

canned foods raised 
in November given 
to Heavenly Hands 

Pantry.
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Adviser: John Matthews

Description: National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) strives 
to increase the number of culturally responsible black engineers, 
who exceed academically, succeed professionally, and positively' 
impact the community.
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Left: Students 
editors, Jose Aguilar, 
Andrew Taylor, Cristi 
Guerra, Joshua Sie
gel, John Brannen, 
Christopher Losee 
Bottom left: Report
ers at the Student 
Publication banquet.

Bottom right: 
Student Publication 
Advisor Matt Dulin 
honors TDC editor in 
chief Jack Wehman.

The Daily Cougar is published Monday through Friday during the fall and spring semes
ters and once a week during the summer. In addition to the print edition, the paper pub
lishes online at thedailycougar.com. The paper is distributed to more than 60 high-traffic 
locations on campus by 9 a.m. each morning. The newspaper is mostly self-sustaining, 
drawing most of its budget from advertising revenue.
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The Residence Halls Association is a completely student run 
organization dedicated to ensuring that each resident has the best 
on campus living experience as possible through programming, 
outreach, and maintaining weekly office hours. RHA is comprised 
of an executive board, as well as Hall Representatives and a 
General Assembly. RHA provides a valuable resource for improv
ing the quality of residential life and constantly strives to make 
sure that the residential community is positive and beneficial to all 
residents.
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[DELTA ZETA]

Mission

DELTA
ZEtA-

As a values based sorority, Delta Zeta values many things, especially sisterhood, academ
ics and philanthropy. We consistently adhere to those values, making us a top sorority on 
campus.

Delta Zeta contributed to most philanthropy hours per person; the total amount in 
our spring semester was approximately 1,00 hours. We continued to raise that number 
throughout the years, as we love giving back to our community.

Our main philanthropy event, Gong Show, is hosted every fall, usually in October. This 
variety of show is the biggest Greek hosted event on campus and raises money for our na
tional philanthropy, hearing and speech. This past year we raised over five thousand dol
lars! Our local philanthropy is the Center for Hearing and Speech which we also volunteer 
at regularly.

As college woman, we also value academics and set high standards for grades, such 
as our mentor program for new members who are adjusting to the work load of college 
life. Additionally, we regularly participate in university events, such as Homecoming and 
Frontier Fiesta, to name a few. Three girls about are pictured on our homecoming 90's 
theme float, 2010 president Ashley Williams, 2011 president, Ana Velasquez and April 
Nelson. Of course Delta Zetas love to have fun with our sisters and fellow Greeks with nu
merous socials and mixers, making us truly well rounded women.
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Sigma Chi was founded on June 28, 1855 at Miami University in 
Oxford, Ohio. The Epsilon Xi chapter of Sigma Chi was established 
on May 5, 1956 at the University of Houston. It is a lifelong broth
erhood composed of individuals possessing different tempera
ments, talents and convictions. We share a commitment to find 
true friendship, equal justice and seek the gifts of higher learn
ing. Our pledge program is designed to aid young men in building 
character, developing leadership skills, and creating lifelong bonds 
with each other. Throughout the year, Sigma Chi hosts extravagant

events, such as Derby Days in the Spring and Fight Night in 
the Fall, from which we raise money to donate to the Children’s 
Miracle Network and other charitable institutions. Through blood 
drives, clothing drives and other volunteer activities, Sigma Chi 
strives to help better our community and provide assistance to 
those less fortunate. Sigma Chi is a great opportunity for members 
to grow as individuals and network with hundreds of thousands of 
brothers all over the world. It is a home for brothers and a nurtur
ing place for the leaders of tomorrow.
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[HOUSTONIAN]
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left to right: Reesha 
Brown, Eleana 
Flores, Mary Jean 
Curtis, Matt Dulin, 
Patricia Estrada and 
NEwton Liu.

STAFF
Editor in Chief- Patricia Estrada

Managing Editor/ Production- Eleana Flores

Sports Editor- Christopher Losee and Joshua Siegel

Photography Editor- Newton Liu

Features Editor- Travis Hensley

Advisor- Matt Dulin

The official University annual is produced by a student staff and 
is delivered in the fall of each year. The yearbook draws no stu
dent fee money and is completely supported by book sales and 
advertising. The book is printed by Taylor Publishing in Dallas. 
Yearbooks cost $45 and can be ordered when students sign up for 
classes through Peoplesoft.
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Squirrels on campus are so friendly, they have become the unofficial school mascot. Brianna Leigh Morrison
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One of the campus entrance, by Calhoun Rd and University Dr. that greets visitors and students. Nine Nguyen

VISITOR 
INFORMATION

? • 1
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PORTRAITS



Ajay Abraham
Senior

Ana Acevedo
Senior

Shalini Aggarwal
Junior

Jesse Aguilar
Senior

Olivia Aguilar
Senior

Mayra Aguillar

Erica Aguirre
Senior

Angela Alberty

Id
Scott Allen

Senior
Alejandra Almaguer Adrian Alvarez

Senior

Miguel A Andrade
Senior

Mauricio Antunez Nicholas Arend
Freshman

Christina Armstrong Juan Carlos Arreola
Senior

Adrian Amador

Elena Arriaga

Ashton Arsement Katie Assad
Senior

Jennifer Aviles Raul Banda Jr. Erin Beard Rhondia Beassie
Senior staff

Cassandra Bell
Junior

Jennifer Benavides Kendra Berglund
Senior

Gilberto Berrios Brandon Blair
Senior

Sebastian Blankson
Senior
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Lesly Bohuchot Erma Bonadero
FacultySenior

Christopher 
Bridgwater
Senior

Samuel Brown III

Alli Byler Lauri Byrne
Senior

Myrna Calderon Darlene Campos
Sophomore

Darren Brunson Jr. Julie Burrell
Senior

Mauricio Campos Jr. Alyssa Cannon

Mario Cantu Josiah Cantu Michael Canuz Roger Carter Rachael Casey
Law Student 3L

Juan Castaneda
Sophomore

Lexi Cava Here Melissa Cavazos

|<r-.

97
Amanda Caylor

Raj Chettri
Senior

Phillip Chong
Senior

Tiffany Clark

Shahzad Chagani
Senior

Julie Chao
Staff

Gerardo Chavez

Maegan Clemens
Junior

Benjamin Cohen- 
Kurzrock
Senior

Ashley Collins
Senior
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Andrew Conachey
Senior

Natashia Craft
Senior

Kimberly Cropper
Senior

Gabriela Davalos Landon Davis
Senior

Albert Diaz
Senior

Courtney Dowden Elizabeth Dowdy 
Senior

Nicollette Drabek

Liliana Cruz Mary Curtis Bianca Daniels
Junior

f >

Pam Divalerio Victoria Doehring
Senior

Mekiela Dorough
Senior

Genesis Draper
Staff

Judith Duarte Tien Duong
Senior

Esther Eburi
Senior

Patricia Estrada
Senior

Eno EtEfia
Sophomore

Sara Figueroa 
Senior

Olivia Flores Gail Fox
Senior

Dylan Furman Sobeyda Galeano 
Senior

Maria Figueroa Javier Flores

Leslie Gallaway Keitha Gallien
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Dante Garcia
Graduate student

Hector Garcia
Senior

Aurthur Garcia Briceida Garcia David Garcia Zayury Garcia

Joy Gargis
Senior

Joseph Garza
Senior

Santiago Garza 
Senior

Jackeline Gascon
Doctoral candidate

4

Victoria Gatlin
Graduate student

Kentra Gilbert
Senior

Melanie Girald
Senior

Kelly Goerlich
Senior

Kelly Goerlich Christine Gonzaga Andrea Gonzales
Senior

Desiree Gonzales

Kenia Gonzalez
Senior

Jessica Gonzalez Mario Gonzalez Raquel Gonzalez
Master’s student

Maribel Gordon Tammi Gorski

Daniela Granier Garrett Green
Senior

Reid Grobe Kelly Groce
Senior

4^, j

Katie Grothaus Katelyn Grubb
Senior
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Vishal Gulati
Freshman

Marco Gutierrez Vulate J. Hage
Master's student

Chad Haggard Marcella Hagger
Senior

George Hall
Graduate student

Melissa Hamilton Michelle Hammons Naomi Harris
Senior

Ashley Harvey
Senior

Sayed Hasan
Senior

Adnan Hassan
Senior

Brittany Headspeth 
Senior

Kimberly Heggie
Senior

< ■
■ .

Jonathan Henderson Roland Henshaw Erica Hernandez
Senior

Jose Hernandez
Senior

Cody Hicks Martha Hidalgo
Senior

Anjulee Hinojosa Elisa Ho
Senior Senior

Vinh Hoang
Sophomore

Creighton Holub
Senior

Latoyra Houston
Senior

Michael Howell
Junior

Kai-Li Hu
Senior

Ricardo Hernandez
Senior

Bao Ho

Le Huang
Senior
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Juan Ibarra
Senior

Mazen Ibrahim
Freshman

Amani Id-Deen Bilall
Freshman

Bejaye llegbodu
Senior

Joel llisevic
Senior

Norma Islam

Ashley Jackson
Freshman

Kaala Jacobs
Sophomore

Julia James Lisa Jammer Cameron Janacek Lance Jaramillo
Senior

DaVisha Johnson
Senior

Mary Johnson Michelle Johnson
Senior Senior

Tracy Jones Jasmine Joseph Louis Jullien Iv
Senior

Payton Kehn Valarie Kidder
Senior

Min Jung Kim
Graduate student

Ericka Jones
Senior

Shale Jones
Senior

Ashley Jones

Courtney Kaminski Krystle Karl Sulaimon Kazeem 
Senior

Aurora Krog
Senior

Jessica Kroll Jean-Fernand Krou
Doctoral candidate
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Shawn Kuehn
Senior

Francises
Kusi-Appiah
Master's student

Shawn Ladewig

fl
Morgan Lancaster Francis Landingin

Meagan Laqua
Senior

Jacqueline Lara
Senior

Lesley- Anne
Lastimoso
Senior

Sope Lawson
Master’s student

Kristin Laymon

Jair Leal Jessica Ledvina
Senior

Cheng-En Lee Janet Lee
Senior Senior

I

Joshua Lee
Senior

Pamella
Lantonkpode
Senior

Nga Le
Senior

Seolhee Lee
Senior

Allana Lev Ryan Lewis
Senior

Hobin Lim
Senior

Judy Lin Myrvle Lindberg III
Senior

Melanie Lira
Senior

Jia Liu
Graduate student

Meng Liu
Graduate student

Bryan Lopez
Senior

Ana Lopez Gabriela Lopez Andrea Love-Guillory
Senior
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Daniel Lozano
Senior

Carlos Lucero
Senior

Robert Lumpkins
Senior

11 V

v J
Phuong Ly
Senior

Meredith Lynch Kelly Mader
Senior

Vince Maida Habibah Maiga
Senior

Erika Lyles Meridith Lynch
Senior

Jessica Maldonado 
Senior

Bianca Maldonado

Eleazar Maldonado Jr. Ariel Aaron Mangila
Senior

Casey Markey
Senior

Dustin C. Martin
Senior

Melanie Martinez Antonia Martir-MejiaNora Martinez Toochukwu Mbah 
Senior

JEnnifer Martinez
Senior

Sidnei M McCarty
Senior

Jose Martinez
Senior

Kristine McCool
Senior

Erin McDaniel Ashley McDaniel Pamela McDonald
Senior

Susan McGregor
Senior

Kaye L McLaughlin Jared McNeel
Sophomore
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Sandra Medina

David Michalak

Kayla Moctezuma

Keeley Motion
Senior

Shahad Nawab
Senior

Rakel Melvin
Senior

Karla Mena Jorge Mendoza Rene Mendoza
Junior

Ingrid Menendez

Kendra Miller Leah Miller Patricia Miller Hannah Mitchell Hannah Mock
Sophomore

Melissa Montemayor Santiago Morales 
Senior

Matthew Morgan Joseph Morrison Yashar Moslehy
Doctoral candidate

Alex Munguia Blanca Muntemayor Gayla Myers Jamie Naugle Mark Navo
Senior

Lexter Negron
Senior

Tran Ngo 
Senior

Alan Nguyen
Senior

Jennifer Ngo Diem Nguyen
Senior
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Phu Nguyen
Senior

Vinh Nguyen
Senior

Ogechi Nnabuife
Senior

Deborah A Obilana
Senior

Jennifer Ogden Stephanie Onopa

Jason Orvalle Claudia Osorio
Junior

Rita Ogiegbe Owobu 
Senior

Linda PadronJenny Ozuna Jessica Papp

Javier Paredes
Senior

Rita Patel
Junior

Gaurav Patel
Senior

Hermengayda Patino
Senior

Chelsea Pearce Clarissa Perez
Senior

Jonathan Perez Krystal Perez

Anna Pomeroy John Poole
Senior

Shawn Portales
Senior

-

Wiliam Powers
Staff

Clarissa Payton
Senior

Johnny Paz
Senior

Carlos R Phillips II
Doctoral candidate

Michelle Polasek

Sonia S Prasala
Senior

Chad Pribyl
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Julieta Pruneda Olaide Quadry
Senior

Rina Quijano Tiffany Quinones
Senior

Germain Quintanilla Raul Ramos

Tiffany Randolph Griselda Rangel Wajahat Ali Ratnani 
Senior

Felisha Reese Allison Regan
Staff

Diana Reyes
Graduate student

Gerardo Reyna Danielle Rice Lauren Rich
Senior

Jesus RiVera
Senior

Vincent Rodriguez 
Senior

Noe Rodriguez III
Freshman

Megan Riley Priscilla Riojas
Junior

%

Maritsa Rivadeneyra
Senior

Miriam Romero
IF ■ -
Oseas Romero Stephania Royster

Nadia Rubio Lisajay Ruleford
Senior Jonathan RyanRoyd Russell 

Senior Zachary Sadler
Senior

Paul Russell Jr.
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Alexandria Salas
Senior

Charles Scott

El Emir Shehab
Graduate student

Syeda Sikandar 
Senior

Kyle Smith

Paola Salazar
Senior

Zainab Salim Michael Samson-
Metzger
Senior

Alexis Sanchez
Senior

Melissa Sanchez

Jennifer Sebeey
Senior

Christopher Sebesta Amanda Serna Ruba Shaikh
Senior

Laura Sharpless

Millie Shen Kevin Shih
Senior Senior

Anthony Sicignano Arianne Sierra
Junior

Zack Sigmund
Senior

Eveline Jesus Silva
Senior

Matthew Sinclair Jessica Skelton Bill Smalling
Master's student

Emily Smith

William Snider Stephanie Spinella Cody Spinks Michael Sprung
Senior

Dominque Spurlock 
Senior
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Natalie Steele Walter Steinke Joseph Stephan Daniel Stidham
Senior

Bruce Stowell Dong Ni Su

Mary Sun Sarayu Sundar
Freshman Senior

Samreen Syed
Senior

Kanat Takhanov
Junior

Carolyn Taylor
Senior

Marie Teames-Munoz
Senior

Katherine Teeters
Freshman

Sondra Tennessee
Staff

Jessica Thacker Amanda Van Tilborg Astan Toure
Senior

Oriana Towles

Charles Townsend Reisa Traboulay
Senior

Huy Tran
Senior

Ilia Travin Aaron Trevino
Senior

Margarita Trevino
Senior

Sara Trevino
Senior

Phiet Truong
Junior

Rachel Underwood Rhonda Vaca
Senior

Samantha Valadez Paula Van Vliet
Senior
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Joel Vasquez

Craig Vollert
Senior

Michael Weida
Senior

Tammy Willman

Kara Worley

Felipe Vasquez
Sophomore

Christina Veillon
Senior

David Velandia
Senior

Brenda Ventura Lizette Viescas

Ryan Vollert Anthony Vu
Senior

Jennifer Walden Lacresha Walker
Senior

Heather Watson

Justin Westburg Whitney White Alexander Williams
Senior

Rachel Williamson Deondrea Willis
Senior

Mellanee Wilson
Senior

Shannon Wilson Nikki Wise
Staff

Michael Woods Jamie Woody
Senior

Catherine Wright
Staff

Szuhan Wu
Senior

Wang Xinran Kevin W Young
Senior

Karen Young
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Joanne Yu
Senior

Stephen Zamora Alejandro Zelaya
Senior

Lei Zhang
Graduate student

Nicole Zimmerman

Members of the Spirit of Houston Marching Band got creative with their foam Cougar paws at the Homecoming game. Clarissa Arispe
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£

FORGE AHEAD
Overcome any setback with comprehensive injury treatment.
When you're sidelined with an injury, all you can think about is reclaiming your 
game. We're here to help you reclaim it. Within our state-of-the-art facility, you'll 
find leading sports medicine-trained orthopedic surgeons and other specialists, 
as well as physical therapists. These affiliated experts work closely with every level 
of athlete to develop individualized and comprehensive treatment programs - from 
injury prevention and evaluation to orthopedic surgery and post-injury rehabilitation. 
Because at the Ironman Sports Medicine Institute at Memorial Hermann, we're 
dedicated to getting the dedicated back where they belong.

For more information or to schedule an appointment, 
call 713.704.2200.

X Follow us on Facebook for updates.

Sports Medicine Institute
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TOYOTA WORID
www.FRtDHAASTOYOTA.coin
866.MY.TOYOTA (698-6968)

WHEN YOU BUY FROM FRED HAAS WE'Ll MAKE IT THE BEST CAR BUYING EXPERIENCE YOU’VE EVER HAD...WE GUARANTEE IT!

take advantage of
$1000 COLLEGE GRAD REDATE

PLUS ADDITIONAL FRED HAAS SAVINGS ON NEW TOYOTAS

royota
www.FREDHAASTOYOTACOUNTRY.coni

Congratulations to the Graduating Class of 2011.
May the Lord bless all your endeavors.

From the Advanced Pharma Family to yours.

w AdvancedPharma
Advanced Pharma, Inc.

9265 Kirby Dr.
Houston, TX 77054
Tel: 713.794.0404
Fax: 713.794.0707

www.advancedpharma.com
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CONGRATULATIONS 
to the University of Houston 

Class of 2011
Best wishes to the graduates of 

Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel 
& Restaurant Management

At U.S. Foodservice we strive to be 
more than just an excellent supplier 

to your operation.

nnnnini* । p«twr b»voodth«p<»t».’

HOUSTON

We are “Your Partner Beyond the Plate”

www.DeanDrapcr.com

Insuring

/J

Personal Insurance
Homeowners
Automobile
Personal Umbrella
Individual Life & Health
Disability Income

Bonds
Payment & Performance Bonds
Surety Bonds
Fidelity & Pension Fund Bonds

Life, Group & 
Employee Benefits

Health, Life, Disability 
Key-Employer Coverage 
Executive Compensation 
Buy-Sell Funding 
Pension & Profit Sharing

Dean & Draper
K 713.527.0444 • 888.266.2680 
t 3131 West Alabama, 4th floor
Trusted Houston, TX 77098 
Choice Fax: 713.527.0457

Dean Draoer Nationally
Insurance AgencyFlp One of the Top 100 

!he (growth of Texas independent Agencies
Dean & Draper is your Trusted Choice Agency for personal and 
commercial insurance, risk management, and employee benefit 
solutions. We represent over 200 insurance companies, enabling 
us to negotiate the best terms and coverage for our clients.

Business Insurance
Automobile
Inland Marine
Worker's Comp
General Liability
Property
Director's Liability
Officer's Liability
Umbrella Liability
Occupational Accident

Bob Dean & J. Mace Meeks

CEO Bob Dean 
U of H Alumnist 
Class of 1968
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Union.—*^sS 
i«I PLUMBERS LOCAL UNION NO. 68

www.plu68.com

WE SUPPORT THE COUGAR
GRADUATES, FACULITY AND ALUMNI

Serving these metropolitan areas and their surrounding counties:
HOUSTON * GALVESTON * CONROE 

BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION * BEAUMONT * VICTORIA

Calvin B. Speight - Business Manager Michael E. Cramer - Financial Secretary-Treasurer

“PROTECTING THE HEALTH OF THE NATION FOR 119 YEARS”
opelu #129 

alLcio

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
LOCAL UNION 716 
HOLSTON, TEXAS

THE OFFICERS AND MEMBERS SALUTE

•St.
THE GRADEATES, FACELTY, 

STAFF, AU HM AND FRIENDS 
OF THE ENIVERSITY OF HOESTON

1475 NORTH LOOP WEST 
HOLSTON, TEXAS 77008 

713.869.8000

★ QLAL1TY CRAFTSMANSHIP
★ CONTINUING EDUCATION
★ DRUG FREE WORKFORCE
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American Surgical Assistants, Inc.
A subsidiary of ASH. Inc.

10039 Bissonnet, Suite 250
Houston, Texas 77036-7852
Tel: (713) 779-9800
Fax: (713) 779-9862

http://www.asainc.us
Email: info@asainc.us

"Providing surgical assistant services to surgeons and healthcare 
facilities around the clock for more than twenty years ”

iJllilllllllllllBlll

^Employment Opportunities with a Great Benefits Package* 
^Independent Contractor Status Available* 
*In-House Billing and Collection Services*

*Bonuses and Incentives*

Our company provides right of way vegetation management and emergency restoration services 
for investor owned electric utilities, electric membership corporations and municipalities.

"We have earned the Joint Commission's Gold Seal of Approval™ "

(Best ‘Wishes to the graduating Seniors'.
4831 Old Galveston Rd. 

Houston, TX 77017
713-644-8808

Fax: 713-644-8812 
www.abctree.com
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EANS

EGINNING
EW ONE.

Hilton
HILTON WORLDWIDE

WITH
ENERGY

©2011 CenterPoint Energy 111632

HILTON HHONORS™ CONG 
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON':

CAREER
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INEOS Olefins & Polymers USA

Congratulations Seniors 2011!

INEOS Olefins & Polymers USA is currently hiring 2011 grads for accounting, 
engineering and other technical services.

For more information about INEOS go to: http://www.ineos-op.com/

IVe are proud to be an EEO/AA employer M/F/D/V. We maintain a drug-free workplace and 
perform pre-employment substance abuse testing.

You’re heading out on a new 
adventure, start out with a place 
that has:

• Great Rates

• Multiple Account Options
and

• Convenient Mobile Services

Come check us out, we want to 
be there for you.

jAk Prime Way'
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Our prime interest is yOU

Visit us at primewayfcu.com

I

Troy Barbell has been'the fitness industries^premier|f^ee 
-weight-provider for over 25 years.

• —zAk ■ i'-Locally owned, internationally recognized.••
Comefjointoffiteam and be part of our success!Jil'fll \ II' 1Check out our awand winning weights in action inside the 

| Ujof H R’ecreaton Center. 1

J 5 u,. . . ’ T'"
t SGive your care^erlalltfte

Currently acicepting resumeatolyTig following: « i .
. J ®

Troy Barbell'& Fitness 
10600 Shadowwood Dr. Suite 301

Houston, Texas 77043 J 
(800) 872-7767 

www troybarbell.com

Inside Sales Repr.ee
■Executive As^stantW.

International Purct~ias?mg,Acifent 
CRM Coordinatoli

35

uofhhoustonian@usasportsinc.com 
_____________________________
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Proud home to many 
University of Houston 

Graduates

Leading global provider of SpeCtraSenSOfS” 
TDL analytical instruments for 
moisture and other trace measurements

WARNING

POPSK

SpectraSensors, Inc.
Tel: 713.300.2700
www.spectrasensors.com
marketing@spectrasensors.com

Congratulations 
Graduating Seniors!

Learn more about career 
opportunities at www.fwc.com

www.KeystoneConcrete.coni

Building Your Vision

South Texas Houston Central Texas
210-651-4055 713-983-8002 512-931-3033

MATTRESSFIRMZq
Save Money. Sleep Happy.

Best Wishes to the 
Graduating Class.

HIb nh Em J|
mattressfirm.com
f facebook.com/MattressFirm twitter.com/EZDreamer
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Lance Murphy

5238 Brittmoore Road 
Houston, Texas 77041

Phone: (713) 856-875?
Fax: (713) 856-8186
Cell: (281) 831-9325

I'AiNiine . WAi,i,eevr.»iN« .suciai coatings

Efax: (281) 606-1081
Email: lance@lmipaint.com

Congratulations 
Class of 2011!

Home and business moving services • 
Local, Statewide and Interstate

• Trained Movers in Uniform 
• Boxes & Packing Supplies 
* Packing and Unpacking Services
• Furniture Stretch Wrapping
« Fully Insured & Bonded

TWO MEN AND A TRUCK.
“Movers Who Core.'

Visit our Web site at www.twomenandatruck.com.

17400 NW Freeway. Houston, Texas 77040 
713-278-1112

Each fionchn* wid»p»nd*ntlq owned ond operated DOCftTdlftAA

AirTech

Best Wishes 

in 2011
AirTech Spray Systems, Inc.

4303 Pinemont Dr. 
Houston, TX 77018 
Ph: (713) 681-0013 
Fx:(713) 681-7222

Congratulation/ 
to the Graduate/!

RG0NAUT

12012 Wickchester LN 
Houston, Texas 77079 

281.597.9200 
Fax: 281.920.6389
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OFFICE FURNITURE AND SERVICES

CRG
. . . Expect More

7108 OLD KATY ROAD. SUITE 150. HOUSTON, TX. 
7 7 0 24

713.803.0100
www.crgoffice.com

Allsteel
Deiignod mj wodc Built to l**t.

CORPORATION

Delivering quality aviation 
solutions worldwide

18000 Groschke Road, Hangar G12 
West Houston Airport 

Houston, TX 77084 USA

Phone: (281) 829 - 1050 Toll-free: (877) 829 -1080 
Fax: (281) 829 -1043

www.aopcorp.aero * info@aopcorp.aero

May God Bless the road you travel.

DO-NUTS

5200 N Main Street 
Houston, TX 77009 

Phone: 713-869-4636 
Fax: 713-863-9623 

www.shipleydonuts.ws

12337 Jones Road
Suite 114 

Houston, Texas 
281-897-9716

DrytruU & Paint. Inc. 
Houston, Texas

Specializing in fast track construction projects 
from coast to coast since 1993.

Cong/ialu^ahong 
to tke 

QnaduattiAg Senloitsl

Making Life Delicious Since 1936

Destin
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Gulf Coast Waste Disposal Authority

Protecting the waters of the state of Texas 
through regional waste management practices 

which are environmentally sound and 
economically feasible.

Best Wishes to the
Class of 2011!

Gulf Coast Waste Disposal Authority 
910 Bay Area Blvd. 
Houston, TX 77058 

281-488-4115 
Fax: 281-488-3331 
www.gcwda.com

\DVAMAC,E
SURGICAL 
PARTNERS*

At ASP, we develop creative 
strategies to meet your specific 
needs. Don’t accept someone else’s 
“off-the-shelf” gameplan.

• Development, Implementation, & Management
• Billing & Collections
• DeNovos, Turn-Arounds, & Acquisitions

Advantage Surgical Partners has a seasoned 
team of industry experts specifically focused on 
your Surgery Center /Specialty Hospital with the 
ability to MAXIMIZE your potential and 
profitability.

WE ARE HONORED TO WORK WITH DEAN EARL L. SMITH III, O.D., PhD., 
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON HEALTH 

AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES CENTER & VISION CENTER.

13114 FM 1960 West, Suite 118, Houston, Texas 77065 
Phone: 713-554-7500 Fax: 713-554-7510

www.advantagesurgicalpartners.com

ffGAUMER 
J PROCESS
Serving Power Generation and Oil & Gas Industries since 1962

Gaumer Process is an industry leader in 
electric process heaters and engineered 

systems since 1962.

Proud Supporter of 
University of Houston!

Gaumer Process 
13616 Hempstead Rd. 
Houston, TX 77040 

713-460-5200 
Fax: 713.460.1444 
www.gaumer.com

energy
Atmos Energy Marketing

Gas Gathering, Transportation, and Marketing

Congratulations to the Graduates of the 
University of Houston

Randy Randel, Class of ‘72 
Terri Rozell, Class of ‘86 

Tony DeLaFuente, Class of ‘86 
Brett Jamail, Class of ‘89 

Veronica Rodriquez, Class of ‘93 
Jim Little, Class of ‘94

Carolyn White, Class of ‘98 
Cathy Tran, Class of ‘87 

Tavares Johnson, Class of ‘04 
Josh McClintook, Class of ‘07 
Crystal Crutcher, Class of ‘ 10
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e^rement Plans

ess ^surance

Insurance

As one of the largest independent insurance and financial service brokers in Texas, we combine the 
strength of a national company with the personal service of a local firm.

♦
 Madison Benefits Group, Inc. fyj) A Higginbotham Company

Benefits, Co-Sourcing, Retirement

5151 San Felipe, 17th Floor, Houston, TX 77056 ■ Tel: 713-693-1650 • Fax: 713-626-1104 • www.madisonbenefits.net

urce,
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BELMONT

SENIOR LIVING

www.behnontvillage.com

V e proudly salute the University of Houston 

and the Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel 

and Restaurant 

Management for 

support of our research 

efforts during the 

development 

of Belmont Village’s 

industry-leading senior 

dining program, Josephine’s Kitchen.

Drive out a new car with a rate 

as low as 2 • 1 4 ° APR*

FIRST
COMMUNITY

CREDIT UNION *

£
Coll us 

281.856.5300

m 

flK=3

Click to 
FCCU.org

• • • 
W!
Stop by 

ony Branch

r ncua n

Federally insured by NCUA

’APR Annual Percentage Rate. Lowest Rate quoted includes discounts.
Certain credit criteria applies. Payment example; 60 months @ 2.14% APR 
nK>nthly payment of $ 18.71 per S1,000 borrowed with payment protection.

ryogenic esselAlternatives
Meeting Your Specialized Needs

The World’s Largest 
Manufacturer of 
Cryogenic 
Transportation Equipment

Trailers 
Truck Mont Tanks 

ISO/IMO Containers 
Off-Shore Vessels 

Skid Mount Vessels 
Bulk Storage Tanks 

On-The-Road Vacuum Repair 
Services to you!

World Head Quarters - Mont Belvieu, TX (Houston) 
Manufacturing^ Repair Facilities in 

USA • Canada • China • Turkey 
Phone: (281) 385-1204 • Fax: (281) 385-1209

Over 1000 vessels on 
the road since 20011

AU

www.cvatank :

afton pump/, inc.

Email: sales@aftonpumps.com

Phone: 713-923-9731
Houston, Texas 77011
Houston, Texas 77261

Fax: 713-923-3902
7335 Ave. N
P.O.Box 9426

Supports 
University of Houston Athletics

Michael L. Derr
David A. Derr

Tony R. Bruno - Class of ‘39
Cindy Brown Dragoo - Class of‘69
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REPUBLIC
SERVICES, INC.

Career Opportunities
Join the team driven by excellence.

• Internship Program

• Sales Representatives

For more information about current career opportunities with 
Republic Services companies, visit www.republicservices.com. 
www.careerbuilder.com

TredCyn Nut Company
9350 Westpark Drive 

www.frecKyn. com

Serving Houston 40 years!
Betty & Pat Delmore 

University of Houston 76

AT/ Null-Lairson. P.C. /A Z-kffraiRED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

is jrroucf to honor 'University of Mauston 
ancCour aCumni

Barbara Bob
Stacy White
Helen Duval
Daniel Newcomb
Javed Soomar 
Ruben Almanza 
Johanna Eschberger

Michelle Bielicki
Sara Carter 

Dannielle Jackson 
Daniel Osborne

Brian Sims
Lupe Garcia 
Cody Rabb

Elizabeth Iles 
Laura Lynch 

Christina Oliver 
Leslie Wilks 

Angela Philmon 
Jim Williams 

Dan Hernandez
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PAPER PEOPLE

Best Wishes Class of 2011
Clam pitt is here to help in all your paper needs

Houston’s Digital Source

New & Used Photographic Equipment 
Buy • Sell • Trade

713.789.6901 www.hcehouston.com

CAMm

MAMS
'^^^^^>WAREH0USE & DELIVERY

SERVING TEXAS & THE NATION SINCE 1976

3701 YALE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77018-6563 TEL. 713-699-3515
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, . Way to go
Congratulations 2011

Graduates! Ofy
Gallagher!

P.O. Box 41105 (713) 681-1514
Houston. TX 77241 wu'w.camdeninc.com (713)681-1534

THREE L
FOILS, LUBRICANTS L CUTTING FLUIDS

12235 ROBIN BLVD.
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77045 

PH 713-434-7600 
FX 713-434-8626 

www.threelinc.com
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(0rur.y Hotels.

We offer a distinct difference!
We are family owned and 

operated and are a growing 
company with an established 

track record of promoting from 
within.

Internships I Entry Level / Management Positions 
Full Benefits / Training I Competitive Salaries 

FOCUSING ON MANAGEMENT CANDIDATES 
WILLING TO TRAVEL OR RELOCATE

Now accepting applications
thiu-ycai eeis.com

Equal Opportunity Employer 
Drug Free Workplace
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With more than 60 years of experience and offices 
nationwide, Faithful+Gould delivers expert construction, 

program, cost and project management services. For more 
information, please email us at info@fgould.com.

FGDULD.COM/NORTH-AMERICA i 1 .866.828.S467

A-Rocket Moving & Storage -.
713-748-6024 i'i

1-888-947-7626

Greater Houston Lizette Fernandez Class of 2010

Convention and Cahal Mowery Class of 2010

Jenny Pisio Class of 2009
Visitors Bureau Jose Elizalde Class of 2008

honors their Laura Garcia Class of 2008

U of H Alumni Hai Pham Class of 2006
Karen Williams Class of 2000

Jorge Franz Class of 1995
Karen Schisser Class of 1985
Sara McPhillips Class of 1980

HOUSTON Diane Martin Class of 1976

VisitHouston.com Regina Drake Class of 1972

. A-Rocket Moving & Storage has been serving the Houston, 
Texas since 1959. We specialize in both commercial and 

atp, . residential moving, workstation installation, planning and 
consultation to warehousing, and our staff offers quality and

J reliable services you can count on. In addition, our friendly 
Hand professional staff is here to answer any questions you 

may have about our company or our services.

3401 Corder Street
Houston, Texas 77021

■
sgj www.arocket.com
i’-1 _■

We are conveniently located near Houston Downtown, 
BL Texas Medical Center, Interstate 610, South

Freeway 288, U.S. Route 59, Interstate 45

S ni‘
SHABANA
MOTORS.COM

Sedates t^e 2011

t&e 'llvtiu&iMy

9811 Southwest Frwy. • Houston, Texas 77074

Office: 713-270-9005
Fax:713-270-1125

Visit our website at www.shabanamotors.com
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Ferrari

Ferrari
OF HOUSTON

6100 Southwest Freeway • Houston, Texas 77057 
Tel. (713) 772-3868 • Fax (713) 772-1472 
www.ferrariofhouston.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO 
THE GRADUATING CLASS

FROM 
THE OMNI HOUSTON HOTEL 

713-871-8181 
717-624-4843

souTHwaste
America’s Leading Wastewater Management Company 

713-413-9400
Visit us online at www.southwaste.com

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
ELECTRICAL • INSTRUMENT • COMBUSTION 

www.indeco-tx.com

EUGENE ARP (CEO) ‘67 
CAROLE COOK (CFO) ‘83 

LEE TRACY (SALES ENGINEER) ‘88

6039 SOUTH LOOP EAST 
HOUSTON, TX 77033

713-928-3181
Sales@indeco-tx.com

oriental Kugs

9 from our Loom to your home™

Abrahams
Est. 1974

Samuel Abraham 
The Decorative Center of Houston 

5120 Woodway, Showroom No. 180 • Houston, Texas 77056 • (713) 622-4444 
Fax: (713) 622-8928

5002 Westheimer @ Post Oak Blvd. • Houston, Texas 77056 • (713) 963-0980 
9595 Six Pines Dr. • The Woodlands, TX 77380 • (281) 292-2338

E-mail: mail@abrahamsrugs.com • Website: www.abrahamsrugs.com

‘WE CARE”

MAX MOVERS
DIANE L. MELIA

OFF. 713-680-8700
1205 N. POST OAK RD. FAX 713-688-4440
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77055 WWW.MAXMOVERS.COM

I
CONGRATULATIONS & BEST WISHES! I

JONMAR ELECTRIC
7700 Renwick, Suite 6-A

Houston, TX 77081
(713) 668-1559

I

Tubing . Casing . Drill Pipe 
Couplings • Pup Joints 

8526 Green River 
Houston, TX 77028

713-631-0071 s'30053
www.teastubular.com 7-0321

2055 Silber Road, Suite 100
|\/| y Houston, Texas 77055
IVIdZ-Ud 713-956-0098 Ph
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

713-956-7044 Fax
James H. Metzger, P.E.
President

j metzger© metzgerconst .com
www.metzgerconstruction .com

Member

FDIC

Community Banking
Southwestern National Bank 
6901 Corporate Dr. 
Houston, Texas 77036

Tel: 713-771-9700
Fax: 713-771-9701
www.swTibk.com

ALPA Precision Machine Works, Inc. 
1819 Antoine Dr. 

Houston, TX 77055 
713-680-8556

LANGWOOD LUMBER CO., INC.

• Lumber
• Hardware
• Suspended Ceiling Systems
• Screws & Fasteners

• Paint
• Drywall Tools & Supplies
• Metal Stud & Tac
• Power Tools & Accessories

Gilbert Mitschke • Donna Mitschke
3330 Lang Road • Houston, TX 77092 • (713) 462-6461
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Riverside 
I General 
> Hospital

CongratuCations to the 
2011 graduates of the 
University of Houston

For career opportunities, please send 
resume to tarmstead@rghospital.org

Riverside General Hospital 
3204 Ennis Street 

Houston, TX 77004 
713-526-2441 

Fax:713-526-3554 
www.riversidegeneralhospital.org

SCF Partners
A STRATEGK- PARTNER TO THE ENERGY SERVICES INDUSTRY SINCE I9RV

Salutes the University of Houston 
and its Graduating Class!

6600 CHASE TOWER HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002-3007 
(713) 227-7888 FAX: (713) 227-7850

CLEANERS
Our Quality is the Difference 

Congratulations to the graduates 
of the University of Jdouston!

5535 Memorial Dr.
Houston, TX 77007-8023

713.457.8500
www.riveroakscleaners.com

Recognized as one of Houston's fastest growing companies, 
EMS USA is continually searching for highly motivated individuals 

to join our energetic Pipeline Operations and Maintenance team.

To learn more about the Pipeline O&M services EMS USA provides, and 

job opportunities available visit: www.emsglobal.net or find us on Facebook.

www.emsglobal.com I r|i|£l£E9B
1800 7903758 LlEHESl

BEST IN CLASS
University of Houston 

and Green Bank

Two Houston-based institutions 
inspiring growth and change 

for Houstonians.

GREEN BANK
BANK SUSTAINABLY

www.greenbank.com

MEMBER FDIC GREEN BARK. N.A. EQUAL HOUSING LENDER t=I
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t
efficiency reliability delivery

Congratulations 2011 Graduates

At a time when oil reservoirs are becoming harder to find, PGS delivers the 
industry-leading marine acquisition and data processing solutions our clients 
need.

We set the standard for industry service, with our unique people-oriented 
approach. We are committed to helping our clients reach their business goals. 
At PGS, we are their partners in technology, quality, and reliability.

We offer competitive benefits, technical and commercial training, as well as 
challenging careers and development opportunities worldwide.

For current opportunities and to apply visit www.pgs.com/careers.

A Clearer Image
www.pgs.com
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GRADUATE JOB OPPORTUNITIES!

Kaplan Management Co., Inc. is a 38-year Houston based company 

specializing in development, acquisition, and management of multi

family apartment communities. The Company portfolio includes assets 

in Houston, Dallas, Austin, Phoenix, Mesa, and Las Vegas. Our corporate 

office is currently seeking graduates for available positions in business 

development, marketing, management, and accounting.

We pay above industry salaries and bonuses, provide full benefits package 

inclusive of 401 (k), medical, dental, vacation, and sick, and will mentor 

new-hires into the specifics of the position awarded. We eagerly seek 

young talent interested in long-term employment. Please send your 

resume to Resumes@kapcorp.com.
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amec''paragon
We have competitive salary and benefits packages, high 
standards of corporate citizenship and business ethics, 
and a friendly, team-oriented work environment.

AMEC (LSE: AMEC) is a focused supplier of high-value 
consultancy, engineering and project management services to 
the world's energy, power and process industries. With annual 
revenues of over £2.6 billion ($4 billion US), AMEC designs, 
delivers and maintains strategic and complex assets for its 
customers. AMEC's Natural Resources, Power and Process 
and Earth and Environmental businesses employ over 21,000 
people in more than 30 countries globally.

AMEC Paragon, the Houston oil and gas hub for 
international engineering and project management 
company AMEC, specializes in development of 
environmentally sound and operationally safe oil, 
gas, and alternative fuels facilities and pipelines - 
onshore and offshore, worldwide.

We hire highly motivated people who are looking for 
rewarding careers in the following areas:

Project Management
Engineering
Safety and Environmental Consulting 
2D and 3D Design/Drafting 
Scheduling and Cost Estimating 
Materials Management

AMEC Paragon provides project management, engineering, 
design/drafting, procurement, logistics, inspection, and 
construction management services to the global energy 
industry. The company employs 600 in Houston.

Advancement opportunities abound, and short- and long-term 
overseas assignments are available through UK-based parent 
company AMEC.

www.amec.com
AMEC Paragon is committed to the principle of equal opportunity in employment.

Join the Experts 
In Safe, Sustainable 
Energy Solutions

HOUSTON ENERGY, L P.
Economically Finding Oil & Gas Reserves for its Partners 

Gulf of Mexico • Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coasts • Permian Basin

HOUSTON ENERGY

1415 Louisiana, Suite 2400, Houston, Texas 77002 
713-650-8008 houstonenergyinc.com

crta
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GUARANTEED* CREDIT APPROVAL
FOR ALL NEW GRADUATES
... Special Pricing for New Grads!

Grades are for students
NOT DRIVERS
ONLY MCDAVID HONDA HOUSTON 
OFFERS YOU THIS OPPORTUNITY!

Civic Coupe

Accord Coupe

Element

www.mcdavid.com
‘With a Bachelor's Degree and no derogatory credit. Odyssey

Accord CrOSStOUr

Civic Sedan

Fit

Pilot

Accord Sedan

CR-V

Insight

Ssiql

11200 Gulf Freeway, Houston TX 77034
www.mcdavidhonda.com • 1-888-848-9175

Downtown 
Houston. «■ McDavid honda

Ridgeline

DRILLING AND COMPLETION SOLUTIONS

HANGERS • PACKERS • SAFETY VALVES 

WINDOW CUTTING PRODUCTS

TIW CORPORATION
A PEARCE INDUSTRIES COMPANY

Tel: 713/729-2110
Fax: 713/728-4767
www.tiwtools.com

Serving the Oil & Gas Industry since 1917
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BIG*TEX ■
AIR CONDITIONING LP tex

713-631-7738

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION '
ALL MAKES AND MODELS

SERVICING GREATER HOUSTON SINCE 1948

Big Tex Air Conditioning LP 
Phone:713-631-7738 

1-800-580-1000 
Fax:713-631-7527

HARRY H. CULLEN INVESTMENTS 
INDEPENDENT OIL OPERATOR

601 JEFFERSON AVENUE 
SUITE 4000 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
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For over 45 years, Encon Safety Products, Inc. has 
been a leader in emergency safety and personal 
protection products. Encon® has built a solid 
foundation in product innovation, design, and 
service to manufacturers worldwide. Our advance 
level of design sets us apart from all competitors, 
but the key to our success is our people.

Are you reaching for excellence? Do you 
want to play an important role in protecting 
workers from hazards or perhaps designing 
safety equipment that will save lives? If so, 
come join our Team! Send inquiries to:

Encon*
SAFETY PRODUCTS

Office Manager
6825 W. Sam Houston Pkwy., N. 

Houston, TX 77041 
www.enconsafety.com

I 3

premtini) drunk dri
Inc.

RESPECT live^
RESPONSIBLY

James got

home safely, too.Get home safely and help your friends and

„,cc । WEEK . home SAFE Efts 
s Megan s turn.
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Enhanced visibility on theTexas coast.

Barbours Cut

When you partner with Gulf Winds, you'll benefit from our 
industry-leading container drayage, transloading, warehousing, local and 

long-haul transportation and customs examination services.

The International Logistics Specialists

411 Brisbane Houston, Texas 77061 
866.238.4909 toll free | www.gwii.com Gulf Winds

--u •I

I ,i . T^Ti g

■

Houston’s Galleria Hotel of Choice
InterConhnental Houston is proud to support current and'former students of the Universip' of Houston

Contemporary Flair In Uptown Houston

Standing at the gateway to one of the world’s great urban centers, 
InterContinental Houston is just a block from the Galleria and minutes from 
the University of Houston, the Museum District, the Theater District and 
historic Hermann Park. Favored for both business and pleasure, the hotel 

blends cosmopolitan style with decidedly Texas hospitality.

There’s ahvays something special happening at InterContinental Houston.

0 INTERCONTINENTAL
HOUSTON

713.627.7600

I nt erCont inenta L er>m/ Hous t< >n
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Index
A
Abdelrazek, Ayman 94
Ade-Fosudo, Oluwasegun 200
Advincula, Rigoberto 36
Agi, Anthony 55
Aguilar, Jose 201
AIESEC Houston 172
Ajala, Temitope 200
Ajina, Malak 81
Albarado, Tyler 175
Alherz, Ruqia 81
ALPHA PSI LAMBDA 181
Alvey, Molly 128
Ambrose, Varun 27
American Advertising Federation 186
American Marketing Association 188
Anderson, Holly 132, 133
Antel, John 38
Appling, Landon 131
ARMY ROTO 178
Arner, Cassie 39

B
Barta, Walter 50 
baseball 131 
basketBALL 121
Bayona, Adriana 197
Beall, Bryce 115
Bolton, Grecia 134
Bonnin, Richard 55
Bott, Simon 154
Bourgeois, Donna 132, 133
Brady, Valentina 175
Brannen, John 201
Bravman, Adam 194
Bray, Wesley 134
Brazil, Stesha 132
Brignac, Lizzy 73
Broadway, Terrance 27, 115
Brooks, Amber 129
Brown, Adam 118
Brown, Reesha 205
Buchanan, Todd 121

Bullock, Leon 135
BurgerFest 100
Burrell, Leroy 134
Bush, Susan 127
Bustament, Eric 58
Byrne, Lauri 127

c
Caballero, Alejandro 175
Campbell, Grover 45
Cantu, Vicky 198
Carlucci, Carl 45
Carrier, Tyrone 116
Carter, Chris 135
Chang, Bonnie 172
Charuk, Lucy 129
Chawla, Tushar 52 
cheerleaders 141
Chinese Student Association 190
Chi Omega 197
Chirzinos, Alonso 187
Cirino, Fabi 127
Cokinos, M.P. 130
Colbert, Nathan 194
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sc 

ences 86
Contrera, Juan 148
Cook, Kylie 127
Cormier, Kayla 75
Cougar Concepts 63
Council of Ethnic Organizations 59
Crabtree, Amanda 132 
crosscountry 139
Cubas, Jorge 50
Curtis, Mary Jean 205

D
Delaney, Lamar 134
Delta Gamma 199
delta sigma theta 185
delta zeta 203
Diaz, Ruben 188
Discovery, space shuttle 42
Dismuke, Jonathan 138
Douadi, Daniel 194
Dow, Kristopher 200
Droemer, Jesse 138
Duarte, Nicole 127
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Ducommun, Kathryn 139
Dulin, Matt 201, 205
Dusenbury, Will 138

E
Eddy, Clinton 124
Eko, Adora 200
Ellis, Joshua 162
Elsner, AJ 187
Estrada, Paola 194
Estrada, Patricia 205

F
Farber, Ed 194
FIESTA, FRONTIER 179
Figueiredo, Jane 122
Final Four 98
Fire, Kathy 46
Flanagan, ryn 138
Flato, Malou 55
Fleischer, Micky 50
Fletcher, Erica 152
Flores, Eleana 205
Flores, Margarita 100
Floyd, Kalyn 134
FOOTBALL 115
Fox, Vicente 53
Franceshi, Jose Baez 49
Frontier Fiesta 62, 96
Fuentes, Amaris 170
Futcher, Travis 200

G
Gaber, Reina 132
Galuska, Mckenna 187
Garcia, Starla 139
Garner, Billy 102
Gary, Lindsay 174
Gaviola, Kate 160
Gerbracht, Sydney 132
Gill, Brandalyn 87
Girald, Melanie 198
Gogets, Jared 179 
gOLF 138
Gomez, Stephanie 67
Gonzalez, Maria 41
Goodwin, Daniel 46



Gracey, Austin 130
Graduate Indian Student Organization 

183
Gray, Jessica 200
Green, Michael 194
Green, Tijuhna 174
Gregson, Melissa 132
Gryzmala, Stephanie 170
Guerra, Cristi 198, 201
Guy, Gavin 200

H
Hajari, Krupa 187
Hallal, Hamza 187
Hammack, Taylor 131
Harris, Alandise 119
Harris, Whitney 134
Hayes, Michael 115
Haywood, Cecilee 67
Hebert, Geoff 52
Hidalgo, Javier 24
Hintnaus, Sage 134
Holi 110
Homecoming 90
Hopkins, Sam “Lightnin”’ 32
HORTICULTURE 180
HOUSTON HILLEL 194
houstonian 205
Hussaini, Asma 172

Ibarra, Maggie 187
llegbodu, Bejaye 100
Irvin, David 29

J
Jacobi, Judith 170
Jansson, Erika 47
Jasso, Lisseth 178
Jensen, Chase 131
Jesus Christ Praise and Worship Minis

tries 173
Jimenez, Julian 86
Johnson, Kierre 116
Johnson, Ryan 86
Jones, Ashleigh 133
Joseph, Marc Bamuthi 88

K
Kazimieruk, Maja 137
Keenum, Case 27, 115, 146
Kelso, Blake 131
Khanal, nup 187
Khator, Renu 35, 44, 84, 92
Kim, Sean 187
King, Aneice 24
King, Karley 134, 135
Kit, Anna 170
Kizer, Mariah 67
Klinkert, Jennifer 132
Koski, Cami 127
Krustchinsky, Lori 170
Kweli, Talib 88

L
Landry, Porsche 121
Lange, Wayne 178
Lang, Thomas 134
La Table Frangaise 175
Lathan, Brooke 132, 133
Laykin, Lowry 122
Lee, James 41
Leon, Omar 170
Levine, Becca 194
Levy, Patrick 79
Lewis, Jordan 90, 131
LGBT ADVOCATES 196
Lindley, Kelly 132
Liu, Newton 205
Lo, Allen 50
Lonnegren, Julia 122
Lopez, Chris 95
Losee, Christopher 201
Lozano, Paul 47
Lubchenko, Vassiliy 36
Lundgren, Jessica 106

M
Mai, Nha 187
Mann, Rachel 73
March for Babies 106
marching band 140
Marin, Annie 187
Markovich, Thomas 36
Marks, Rob 82

Marshall, Lindsay 55
Martinez, Argelia 71
Mason, Brittany 120
Mayo, Michelle 187
Mbah, Ify 174
McClain, Wesley 138
McDowell, Ed 50
McGaughey, Cody 77
McNeil, Maurice 119
MEN’S basketBALL 118
Microsoft’s Imagine Cup 49
Miles, Troy 124
Miller, Carrie 92
Mohan, Lauren 95
Montoya, Cassandra 172
Moores Opera House 58
Morales, Abel 50
Moran, Luke 131
Morehouse, Codey 130
Moses, Tamara Marks- 194
Munoz, Danielle 127
Munson, William 150

N
naacp 174
National Society of Black Engineers 200
National Student Speech Language &

Hearing Association 176
Nawab, Shahad 81
Nazari, Natasha 172
Nelson, Joan 41
Nguyen, Mike 86
Nguyen, Thanh 187
Nguyen, Vinh 50
Nicklos, John “Duke” 164
Niehl, Jared 178
Nigerian Students Association 193
Nixon, Zamal 119
Nnaji, Chibuike Prince 24
Nwachukwu, Stephanie 128

0
Okogwu, Wando 52
Oni, Emmanuel 172
Onya, Chuka 200
Ortega, Sarah 170
Outon, Haley 132
Ozain-Poterie, Anastasia 200
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p
Pakistan Flood Relief Dinner 171
Pakistani Student Organization 171
Panchang, Maya 175
Parker, Symone 174
Payne, William 50
Pearl, Emily 69
Pendergraft, Paul 31
Penner, Jeremy 194
Peoples, De-Angelo 174
Persons, Hayes 187
Pham, Ann 75
Pham, Conny Anh 175
Pham, Lien 187
Phi Alpha Delta 198
PHI BETA SIGMA 182
Phi Kappa Psi 195
phi theta kappa 187
Piland, David 27, 115
Pineda, Nate 139
Pozzan, Giorgia 137
Pulliam, Kiara 134

Q
Quadry, Olaide 200

R
Ramsey, Caleb 131
Randle, Darren 90
Ray, Jared 131
Reese, Tai’shea 134
Residence Halls Association 202
Reta, Simon 200
Review, Princeton 44
Rhoades, Katelyn 127
RHO CHI SOCIETY 170
Riaz, Kamran 171
Rodriguez, Daniel 188
Rogers, Tanya 50
Rojas, Mark 49
Romo, Ino 187 
rugby 124

s
Sackos, Sami 127
Saenz, Nick 116

Sansgiry, Sujit 170
Sasha 97
Schanding, Thomas 77
Schroeder, Lorraine 41, 77
Schuette, K.C. 50
Scott, Brittney 120
Serpas, Martha 41
Severance, John 137
Shanks, Christina 187
Shasta 97, 112
Shenouda, Mary 172
Sherer, Jeff 170
Sherman, Katy Beth 132
Shokraneh, Keyon 172
Siegel, Joshua 201
sigma chi 204
Siharath, April 172
Siharath, Tommy 172
Singer, Daniella 194
Situka, oshua 200
Smith, Christopher 200
Smith, David 139
Smith, Mark 36
Soccer 127 
softball 132
Sokol, Sarah 170
Spittier, Angela 132
Starikov, Feliks 194
Stewart, Brian 115
Student Government Association 177
Subhlok, Jaspal 49
Sumlin, Kevin 27, 115
Swimming & Diving 122

Tan, Christina 170
Tavakoli, Sason 160
Taylor, Andrew 201
Taylor, Courtney 120
Taylor, Mark 122
TENNIS 137
theta nu xi 192
Thompson, Chris 116
Thulin, Kaitlin 127
Tilborg, Amanda Van 197
Tran, Anh 188
Trevino, Deyadira 71
Trinh, An 187
Truelove, Lacey 122

Tryon, Chandace 128
Turner, Cotton 27, 115
Turner, Ryan 139

u
UH Alumni Association 104
Umana, Katy 79

V
Vannote, Joel 178
Velasquez, Cynthia 102
Vo, GiangTina 200
Volguina, Sasha 188
Volleyball 128

w
Warsame, Rasheed 73
Waterman, Kelly 158
Watson, Robert 27, 125
Wattari, Sara 170
Watts, Bailey 132
Weber, Jaye 64
Wells, Dan 85
Werner, Jon 158
White, Kathleen 187
Whitting, Todd 131
Wilden, Dan 28
Williams, Jonathan 134
Wilson, Prince 38, 48, 156
Wilson, Welcome 29
Wingard, Jennifer 36
Wisher, Dane 26
Woerner, April 96
Women of the Word 191
Women’s Basketball 121

Y
Yang,Joey 25
Young, Djuana 22

z
Zauere, Ingrida 129
zeta phi beta 189
zeta tau alpha 184
Zurbuchen, Kendall 31
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ADOBE’INDESIGN*CS3

COLOPHON
Typography Headlines were set in ITC Avant Garde Gothic Medium. 

Subheadlines, captions and body copy were set in Trade Gothic Regular.

Photography All photos were captured digitally with Canon or Nikon 

cameras. All photos were edited with Adobe Photoshop CSS.

Production The Houstonian was designed in Adobe InDesign CSS on Apple 

Mac Pros and Apple iMacs. Page layouts were exported to PDF and uploaded 

via FTP to Balfour Publishing in Dallas.

Copyright All contents copyright 2011 University of Houston. No part of 

this book may be reproduced without permission of the Director of Student 

Publications. Send inquiries to: Houstonian Yearbook, 4800 Calhoun, Houston, 

TX 77204-4015.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

When I first got the position of editor-in-chief, my biggest fear was that my book 
would become the last edition of the Houstonian, it was not securing a yearbook staff, or 
finding enough content to fill the pages of a 256 page book, but that soon UH would join 
the list of universities around the country to cut their yearbook program, either because 
of lack of funding or interest by the student body, or a combination of the two.

And now my fear has become a reality.
I can honestly say that the news did not come as a surprise, after all, the biggest 

obstacles I faced as editor was getting people around campus to care about the book. 
Every time I would mention the Houstonian, I would get one of two responses: “the 
Hotel?” or “UH has a yearbook?” Despite the fact that apart from the Daily Cougar, the 
Houstonian has been around longer than any other organization or tradition on campus.

Since 1934, a group of UH students has put together a publication that attempts to 
provide a record of student life at the University, capturing everything from student orga
nizations, faculty and staff, frontier fiesta, athletics, etc. and now after 77 years, one of 
the Universities oldest traditions is being put to bed.

After looking at several yearbooks from the past, from the first Houstonian printed in 
1934, to the 2009-2010 editions, it is clear to see how the book has evolved, but despite 
the obvious changes in faces, content, layout and the inclusion of color photographs, 
one thing remains true for every Houstonian published until today, and that is, that every 
editor, every staff, wanted to tell the story and provide a timeline for students to remem
ber what the University was like that very year, and that stays true for this book.

We can’t capture all, we can’t include every student in the University, but for those 
who have their yearbook, 20 years from now when they dust of the cover of their 2010- 
2011 yearbooks, I hope that we can at least provide a memory of what the world and the 
University was like this year.

Although I had most of the responsibility for what this book would be like, my visions 
and revisions would not have been made possible without the help of many people.

I want to thank everyone who made this book possible, every writer and photogra
pher who has a byline, my editors: Christopher Losee, Joshua Siegel and Newton Liu, 
my managing editor and production designer, Lana Flores, and perhaps the most im
portant person, our advisor, Matt Dulin, for answering every question, regardless of how 
silly it was or how many times I had already asked it, for trying to keep this sinking ship 
afloat, especially when it seemed it was only you and I who cared, and for standing by 
not only myself, but this staff when there was trouble, I really could not have done this 
without your help and support.

And so now, I say goodbye, to the long days and nights at the office (aka the desk 
in the corner of the Daily Cougar office), the deadlines we tried to meet, and the many 
attempts to get people interested. It was a pleasure to have been part of this Cougar 
tradition.

As the editor in chief for the 1939 Houstonian wrote in his acknowledgments:
“It is indeed true that we never value anything at its true worth, while we possess it. 

But after it is lost and gone beyond recall, we never fail to remember what a precious 
thing has slipped through our fingers.”

— Patricia Estrada
Houstonian Editor in Chief, 2010-2011
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DEDICATION

After more than 20 years of service to the University of Houston and the freedom of 
the student press, Richard Cigler retired in October 2010.

Cigler enjoyed a long and distinguished tenure at the University of Houston, having 
joined the University in 1987 and serving as director of Student Publications since 
1988. Prior to coming to UH, Dick was with the Houston Post Newspaper Company. 
Cigler served as president of Staff Council in 1998, the year Staff Council launched the 
successful Cougar First Impressions initiative, which, to this day, welcomes students 
back to school every fall.

Cigler has been instrumental in navigating The Daily Cougar and Houstonian 
yearbook from a typewriter-driven operation to a computer-based and internet-enhanced 
learning laboratory for future journalists, graphic designers, advertising managers and 
other media professionals.

Along the way, Cigler was a staunch defender of the student press, even when it 
meant putting his career on the line and standing up to UH administrators.

For his extensive — and often invisible — service to the University community 
and to the students he was charged with advising — we here dedicate the Houstonian 
yearbook to Richard Cigler.


